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Ve: Velasquez Spanish Dictionary Revised & Enlarged, 1943. 
Th: Thayer, Greek-English Lexicon of the Hew Testament. 
ABS: American Bible Society, Now York City. 
AL: Prof. A. Lehenbauer, President of Concordia Seminary, 
Ballester, Argentina. 
AR: American Revised Version of the Enelish New Testament. 
BFBS: British and Foreign Bible Society, London. 
FV: Leading French Version of the Bible. 
HA: Hispano-Americano--recent Spanish translation of the 
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KJ: The Authorized version of the whole Bible. 
Kra Kretzmann•s Popular Commentary, N.T., Vol. II. 
Ls Luther's translation of the whole Bible in German. 
Le: Lenski' s Interpretation of Peter, John, Jude, Galatians,, 
Ephesians, Phillippians. 
M: Moderna, Name of Spanish translation of the entire 
Bible in Spanish, done by H. E. Pratt. 
RV: Reina-Valera, the entire Bible in Spanish, from the 
original version by Casiodoro · dc Reina in 1569, 
revised by Cipriano de Valera in 1602, and also 
since revised on further comparison with Hebrew 
and Greek texts. 
V: Latin translation of the Bible, Jerome, 
Mf: Moffat I s translation of the Hew Testament. 
GD: Goodspeed•s translati<;m of the N.T. in what is called 
Tho Complete Bible. 
Exp&.Ex: Expositor's New Testament, Vol. III, and Vol. v. 
CR: Challoner-Rhein1s Revised--Roman Catholic 1T .T., 1941. 
DeT: DeTornos--Combined Spanish Methods, 1934, 
Appleton-Century, N.Y. 
DM: Dana-Mantey--A Manual Grammar to the Greek U.T., 1942. 
LS: Liddell-Scott Greek-English ~xicon Abridged. 
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•·The Word of the L()rci f.1dureth forever,• Seripture assures us tI ht.1:25) • 
This guarantee of preserv~\~fr3--a.mplified in Ps.119:152, Is.40:8, Matt.5:18 & 24;35 
--oan be a powerful sti~ul\t f'or us to provide the Spanish•speaking people of' every 
generation with ·that Word \~fnslated into the language of' their day~ With tha.t ai~ 
in mind, let us give caref'\~ oonsideration to the various Spanililh Bibles ne.w in ex1s• 
tenoe; and let us see how \l~::L these translations make Jesus live for the oommon man. 
The Savior did not die to ~~~e, us any particular Bible version; and thus the version 
ln use must only be a m~an~l~c:, convey the inspired text's message "to every creature.• 
 
There is today a dire peid for a. olose critical study of present versions. Span-
ish is one of the major wo~~~ lan~ua~es. The circulation of the Spanish Bible contin-
ues to increase. But "lan~t~g;e is not statio but a l;ving, flowing thing. The pas-
sage of time, the impact ot-\J.pew ideas, of foreign contacts, of nationalist zeal, mold 
it powerfully •••• If it (a\ ~r1slation) is to fulfill its mission, it must pulsate with 
t' the warmth and movement of tl'le cur.rent spoken language. When native church workers in 
India began to use the ne~ ~e"U'ised Tamil version, they spoke of feeling as if they had 
a new sharp plow with whio~ ~c:, cultivate their fields"· (Quoted from North, ~~ of 
!. Thousand Tongues, p.17). 
Though no version may 8 ~e,r become completely official, universally acoepted, free 
of criticism, or incapable 0 f improvement, new revisions or new versions must repl~oe 
the old from time to time. J~st as we need new hymnals every generation or two, so we 
need new im~rovements on Bible, versions based upon the most modern scholastic researoij. 
OUR DUTY 
It is the duty of every }?astor and trained Bible s~udent of the Spanish Soriptures 
to examine the language of thES present versions in view of the above considerations. 
Let those with .a competent knc:>wledge of the original Grsek or Hebrew study critically 
a short, unified portion; let -them remain unprejuticed, imPE:,rti~l, and objective; let 
thAlllmaintain the prope~· ohar:ity toward the versions, realizing that translation work 
is difficult and that word-ohc:::,ice may differ with the previous experience of the 
translator. Then let-them subniit sug~ested changes or conclusions to the American 
Bible Society for their consideration. 
~"\/HAT THIS STUDY FUR?ORTS TO BE 
This study obviously does not claim to be the work of experti Neither does 
it attempt to offer the last vvord on the various problems involved. It is not based 
upon a study of the entire B'i ble or even the complete New Testament of the three ver-
sions•-Reina•Valera, Moderne., and Hispano-Americanat' but only upon 'I Peter t.-.1.;I am 
f1:4)aifitLLJ 'Z & rn:1·· · · 1itiisl: is rather an invitation to more concerted effort to find 
out jus~ what is wrong with tt:-ie present version or versions, and to correct those 
faults as far as possible. 
The Historical Introduot:i..on to the Study Proper, which consists or a tabulation 
of Castilian Bible Translatiol""ls, end~nvor~ to provide a clear understanding of tht 
development of the Spanish ve:rsions which we have today. It attempts to show that 
the Historical development of the Spanish Bible is not like that of the English- or 
the German Bible; for there is no Spanish Version whioh has held the upper place as 
a standard version fo~ three c:,r four centuries (E.g.,the Reina-Valera was quite for· · 
gotten for some two hundred yeiars and used comparatively little until 1856 (er. the 
Tabulation of Translations; al....so of, the 1!.!.!!l! Society Record of October 17, 18951 
p.14~). The remaining sectiol""ls of the thesis are self-explanatory. 
A NOTE OF THANKS 
For their generous ass1s-tance in gathering, systematizin{!;,_ and evaluating materi-
al for this study, special t~a.nks are due to Miss M. Hills, Librarian of the ABS, to 
the.a>nsultant, Dr. Th. Graeb~e,r, to the reader, frof. A. Repp, to the adviser, Rev; A. 
llelendez, and to the men in ~C'3e field who made the necessary corrections of the Study 
Froper. Furthe~ thanks are ~1.2e to the Home Mission Board of our Missouri Synod Luth-
eran Church and Jts Seoret~tY• Dr. f. c. Streufert, for the interest and oooperation 
extended in the prepe.ratio~ pf' this study. 
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'Ihuo we see that the Bible or a portion thereof was trfmsliited into approximately 
twenty-five lan~uages or dialects before it Wfls first given to the Spanish-ffpen~ing 
peoplet1. 
(Above roetarifll taken lRrgely from North, B.2.21 ~ ~ 'Ihou3and. To~guos, P• 37) 
I 
A TABULATION OF CASTILIAN BIBLE TRAN'SLATIONS
1 P.2 
*1260 The Bible of Alfonso x, King of Castile and Leon (1252-1284). This is the first 
version in Sp~i~·-;f which we have knowledge. It was made under the Kin~'~ 
auspices and translated entirely from the Vulgate rather than from the original 
Hebrew and Greek. One authority speaks quite highly of it.2 
*1430 The Old Testament of Rabbi Moses Arrajel. ·This learned Jew is supposed to have 
made this version directly from th~···H·ebrew, al though scholars have noted the in-
fluence of the Vulgate upon his work.3 The translator was a fugitive Jew living 
in Spain. 
*1478 The Bible of ~~:r.· This version in the Valencian dialoft ·;:as r:iade from the 
Latin and published in Valenci~. Cnly four pages remain. 
*1490 The Liturgical Gospels of Juan L~p_e~.· 
~Los Evangelios Dasde Advento Hasta la 
112 leaves printed in double columns. 
nara. 5 
This Dominican monk's edit ion ·uas called: 
Dominica in Pe.ssione." The book contains 
Published at i_~p.r..~ by Antonio de Cente-
1502 A Gospel Harmony, Translated by Ambrosio de Montesino, a Franciscan, from ludo-
phus de Saxonia' s Latin Vita Christi. ,. ot·h;; ~dit-:C~ns were made at Seville in 
1530-31, 1537, 1551, 1623, 1627." 6 
1506 The Liturg ical Epistles and G~spels. This version, no doubt made from the .Vul-
gate, was :;?rinted at ~yil)e• 
1512 Portions of the Old Testament, Translated by Fernando L_a£._a.,y~. Prii'lted at J.ntwerp~ 
1512 A Revised Trai1slat ion of the Liturgical Epistlos ::i.nd Gospels, by Ambrosio ~. 
E~<?.t:1.~~-~t1.1.o.. Published at .LC?.~.8-~~· Later printings were made at Seville and Ant-
v,erp. Roman de Vallezillo, of the Benedictine order, revised this y1ork and pub-
lished it at the turn of the century. However, it was pliced upon the Index 
of Prohibited Books by the Inquisition.9 
1514 Job, Tre.nslated by Alonso k}Y~X~~ of 12.l~d.2.• 
~,ork c a lled II Las Morales de Sant Gregorio." 
printed at 3eville. 10 
This version first appeared in a 
In 1527 a folio of the version was 
1529 The Psalter. This quarto edition is recorded by R. Caballero (Cf. footnote No. 
5) as being undat ed b .t, containing a Portuguese license dated September 13, 1529. 
It was probably printed in that year at Y.§P .. 9.Jl• 
1530 The Four Gospels, Entitled nvita Christi Cartujano." D3dicated to Ferdinand:1 
1534 The Psalms, Gospels, and ~pistles, Translated by Juan~ .YE-1Sl~· 12 An excellent 
version, the first to use tne Greek directly in translating part of the New Test-
ament. 
11!1.543 The First New Testai.,ent Translated Directly from the Greek, by Francisco de En-
zin~.13 The volume was printed, at the cost of the translator, by $. i,;i;~ra.in-;n 
of ~J~j;X(~.U?,; it was dedica ted to Charles v. Few copies remain, for it was sup-
pressed by the Spanish authorities. It is interesting to note that Jnzinas liv-
ed in th~ home of Melanchtho!} while translating the v,ork. Enzinas is called: 
"The Tyndale of the Spanish Bible." 
1545 The Sermon on the i·:ount, Translated from the Latin by Constantino Ponce .<!E! J.!: 
l)i.~n.t~, a Spanish Reformer. It was published at 5,eville, included in a work of 
·- . .•.... _l_1i.s.~ •. .. .. ___ . ...... . . ... . . 
*The most importa.1t transla.tions and revisions ara marked with an asterisk. 
P.3 
1548 The Psalter, Paraphrased by Raynerio Snoy Q_u~-~~~.9., printed with the Latin text 
at Y1!P.~~o1).~.!. It ·way
4
published again at }l}:,.w_er~ in 1558. The Antwerp Index 
of 1570 prohibits it. 
1550 The Psa lter, Translated in Conformity with the Hebrew. Although there is doubt 
concerning the actual translator, Juan Roffense is generally credited with the 
work. · s. · Gryphius of b.Y.9.!!.S. printed it. In the same year translations of Pro-
verbs, Job, and Ecclesiastes also o.ppeared at Lyons. The latter two were trans-
lated from the Greek, the first--like the Psalter--"in conformity with the ne-
brew.11 
*1553 The First Spo.nish Old Testament, called the •Ferrara Bible." So named because 
it was printed there. Abraham Usque, a Je,;1 from Portugal,_ is responsible for 
editing the work, while Yom Tob Atias paid publication expenses. It vras pre-
pared particularly for the Jews who lived in Ferrara since the time that Ferdi-
nand and Isabel exiled them from Spain. Perhaps this •Bible" was only a revi-
sion of a previous Jewish version which existed only in manuscript form. 15 Reina 
made much use of it v,hile translating his Bible. 16 
*1555 The Second Spanish New Testament, Translated by Juan fe_r~ ~~ fl.~~~· P6rez did 
not add his name to the translation 1~r obvious reasons; but Cipriano de Valera tells us that he was the translator. Perez used the :Snzinas version and per-
haps also that of Juan .de Vald~s. 
1557 The Psalms of David, Translated by Juan ?_ete~ d~ Pin&da. This was added to his 
Ne·,v Testament version and both were then published in V<Jnice by Juan Philadepho. 
The Psalms were translated diructly from the Hebrew. 18~~- · · 
*1569 The First Transla tion of the Complete Bible into Spanish, also calle~ 11Biblia 
del Oso, 11 by Casiodoro de Reina. Al though he probably knev, some Hebl~VI, he used 
Sancte s Pagninus' l a tin translation as well as the Ferrara version. Afte~ nine 
years of work in trans lati on , he had it published at !3.~s!ll by T. Guarinus. O 
*1596 The New Testa ment of Casiodoro de ~~-.n~, ,B,it'{.1:§,~..9; by Cipriano de Y ..tJ]!~F.-a.• This 
edition, published in Lo)l.d.9.':! by Ricardo del Campo, omitted the m::irginal notes 
and chapter summaries of Ce.siodoro. The text its e lf Has altere d in some places 
to give a more exact reduplication of the orig inal. This version supplies what 
Casiodoro I s had laft out in Hebr.12 :29 i however, it omits .P..~ !..~. in Rom.3 :28. 
=~1602 The Bible of Casiodoro de Jl_oJ:n~, B.,13.ti-.~~-~ by Cipriano de .Y_a_l.~.'f.f!t printe d at A!-
sterdam. Instead of including the Apocrypha with the canonical books as did 
R;;;-;-(and most other translators of this period), he separates them and places 
them between the Old and New TestaIJent , 1 .<?.:r: £.e. in Rom.3 :28 is again supplied. 
1611 A New Edition 9f the Old Testament of !_e:r:F.tg.B:_, made in /!E!E._~2;.~• 
1612 The Psalter, '.7ith Vuls ate Text and Latin Commentary. The Augustinian Priest 
Juan 9..El §..C?.'t2. prepared this edition i the commentary was v1ri tten by various auth-
ors. It r1as published at !.+2~8:• 
1623 The Psalter, W'ith Vulgate Text (but without commentary). Similar to above . This 
was prepared by Jos& s_e • .V~J.£.Y.t~s.9_ and published at ~~dr};.<!• 
1625 The New Testament of Cipriano de yaJ .. ~.r~, a J!.f!P .. rJ..~1 made a t ~sJ~.rA~· 
1625 The Psalter. Printed by Jacob dachter of Amsterdam. Probably ~~t:.~'s version. 
1628 The Pentateuch of the!~£?.!.'.~ Version , With the Haphtaroth. The margi.,s in the 
Pentateuch contain notices to all positive and negative commandments of the five 
books. Similar editions appeared at Amsterdam in 1643 and 1655. 
1628 The Psalter. This is a small-size Jewish edition (16°) of the Ferrara P.4 
Version, printed bys. Sury at Amsterdam. 
•1630 The Old Testament, a JiJ..Y..t~.i.<?E: of the I~r.a£~ Version. M~E:..~.sJ;~h ~ J_;;_r~~! pre-
pared this edition and had it published in a!!.te.t.tf:1-.!.1!• 
1646 The Old Testament, a New Edition of the Revised Ferrara Version. Signed by 
Cornelius ;.;uller, it was published by G. Joost in ~.§.te.:r.q~. 
'•1661 The Old . Testament, a Se_<?.<?..~<! Re..Y_!_f}.t~.1! of the f~Lr.;;r~~ Version, made by Samuel~ 
Cazer~s. The Jewish Rabbi and print sr J. Athias published it in An!.sterdam. 
1681 The Pentateuch. The title of this Jewish edition ·;,as "Par,J!,_frasi_s comentado so-
bre el rentateuco por ••• Ishac Ah_<?!iE.•" Jaacob de Cordova of !!!1§.i~r.9-~ printed it. 
1691. The ~entateuch \7ith Haphtaroth. D. Tartaz of ~sterd~ printed this Jewish ed. 
1695 The Pentateuch l:fi th Commentary, by Yosseph f.X.!! .. Tl.C?.9. §.er.r.an2.• Mosseh Dias of Am-
s~X-~-~ printed the V1ork. The notes appear in the margin in small type. 
1705 The ~entateuch ~ith ? rayers. I. de Cordova of _Amsterdam published it. 
•1708 The New Testament, a Revision of the Reina-Valera Version. Almost no revision 
was macle, however. 21 S~b; _-s-t "ian .9-~. }:.?~ .~ii.,~;··a.1ci'···1i ttle more than reprint the 
1596 translation. In · his _"revision11 he again omits .i?.9.!. ~- in Rom.3 :28. A fe111 
alternate readings and a number of references ap~ear at the bottom of some pages. 
J. Borstio published it at Amsterdam. 
1718 The Pentateuch i"1ith lfaphtaroth, ~-E:-~J -A~£ Edition. s. Proop of ~S..~2!~~ printed 
the revision. 
1726 The Old Testament, a New, 9._or_-r:~£.!.e9-. Edition of the ~!3..£.0.Ed -~~vis.i_cm of the ~-
rF.P-S.~ Version. Corrected by ~ - Ab .•. ~.1.t.~., printed by D. Fernandes in ~ 2 rd~. 
1733 The Pentateuch Jith ~aphtaroth. A copy of a Jewish Pre.yer-book was bound with 
it. The title r ::iads: "Cinco Libros de la Ley Divina Nuevamente Corrigidos.• 
David de Elisa ?ereya of ~JEJ.teF~!1.!11 did: the printing. · 
1762 The Old Testament, Parallel Edition. The Hebrew text appeared together with a 
revision (apparently) of the Ferrara y~rsio~. Proops of Arast~I..d~. published it. 
1785 The Gospels, ·;!ith Notes Selecteq. From Vo.rious . Expositors, Trans.lated by Anselmo 
~.El• This ex-abbot had his first edition published at .Y.~t~~j.~li_<!. 
•1790 The First Spanish New Testament Printed i~ Spain. It was made diractly from the 
Latin Vulgate by Felipe §..9j.2., de San r,1iguel, who later became Bishop of Segovia. 
Printed with the Vulgate ~·!. T. in two volumes i dedic·ated to Charles IV of Spain. 
•1793 The First Spanish Bible Printad in Spain.32 -~°-t~ did Vol. I-III of the o.T. in 
1791, IV-V .in 1792, and VI-VIII in 1793. The ten volumes--together with the an-
notations ~conforme al sentido de los santos Padres y expositores Catholicosn--
were published with Vulgate by Joseph and Thomas de Orga, of Y~ .. t~E~· 
•1797 
*1798 
The Scio Bible, Revised; Corrected, and Augmented by its Translator. Even though 
the ~lgate was ~-;;;rtt;d, the final work consisted of nineteen volumes. B. Cano 
of !.,~<!!:J:.c! printed it in double co~umns with the notes at the foot of the page. 
The Song of Solomon, Translatedfrom the Hebre,, 'ilith Annotations.. Fray Luis de 
23 - -·-
f.e.0_11 had· made this translation more than two centuries earlier. This cuarto edi-
tion Vias published with .the Vulgate at Salam~, where Luis was once a professor. 
1802 The ?salter, ,ii th Certain Canticles. Jairiie .~!..X:..F!-E2. prapared this version P.5 
on the basis of J. Lallemont's French edition. Published with Vul6ate at f::ad.rid. 
1804 The Gospels, The Seventh ~dition of f.!3_tj~~-'s Translation (1785). The translator 
improved h is first edition from time to time; this one was printed at Madrid. 
1804 The Epistles With Notes. F. Xi]lJ:!l.e.! translated from the Vulgate. A.Mad.rid: print •. 
\~1806 Tho :faw Testament. Uzielli, an interpreter living, in London, supervised this re• ·-.. . 
.E!'i?].i of the 1708 R.e_l;_l}2;·.Y.~-l-~!'~ Re_y_i_~~-9; Version (cf. above). It wa s published es-
pecially for the Spanish refugees and prisoners in England. The text appears in 
double columns with alternate readings below.£..~!:£.~ again omitted. 1£>E£-2.U print. 
1806 The Gospel of Saint Matthew. This is a separate edition of the prec~ding version. 
1807 The New Testament. This is merely a second ecli tion of the 1806 N.T. (cf. above). 
1808 The New Testament. Under t he auspices of the BF3S, c. Brightly of ~1:1_n,g_~ publish~ 
ed this !.!~J?.r) J.l!;. of the 1805 N .T., omitting, however, the long chapter-headings. · 
1813 The NeH Te staiilent. A nev, edition of tha 1808 N.T., \·/ith slight ort·hographic 
changes • 
. 
1816 The Psalter, a New Translation, i\lade by T. Q.OA?...~)J3.~ .9_8¢.Y..a..J..~.!, of La Academia 
Real. It was published e.t ~lE-..cl..!.'2.<!• 
1817 The New Testament~ A"corrected edition of the 1813 N.T., published in smaller 
type by P. ·,:,hi te of 1':.9.!1.9-2E..• The title desc ribe s it as II cuidadosamente correg ida. • 
1819 The Nev, Testament. This s t ereotype adi tion, printed in double columns, is a ]J:_-
J?..rJ.n_t.. of ~-;.9.'s ?.E§. (1797) ~.2}~, and was done under the auspices of t~2 ABS 
by i. White of !!,(}}'-ill!£• Late r years s aw many reprints of this version. 
1820 The New Testament. Jos6 Blanco (A Cat i1olic prie st converted to Anglicism) super-
vised this ! ~..E,r_~Q! of §_ci~'s version. T. Rutt of .§.~~;JS~!tVfil]l printed 5 1 000 
copies. Dorca of ~.:r:9~.lqn.?: printed 10,000 copies of the same N.T. 
1821 The Bible. A !J.P.£JnJ;. of §.C?].9.' s version published by the BFBS. 
1822 The New Testament. A stereotype r e_prJ.nJ. of _ScJ.~, by J. Sa ith of ?..P:!l~· 
1823 The Bible. s. Bagster of 1,.o.~.c!,9}1 .!.?J2.!'.i~ed §.C.~A, using the 1791 Ji.tad.rid O.T. and 
the 1815 N.T. This particular edition was a gain reprintdnulilerous times in the 
subsequent years. This edition omitted ti1e Apocrypha; most version up. to this 
time had included it. 
1824 The Bible. A. Applegath of 19..11.!.o~l'! publishtid this .r..il>.rini of §.£.~ for distribu-
tion in South America. 
*1825 The Bible, Translated by Felix Torres ~t•25 This fresh translation was :nade from 
the Vulgate but compared with the original languages. King Ferdinand VII had en-
couraged Amat to undortake this transla tion. Amarita of M.~<!r_i~ publ. the 8 vols. 
•1825 The New ·Testament. .~at I s · N.T. 1n the 1623-25 translation ,,rus ~2.l?-.YE!.~.§.!l !:!_-
Yl~<! and printed by i.!ills, Jowet, and Mills in .~<>_!l.do_q. 
1826 The Nev, Ta stament. This r_e ... EX..i..l?-~. of §.£.i_9.1 s version--by T. Hansard of ~«!2!'l• 
1828 The New Testament. Amother ~~!l!1-1 of §.~~~'s version--by BFBS in 12.!Lct<>l!• Bag-
ster &~d Thoms of London also reprinted Scio'~ N.T. in a smaller edition. 
h6 
1828 The Psalter, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes; and Isaiah. This is another .r.eE_r~,!lj, 
made by Bagster ~.nd Thoms or -~~-~do11, from the §S:J..9. version. 
1829 The Gospel of st. Luke, a Diglot Edition. The Aimara language appears with Scioe 
1830 Scripture ·Lessons for Schools. §.2.i.2. and the Italian ~8£._tin~ version provided the 
source of selection for this edition. Though exact place and time are uncertain, 
it was probably done in London. 
. ··-·--
~832 The Nev, Testament. The -~~ version Vias !"-2.YJ.~ by the Gl.~§JtOJ! Bible Society 
(organized in 18ll)in 1841 and published in 1842. er. the 1845 New Testament. 
•1833 The Bible in Latin and Spanish. Eight Roman Catholic Priests prepare d this ver• 
sion on the b asis of a Fra nch~Latin Bible knovm as nBible de Vence." It is the 
first. !:U-]JJ..s. I!rintej_ 2-..U M.!!!.2£.!£2, where the tra.nslat~Es worked. Mariano Galvan Ri-
vera printed the twenty-five volumes of the work• 
1833 The Chief Poetical Books and Passages of the Bible, Exclusive of the Psalter. 
Vicente .§.~l..YJ: .~<!.!.~~--in verse form--the Co.rvaj~~ (1816) translation. ~ibreria 
Hispano-Americana of ~.!."l~ printed th~ work. 
1835 The Bible. Scio' s translation ,., i th the Vulgate text was printed in !~l~..2 by 
C. Sebring. °Cf. the 179°3 version. 
1835 The Bible. M •. de Burgos of :.:adrid reprinted Alllat' s 1825 version, with Vulgate. ----· .. ·-----· . ·- -'-
1836 The Bible •. J. Smit h of Paris reprinted Amat without Vul gate, slightly correctedt 
in· seventeen volumes. -~---·- ·-·- ---·~ 
•1837 The Psa lter, a ,t~raE,,hrp.~~ by J. Y.it.~~· Published in ~OE...1:2: in four volumes. 
1837 The Bible.27A. Bergnes of ~~.2!1.2: printed this ~ili. version, without Apocrypha; 
Lt. J. Graydon, an independent Bible-distributor in the Brit. Navy, financed it. 
•1837 The New Testament of .Amat, revised and corrected by Lucena for the Society for -~·- ~-- .. _._ 
the Prom. of Christian Knowledge. R. Clay of London published it. Reprinted 18~ 
1837 Tl').e New Te stament of Scio, This !].P.t?-llt was r:1ade upon the earnest request of 
G. Borrow, agent or the BFBS in Spa in."2'Ef Though credit f or the printing is giv-: - ·- . e11 to J. de la_Barre ra of l,4~.i<!, 11 (it) · seems ~o have
9
been entruste d to C. Wood, · 
the English printer of the Sp. paper: 'El Espeno1.•n 2 ln the same year, ABS 
in New York published Scio' s New Testament in a small .. size edition. 
1840 The New Testament of 1!£!2• J. Smi th of f_a_ti..~ made this ~t~J.; it was agai n 
reprinte d in 1847 by w. watts of London and in 1856 by Ch. Meyrueis of Paris. 
1840 The Gospel of John, Adapted by James E...am~l'l:.9-11• Ho used the .§£~_sa ve rsion and had 
\1. Aylott of 12!1.<!.o!! print his adaptation • . 
1840 A Gos pel Harmony, by Rafael Josdi 2 Qr~· His source of translation v,as the 
Vulgate. He added his own notes. It was printed in ~~.!l~• 
•1841 The Four Gospels, New Translated by w. ,J!!lj.~~ This Supt. of the Meth. Mission in 
Spain based his translation upon the Grs ek text, and .added a commentary. La 
Bibliote c a Militar in gj._p}'_a}.taz:. publ i shed it for him. 
1844 The Gospels. This is merely a ."!.~):~ ~0:,g_i..QE_ of that of .!!!..Oi• .Printed i n !1,adriq. 
1845 The New Testament of V~ler~· ABS of~ Jll!-~ printed this new edition of the 
.!!3.~.l; !'..~ti;;i9_J!• 
•1845 :rhe Bible of .s.?.t~ ·."/ith Vulgate Text, i'lewly ~t~-~ by J. J.al..~1.!· Pons of 
13$-~.t:1~ printed the revision mo.dG by this Seminary professor. 
•1847 The i;ow Testament, i~eVlly .~e..YJ..§.~d:· This is probably a revision of the 1837 ~ 
version. SPCK had it published b y R. Clay in ~<!.9.n• 
1849 The New Testament · of J e._l_~_r:J::.• \=I . Blackie reprinted the !@. r~Y.'l;.'§}_q_C). for tho G-~~§-
gow Bible Society. 
*la5o The Bible, A New Translation. The ABS' Committee on Versions supervised this re-
yJ_9.J2n made by a Spaniard a.nd based upon .~!..<?. and ~tt?_rA; he carefully compar;d 
the Ho brew and Greek orig inals 1 the KLg James, and i,lartin' s FrG'bh version. ABS 
published it without Apocrypha. It also published the N.T. separately with tho" 
English in parallel columns. 30 
*1853 The Bible of l::nat, Newly Revised by Juan Calder6n. This former Franciscan priest 
(1791-1854) b;~e a ?rot.;;:t"a'irt···preacher t;-Spa"'nish refugees in London. It ,,as 
also in ,h<?Jl<!.o_Q that he had his work publishod--by Gilb.art antl Rivington. · He o-
mitted the Apoc~ypha, an evidence of his conversion from Ca tholicism. 
1854 The Bible. ABS published the· version, though the information at ha11d does not 
reveal which version it v,as. John's Gospel and Acts •uere publishad separately 
in t he followin~ year, also by ABS in E~v.r !C?.r.!i• 
1855 The Bible of Scio. To escape restrictions on im:rtation of Bibles into Spain, 
this r_e.P.rJE.!:. ;;;;-made at ~Q.X.1£ by J, Martin Alegria. Even so, authorities 
forbade their distribution, once they were ma.de. N.T. v,as also printed separ a,zy. 
*1855 The Bib le, a Nev, Version ~re pared f. or Sim:,le Folk by Juan de. Vil~1!-_s~~or, ~g 
~-~· Chapters and even books were ot.1itted in this ~~-1!.U3.YJ .. *~ :!~Fs~; summar-
ies were placed in their stead. It ,1as based on !~1:., ~~!.,.~, Martini, De Sacy, 
and De Carrieres. De Palacios of ~!! printed it in tr,o volumes. 
*1855 The Gospe ls I a J.3~.~.i.~.i Version. Cf. the 1358 edition. 
1856 The tible of §.E..~· This edition of six volumes appeared at ~-9..tlR~· 
1857 The New T,:; stament· of ScJ-..2. E. Hnos of ~~~ot!i. (Col.) and :Y. \"iatts of ~1S2-~. each 
printed an edition for the BFBS. 
I 
1857 St. l'.1atthev1' s Gospel, Y.~'!!i.!.~ Varsion . A. Chauvin of t".21.0~9..!J; (~uipuzcoa) printed it. 
*1858 The Nev, Testament, a !}_apt ist Vo rs ion. Translation v,ork on this new version began 
in 1851 and ended in 1857. New Greek texts then existing formed the basis of 
this version.31 Spanish translators (including J. Caldorbn) assisted. The Am. 
Bible Union issuod the version; T. Cofl.-.stable (~<1,.~~~~)'.'s.Q) a nd Truebner (Lon~~~) 
printed it for them. 
1858 The New Te stament, A R.~.'G.?1-oA of Y.~1~£~' s Version. Cf• The 1861 3;dition. Fur• 
thar reprints of this odi tion v,ere mado in the following decade. 
1859 The Psalter. Watts of .k<?~<?!l. printed this edition of Valera~s translation. 
-:1861 The Bible, A Revision of Valera's Version. Publ. by Clowes of£!~~~~~· The New 
Testament re,,;t;r;;-~;;;_s al;e-a°a.'y'completa three years earlier. Cf. above. 
*1862 The Bible, A E!LYJ.~.!! 
picas of the SPCK and 
in 1863 and 1865. 
of Y!-.!...~r.~' s Versi~n Made by ~~-tl.~•:3 Made under the ans-
printed by Oxford Univeff~f7~1.:'-ffl,-·
2 Mi~iv'i'cJtd~~f:1\:Yf.1u\..l( J 
C01 °iCl)~DlA St.<:,. .. llfNARY 
~rr. Lo{ns. >f.'J, 
*1893 Isaiah, Translated by r.,uis de Uzoz i Rio. The :Iebrew text of Van der ..... __ . .... .._... P.8 
1864 
Hooght formed the basis of this new rendition. frinted in Madrid, poetical farm. 
Th7 New Testa:=ient, a. !i~.P.:tAl'.l~~ of 'Y..~}.~x.a.' s ll~.'{.~~ Version. Clowes of ~~ 
printed this volume in small type. In th3 same year -;Jatts of London printed 
St, John's Gospel of tl'lis version; this was again reprinted by Spottiswoo~ 1867. 
"'1865 The Bible, A lli3"v!. ~e'!i~2:!'.E. of Y..~}Jr!~' s Version Made by A. ~ ¥2!~ and H. m.t~• 
The former v,as a Spaniard who modernized the orthography of all the o. T. and 
part of the l!.T. The latter was an American Presbyterian missionary at Bogot!. 
ABS of l~.fil'! r.o.z:! published the new revision, and reprinted it in 1868. It also 
printed the I·!e\·1 Testament separately in 1865. BFBS also published this revision, 
1865 The Ne w Te stainent, A .E,?,pri!l.l of the 1831 ~Y.~il<?.U of ~~l.t?J:~• Printed: /ill~_?;• 
1866 The Bible,. The _!.uce.~ F,~vj.J_ion. of ~l...e.I.2:.' s Version. Spottiswoode of 1£.n..4.0Jl did 
the printing for BFBS. The N.T. differs sliJhtly from Lucena' s revision. Watts 
reprinted it in 1869 1 Clowes in 1867, Clay in 1869. 
1867 The Gospel of Mark, .~l<?.'.s Version. Harrison of L(?}ld<?!! printed. it for BFBS. 
1868 The New Testament, fi2l .~'s Version. Printer: Clowes of 1.9_~<!<?..~• 
1868 The Psalter, y~}er!!;'s Version. Printer: watts of.~d:£>.!!• 
1869 The Bible, The Lucena ~evision of Valera's Version. J. Cruzado of ~adrid ~-
1?.DJl~.ed tl1.3 tre:~~·s·1,;:{{o'i-i";·-·~.;i t 0l-;-some· ~~itr0·;e.t ions. La Viti de. i n i,.;adrid prepare d 
another edition in lD69. 'i'he 3panish Revolution (1868) had removed the past 
restrictions against Scrl.pturc distr ibution in Spain; thus BFBS lost no time in 
supplyinr{ 3 ibles. Cruza do print.id t wo more editions of the Valera N.T. and 
one of St. Matthew's Gospel, 
1870 The Ne\11 Te stamant 1 2~..12...t.~ Version. Palacios of J?ar.,2.~19!1.!l: reprinted this volume. 
G. Lav,re r.ce, also of !3.~c_e.l.<?.~, printe d another edition in 1871. 
1870 Tho New Testament, .Le:.J.E.~' s Version, Clay at ~ J!bf.td.~ made this edition. On 
the basis thereof, uniform ecUtions of th0 Gospels v,ere separately printed in 
1875. J • .Kidd Qf Buenos Aires then reprint tld }fat thaw' s ,'}ospel in 1878. In that 
year E. Rubinos of Madrid also ruprint0d Luk(') on the bas is of the 1870 N .T. 
1871 The Dible, ,V~!,e_:r}:' s Version. 
ginal references and dates. 
a E~parato copy of the N.T. 
J. Cruzado of Madrid printed the oQition with mar• 
In this and the~Tofi""c;\,,ing year, he o.lso printed 
Separate editions of the Gospels also appeared. 
1871 The Psalter In Metrical Verse ~orm, Prepared by J. ~~~~..2• This former pro-
fessor of Hebrew at the u. of Alc~la added notes and had it published _in Madrid. 
1874 The New Testament, §..<tl;..~'s Version. This edition, bearing the •imprimatur" of 
the Archbishop of ,festminstcr, was made in !2.n:.!!.9-~ and intended chiefly for dis-
tribution in South America. Issued in 140,000 copies, it conta'ins notes,. his-
torical indice s, a chronology, and other helpful materials. 
1875 The New Testament, ~ ~..!J!:1 S Vsrsion, .ABS of ~.E ~ prepared the edition. In 
the same year a Bible Society at P-~~~l.o~ used stereotype plates made In Lon-
don for another reprint of Luctina' s revision of the Valera Bible. 
1876 The Bible, Vale·ra • s Version. ABS of Ke!! !.2r...!s printed tv,o editions with mar~inal 
references ~;dex~ Trinitarian BS of tondon reprinted Valera's N.T. in 187.a. 
*1876 tho Psalter. This is the beginning of the ycr~ M_ol!!..i:n!• H. Pratt, P.9 
the translator, published tho Jsalm~ as a specimen of his work.at Bucara• 
~~, Columbia. A Bible then published in P-~~.J>l.9.!t~ used Pratt's Psalms transl. 
1877 The Bible, ~~·s Version. Cruzado at 1!!.<!rJ....<! made tho reprint, including mar-
ginal references. 
1877 Acts, Romans, and I & II Corinthians, ~'s Version. irinted by Nutt, London. 
•1877 Saint r.!atthew' s Gospel, Moderna Version. Based chiefly on Valera, it was publish• 
ed at ~-~~nga. This was again revised latar. 
1878 The New Tostament, Psalms, and Book of Acts, Valera's Vorsion. The three were 
printed in separate editions--the first two ~t"Lfadrid, the latter in an unnamed 
city. 
1879 The Psalter, M~~ Version. Pratt revised his previous translation. ABS of 
~~then published it. 
1879 Saint John's Gospel, ~l~'s Version, ~tl?..SJ! by J. Butler. Mr. Butler revised 
the notes of the version a.pd had E. Orozco of!!~ publish it. 
1880 The Psalter, and Saint Matthew's Gospel, Valdes' Version. c. Georgi of ~ 
printed the former, and Cruzado of -~~ the latter. 
1880 Galatians to Revelation, ~· s Version. Nutt of J,..9..~..<!.C?!! pubJished the edition. 
1881 The Psalter, §~l~'s Version. Printed for BFBS in Buenos Airos. --
*1883 The Bible, A Y...e!! ~i-~ion of JL~~·s Revised Version. G. Lawrence ·bouttthe e• 
quipment of T~S and revised the version according to his own, views, including 
Pratt's translation of the Psalms and Usoz y aio's version of Ia~ieh, printing 
it at B~~o~. Amat's Bible with notes also appeared at Barcelona in 1883. 
1884 The New Testament in ~ish and Spanish (Valera's· Version). BFBS had this 
printed at M,.~dr~, and reprinted at Cambridge in 1902. 
1885 The Psalter, ~~·s Version. Publiahod by ABS in !!,q_~ ~· 
*18"85 Saint Matthe~7 1 s Gospol, !i.EtVf}.Z J.r.8!1.~}.8:t.eA by F •. U~.s.!1£• This Lutheran pastor 
had met in Madrid with a committee of evangelical pastors in 1880; they had plan• 
ned a now translation of the N.T. The plan was later abandoned, but Fliedner 
continued his work on 'i\:!atthev,• s Gospel and had Cruzado of ,M~<_irid publsih it. He 
likewise translated other portions of the N.T. which Vlere published 1885•89. 
•1886 Genesis, .[ey.Q..z Jranslated by H. Prat~. ABS of li~.Y~r~ published tais additionltl 
·instalment on the Modern_! Version. 
-ie86 Saint Luke's GosP.el, a..!i3.n,tat~VJ!. S,~i.:i!..~~ of ~}_8J:~'s Version. E.R. Palmer, a 
representative of the BFBS in Spain, prepared the work on the basis of the Greek 
Textus Reoeptus, with references to the texts of Tischendorf and Alford. In the 
following year Palmer completed his revision of the entire N.T. and of Genesis. 
Those waru then published in two separate editions in M.~C:U:t~· 
1888 The New Testament; tho 2saltor. Cruzado of Macu:,l,~ published these in two separ• 
ate editions, using the Vale~ 1!.Q..Yl ~-~ text. 
1889 The Psalteri the Gospels and Acts. BFBS had Cruzado print these in two .separate 
editions in Madrid. The entire Bible of Valera's r evised version was reprinted by 
him in l890.-Inl89l he made two furthe'i7·*;-ciition~- ofthe N.T. Tha text of the 
latter three versions was printod in paragraph form with the proper hea'dings. 
*1893 The Bible, JN.~ d~-tn!.33 ABS, New York, printed the new Bible. As 
has been pointed out earlier, this ve-rsT;;·is the work of])r. H~s. ~. 
P.10 
1893 Saint Matthew's Gospel, a !'J.£1. !!.e.,yist_cm of Y.~lera' s Version. A committee of schol• 
ars, including J. Cabrera and F. Fliedner, revised the tentative version of 1886. 
They also revised Mark, Luke, John, and Acts. Printer: Marques of ~.A.<!!J.9:.• · 
1893 The Bible, Va lera's Revised 1/.jrsion. Marques of C,:adrid printed the volume in 
1893, but ag; i~;-in 1a9'57°1902, and 1903. In 1897 ho reprinted the N. T., and 
again in 1901 1 1902, and 1905 •• In 1895 he also made separate editions of Flied-
ner' s Romans and Corinthians.. In 1896 mreprinted the Psalter of Valcrn. 
1896 Saint Mark's Gospel, Issued as a ~..P..!.~I?;~_t to .fil:. §.~~<!,o.,.;:, a religious publica-
tion in .9.!j.~, i,1exico. 
1898 The Four Gospels and Acts. ABS of~~ Y9F."K printed these in five small editions. 
1899 The Gospe ls of Matthew and Luke. Thi3se were two soi;;o.rate editions, each printed 
in paragraph form--tha former in San 12.s~ de Costa Rica, the lattor: ~a.J..8:..~• 
1901 Saint Matthew's Gospel, An Underscored Sdi tion. The 1.0§. AnAe.!il Bible Institute 
prepared the text, marking certain portions in black and red ink. 
1902 Genesis, .Moder.J:>A Version, \'/ith 3 laborate Commentary, by H • .!:W.1• The American 
Tract Society of Ne~ l.~J.!$ published the work; a revised edi~ion appeared in 1908. 
Similar editions of Exodus and Leviticus also appeared. 
1903 · The Psal tar. .WS of .~ X£~ made this edition, uniform with those of 1898. 
1905 The Bible, .!~..9.L~'s Jie.Yl.~i Version. Publisher: I. ~oreno. of ~cir_~. 
*1905 The Old Testament, A !!ED.! Re_visio~ of 1,~l~.£;'s B.~Y..~~.9; Version. A commission of 
Evangelical miu isters, including .~!:..~£! and !.2.r.P~, corrected the obvious errors 
and substituted modern ,1ords for those already antiqua.ted. Printer:·Moreno, ~dr..~· 
*1906 The Gospels With Commentary, Translated by Juan~~ Rob~~· This Benedictine Ab-
bot had died in 1572, but M. ,!d.~e-~~, ~~Ar_id, edited the manuscript and had it 
printed. 
1907 The Bible, Valera's Revised Version. This Cambridge-printed, Madrid-published 
edition was··-;;;;fnted.in~i908 and 1909. The two latter edi tio;;-:1.n"';;luded eight 
colored maps. In 1910 only the N.T. with .Psalter v,as published. 
*1910 The Four Gospels, .l New Translation. This is the beginning of the Hispj!._n_o-~1-
~ Version. An ABS committee consisting of F. P~!t,;, v. ~~~' H. 1:£1..2.~~~, c. W. 
Drees, and J. !!9}1~9. workad in~~ X.~k for six months preparing this new trans-
TatTon on the bas is of \'/estcot t and Hort's Greek Text. 
4'1910 Saint Matthew's Gospel-, A !:f.!!! J'J:~Jl~~-t~l!• · The BFBS appointed J •. ~b.r~.:?".8:, c. 
7'.9_r_n_o.~., C. Af'.a~..,ig_, \V • .!>9~-~§., G. flJ.~?-.n~_r., F, ~jJ_h, H. !aY.E,.!},, and T, &o~ to 
prepare this new version. Alternate readings appeared at tae bottom of some 
pages. This rendition, published at ~,,rj.s, later joined into Hispano•A!ne~ic~~· 
· •1916 The New Testament, Jl.i.span~-~r.1:.£.~ Version. A joint committee of the ABS and 
the BFBS medt in Madrid and completed the N.T. on the basis of Nestle's Gr. text. 
~919 The Song of Solomon, Translated by L. R!bera. Second edition, made by Talleres 
Gr~ficos. del Gobierno Nacional, Mexico:-s.r~ 
•1919 The New Testament, Translated by P. ~~11· 35 Published in ~~~.l>. ~J.!:£!• 
1924 The Gospels, Translated by D. D. Q.~t9 .. f.~ liu.Jr~J~• 
~iboli Gospels (cf. below) mentions this version. 
of was me.de in M2 .. d£.~ in 1943. 
The Introduction to the 
A second edition there-
1928 The song of Solomon, Translated by R. Ji.io~. 36 E. Fernando de Castro wrote its 
prologue. 
.ll~.~E..i 9~~t.~.o}}.~ 1.!".<¥1J)~t.~o.R~ .9! . . tl:iJ. Sc..rJ.J?.t~F.e.§. :
37 
1909 The New Testament, Translated by De la Torre, s.J. A translation of Matthev, and 
Marie was later made separately and-,pu-blls.hed in ~~n.,1:tag,~, Chile, in 1939-40,: 
1930 The Psalter, Translated by ~lp~<!_.~. _!~ f!!~· This translation was made from the 
Vulgate, but compared vlith the LXX in an attempt to put into Spanish the beauty 
of the oritinal Hebrew. The translator, a Jesuit, later turned Protestant. 
1944 The Bible, Translated by the aev. canon Eloino N.~C:..~ £~~ and the Rev. Alberto 
Col..£~· Known as the N~car-Co~ung~ Version, it was printed in Madrid. "This 
translation is the first made by '.:. a.tholic authors directly from the Hebrew and 
Greek. It was produced under the initiat ive of the I Editorial Catolica I and
30 under the auspices an d direction of the Pontifical Univarsity of Salamanca." 
1944 The Gospels, Tre.nslated by Mons. Dr. Juen §i!'.~ub\n.tt«tZ:• "The 1944 edition was 
printed in Jt~~-~..2~ .~..F~~ in large size in red and black with ••• black and white 
illustra tions. !he 1945 edition was print-0d in small ~ize in paper bindings 
and was sold at a price equivalent to 10¢ in the u.s .. • 9 · 
1944 The Gospels, Amat's Version, Considerably Revised by J. Reboli, s.J. ~It is a 
very elaborate·~-·-i~ga-size publi~·S:ti·o·n· ~Xt'h ·~a:i;y .. full-pag;--~;;~·d cuts.11 40 
Footnotes on: !:_ Tabulation of c ~.stilian Bible Trenslu.tions 
.... .LI.J 
r. This tE:bulation is not absolutely complete. 3ut it does U.Et all 
trcnsl[; tions end revisions thet t:r..e f,!'esent writer knows to have been 
mede. 1.fter the bag. inninf of the Twentieth Century, r e ·9rints bec 1:me oo 
numerous that the Viri ter l:es not attempted to l; st ell. Until t l1at 
period, however, the writer has attempted to list ell reprints in order 
thet the reeder may see which versions were most widely distributed in 
a given period. The most importent words in e~ch p6ra~reph describing 
vers i ons ere underlined so that e t a glance the cesu el reeder may see 
the selient fects regarding each version, ~n esterisk ~erks a version 
of special i mportence. 
Bibles in the vulf?'ar tongue of the people of F::pa in exis tea--,rn 
ere told- - as early as ihe Sixth Century (et the time of King Ricaredo). 
Eowever, ell such Biblmweve publicly burned under the clEim that they 
wer e J.rien and hod given rise to .bri &nism. 
In 1229 the Council of Tolose prohib ited the trcnslr tion of the 
Bible into the common tongue of the people; it de::1ar.ded ell 0 1·mers of 
such trensletions to hend them over to -be burned ~ubli c ly. The s eme 
h r-ppened in Castile. Throughout t ne RPfor~ation p~riod, the Inquisition 
was busy seekinp: out ena destroying E. ible5/or portions t hereof. (Cf. the 
chepters on the Bible trenslations in C. Gutiirrez Mer{n: Historie de 
la ~eforma ~ Espena.) --
This tabulation, hov1ever, shm·rn that Spenish-s '.)eal-: ing people out-
side their home-country d id much to f ive the for bidden b ible to their 
Pe trie in the vArnecular. CEtholic scholers in Spain hed not produced 
one ecclesiestically-approved Spanish ~ible during t he ~eforMation per-
iod; and it was n~t until the end ot the Eif hteenth Century (1793) that 
the first Spanish oible was printed in that country. Nevertheless, the 
work of t r ens lction wes cerried on b y f ai thful iJro"testan ts throughout 
the 1iefor!11etion ere and to the pr e sent de y . (Cf. Korth, T~e Book of a 
Thousand Tongues, ( Ne~ York, 1939)pp.304ff.) -- -~- -- -
2. The Rev. Lopez Guillen, ;, .M., quoted ln the Bible Society _Fecord of 
NoveMber 15, 1894, se.ys, p.161: "In the Libli_?tll_~c c: !{iffe r:. iane of Dr. 
Yduerd Boehmer, of Lichtenthal, Beden-Baden, we have s een e s 9ecimen 
of this encient version; it compares f e irly with any of the ~odern ver-
sions et our disposel." 
z. Cf. Solalinde, j. G., ''Los Nornbres de M1i ~m~ l e s Puros e I!!.puros en 
IT.s T~' cducc ione s t,(ed ieveles :.Sspe.noles de la ni bli e, '1 r <-;vie1•:ed in Revis-
ta ~ Filologia Espanola, ·vol, XIX ( 1932), pp. 68-?3. 
4":" Cf. Bev. Lo~ez ~uillen, 100. cit.; also Molina, LR Eiblie en ~spanol, 
p."°2). -- ·- - -
5. Vido J. Eain, Renertoriurr! Bibli(frf:...,.Dhicuf!!_, :ro.6646, end K. Haebler, 
Blbliogrefia Ihcrics dcl Si~lo XV 19?3~C~!, ~o.366; elso H: Th?mes, 
Short-ti tie Cate lop.u0 of Books Prin t r: a 1n tJ"!) c; 1n and of Sn1::n1sh .3ooks 
Prinfea F.~lewhcrc in Europe :Before 160lrfow in the British l\1useum, 
(London, 1921) p.14. 
Dr. Boehmer, st.-,t !S" s: "J.. 3"1)cnish 'l'rc:nsletion of the Gospels for the 
Mohmnmedans, probfbly those of Crf ne.ce, is s ~· id to he:7e been ;ssued at 
tho end of the Fifte0.nth Cuntury." :lr • .Boehmer l1 c r c:w 1th man t1ons "De 
Prima Typogrephiee Eispenicee i.vtate Specimen .iiuctoro · Raymundo Diosd~do 
caballero,:' Rome, 1793, pp.84ff, (Cited in H. Houle end T. Darlow: H1s-
toricel Cetalogue of the BFBS, vol.II, No.8462~ 
~ Vide H. Moule and T. Darlow • .£E.!_ cit., No.8463. 
!:. Ibid., No.8464. 
~ Ibid.; also H. Thomas, op.~' p.13. 
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g:- I"2oule & Drr low, op. cit., No. 8464. More inf. in E . Boeh.rner, :aiblio-
tneca Wiffeni ene, vol.Iy-;--p.359. Thome s , .2.£.!. cit., dates the Lit. _Ep. 
& Gosp. with 1540 . p.14). -
l~& 11. To eliminate unnec c ssery foot notes, sourcGs or i nfor~ ation for 
ell trensla tions or revisions or reprints up to 1910 are found ir1 Moule 
& Derlow, £12..!. cit., No.8465ff., and in less detailed form in North, 
~ cit., pp.303ff. Similar informa tion cen be found in Thomas, £E...:. cit. : 
pp.12-14. ~xte nded comments ere found in Lopez Guillen , loc. cit., -nnd 
otl~ e r works m6nt i oned in the Bib lio@'rephy . But un less oth erwH~'e ind ic-
r ted, future me ter-ial is teken from 1~oule & Dar low, .2.£.!_ cit. 
if. Cf . the informative a iscussion of the wo r k of the Veld~s brot hers 
in Gutierrez Mer in, op. cit. , pp .82ff. 'I'hc Re v . Lopez Gu ill en says in 
his Eng lish article ,Toe. cit., "This ha s been concede d to be one of 
the best versions of the New re s t ament. 11 01' his trans lat ion, Juan de 
Ve ldis says: "He querido ir muy atedo e la letre , sac ~ndola palabra por 
pelebra e n cuento me ha sido posible, y aun de jando ambiguedad a donde 
hall~ndola en la letra griege, la he podido dej er e n la c s stellane, 
cuando la letra se puede aplic6r a una inteligcncia ya otre. Esto he 
hecho, porque treduciendo e SP- n Pablo, no he pretendido escribir mis 
conceptos, s ino los de San Pablo." ( Jrn quoted in I.1entndez y P{" layo, 
Ji1storie de los Heterodoxes Espefiole s, vol.II, p.185). · 
13. Enz inas is also known as Dryender, Du Chi sne, end Eichman. The com-
plete story of tl"! is trvnsle tion can be found in the pamphlet commemora-
. ting the 400th Anniversa ry of t h is translation, c e. lled: Le Biblia en 
Espanol, by J. Gonz e lez Molina (Havana, 1943). Othe r Spanish histories 
of this period j_nclude the event. .Ada m F. Sosa h a s ed i t <:: d . Enzina' s 
own story of the tre ns l e tion in the volume, iv!cmorias de Frr:.ncisco de 
Enzinas, (Buenos .A ire s, 1943 ) vol.I. l:ie n~ndez y Pe layo, .2E.!_ cit., p.228, 
sta tes that the tr ens l e tion faith f u lly follo1r s the t ext of Er osmus, 
but: "El . l enpuege de su tranduc c i •.fo es he rr'loso, pero ~-Q.~~-i -~t-e g_a_!_i~ is-
mos." 
14. However, H .• Thomas,~ cit., p.13, g ive s the d8te of prin ting as 
1555. on p.12, he lists a tr r·n sla tion entitled aEi:, r pa de Devid, en la 
quel se declerc los Pse L~os, perephre s edvs par B. Villa. La t. & Spa n. 
G.L. J. de Junta: Bur@:os; ( f or) J. a~ I-:!edine: Madrid, 1548. 11 
15. B. F. Stockwell, Pr efacios ~ l E. s Biblias Cas t e lle nas del Siglo A-VI, 
p .31, quotes Clement Ricci as s e ying: 11 La vs rsi un f errerens e e s, a no 
dud arlo, fru to de una el aborec idn colec t tva de varie s ge ne r ec iones." 
167 so s ays Rev. Lopez Guillen, lac. cit., adding : "Re ina me ntions that 
in the Ferrara version the trensletor with r ebbini cel ::1s lice edds the 
e~ in Is.9:6, to ell ne!!).es_ a ttributed to Chr i st--e l Ma raviloso, e tc., 
Ieeving it out of the last one , Ser s a lom." -
l?. s t eted in Menendez y Pelayo, .£E.:.. cit., p.458. 
le. Rev. Lopez Guillen, 12.£..:. cit., seys of it: "It i s one of the best 
"Versions of the Ne"' Testement, toge the r with tha t of F.nzine s, who wes 
a good Eelenist and bea e pure style," Men~ndez Y Pe layo s ays: "Su 
traducci6n es de mts merito, eunque menos conocido, como lengua es her-
mose." 
19. H. Frett, j.n his long article in Bible Society Record, vol. P.14 
XXXV, p.3?, devotes o long section to the sources used by Reina. 
20. Of this version, Men~ndez y Pel eyo se ys: "Como he cha en 'J l mejor 
tiempo de la lengua cc: stellane, excede mucho la vcrsi6n de Cesiodoro, 
bejo tel especto, a la n oderne de Torre s ~met ya la desdichad!sima del 
Padre Scio." (.As quoted in Stockwell, op. cit., p.?8.) ;i'here is much 
i nformation aveilable on this version;-:rheTefore further details ere 
not Justified. However, Rev. Lopez Guillen's words are of interest, 
loc. cit., "Richard Simon remerks (Rev. Lopez G. does not say whereJ 
of ~e ine's :O ible t hgt 'this trenslc- tor shows ever ywhere in his v;ork 
good scholerly sense;' and fur ther, that 'the Portuguese Je~s et ~mster-
dem, who followed the Spanish rite, used the Re ina version r fl ther then 
thet of Ferr c: ra, be cause it was to them more intellig ible.' Juan .nndr~s . 
a Spaniard, et Venice, writes in Itr l ian and seys, aft er pr eisinF the · 
v·.:rsion of the N.T. by Enzinas, ' More univ!-:r s ci lly preisGd has been t he 
version of casioa oro de Reine .rn Re ine. did not make much use of the Vul-
gate. Ee used for the f irst time the names r eptil and escultura, which 
Ferrer a had translated with r emovilla c. nd doladizo. 
21. Gut i errcz-Marin mere ly. s eys of him, op. cit. , p .140 : 11 Reprimi~, en 
1708, el }!uevo Tostemento de V£l er s . ·· De la Enzina, hm·Jr; v€; r, gives his 
trc: nslc tion th i s title: "El Nuevo Test emento •.• Nuevamcmte: Ss cado a la 
Luz ; Corregido y Revisto por Dn . Sebastitn de la Enzina." 
~ The Rev. Lopez Guille n , loc. cit., {p,163) s Gys : " Its s ervility to 
the Latin Vulp.F te, of wh i ch it isatran s lr tion, ~akc.s it a lrl10st use -
less as a work of scholarly value end of original r ~nd ering ." 
23. Fray Luis lived from 1529 to 1591. Ho is known espe cially for his 
poems, br; ing consid t;r od one of the gr ea t est of a ll Spanish poE; ts. T. 
Pattison, Bc:eresente tive ~sni s h 1,uth.m:s, vol.I (Madr id, 1942), p.50 , 
writGs: "Ostens i bly for hevinf trensla t e d the Song of Songs f r om the 
La tin Bible into Ccstil i en, bu t ~ore probcbly beccus~ of intrigu~s of 
his enemie s to gc., t him out of the wey , Frey Lu is vvr-s imprisoned oy the 
Inquis i tion and hed to wait five year s to prove h i s innocnnce ." 
24. The .ABS Library Ce talo~ ( Now York, 1863 ) has r ,.: cords of fur the r ed-
it ions made in 1822, 1823 , a nd 1831. BFBS, op. cit., No.8495, s a ys : 
"The Bible P.ouse Librery possess e s e copy of thG ele vc.nth Gdition(l835) 1i 
25. Rev. Lopez Guille n, loc . cit., and Rev . Gonze l ez Kol ina , .£E..:. cit., 
p.30, both point out t he t t h is work was rea lly com~l c t cd in 1823-24. 
Fow~ver, only the Ne~ Tcst2ment (two vols.) ~a s f ini shed i n 1823. Vols. 
I-III of th6 Old Tc stsrnent vr c detod 1824; and vols.IV-VI of t he Old 
Tests~~nt, e s r; lso the fppcndix, b~~r t he ye ar 1825 . Rev. Lopez Guillen 
loc. cit., maJ<:e s tho followinf- coJJU11r:nt u-pon tht: version: 11 It is even 
less. f a ithful ths n tha t of Scio." 
26. Gonze l ez Molina, .2E.!. cit., p.30 , poii:its ou t thet th is wes ~ v~r y 
comp:lt t i: edition, 11 con un volumen en folio de ma pes y -plenos b1bl1cos." 
R~v. Lopez Guille n, loc. cit., s ays of it: "Tho orig inals wer e a lso 
consulted, a nd the pessege s which diff E::- from the Vul p-ate W(; r ~ ca r eful-
ly noted. Dr. Boehrn~r s eems to t h i nk tha t this 9 iblr: wa s a r eprint.of 
the third and l est edition of Sci o' s i n Spein. The oxp1::ns(; of publ1-
cetion was defraye d by subscription." 
~ Cf. w. Canton, History of t he British a nd Fore i p.n Dible Soc iety, 
vol.II, pp.236ff. 
28. Cf. w. crnton, on. cit., pp.24lff. Also G. Borrow, The Bible in 
'§pain, (London, l 90~PrEf ece s nd Chepter XIX. 
~ Moulc & DerloY1, ~ .21.h, No.8521. P.15 
'3o:"" ~ev. Lopez Guill~n, .2£..!_ cit., p.163, says of this work: ."The author 
shows independence and eclectism, but the accentuation mr.rked in the 
Spanish is wholly incorrect." 
31. These would include Mill, Scholz, Lechmann, Griesbach, Tischendorf. 
32. Rev. Lopez Guillen,Je£..:. cit., says: "In 1856-5? the Society for Pro-
moting Christisn Knowledge undertook the tesk of r~vising and of reis-
suing the Velcrc Bible. Their r eport in 1860 was: 'The revised version 
is now in the co~rse of printing at tha Cl~rendon Press, Oxford, under 
thG ceroful superintendence of the· Rev. Dr. Lorenzo Lucena, professor 
of Spanish in the Taylor Institution, who has throughout mod ernized the 
spr;lling, and where absolutely necessery hes substituted other phrase-
ology for those terms end modes of expression which would be unintel-
lig ible to ordinary Spanish readers of the pre sent day.' I have us,:;d 
this Bible t r vised by Lucena · for t we nty-five ycers and have enjoyed its 
elegant diction. When collated, however, with the originals while work-
ing at the mod ern version with Rev. Mr. Prett, I have de t e cted many in-
eccuraoics of translation." 
33':" According to the information nt hand, Prctt ba sP.d his tr~nslation 
OI1Velerc's version, compering it ':''ith the original text, and with the 
various importPnt trensle tions then in existence. He was assisted in 
his \"Ork by a committee appointed in 1vlexico City. Rev. Lopez Guillen, 
loc. cit., says: "The American Bible Society, desirous of bringing to 
I'I'gnt~a~new version of the Scripture s in Spanish, entrusted this dif-
ficult t csk to the Rev. H.B. Frett. This gentleman, though an Ameri-
can, knows and speaks Spanish as we ll as many a scholar of our Spanish 
countries. In order to have a new version, the production of scholars, 
both in Europe end .Amorice, tho Ame:-ricen Bible Society off1:.red an .op-
portunity to our brethren in Spein to tekc part in this gr6et work; but 
th~se br <'.' thren declined the :)ffor. The wisdom of the gentlemen of the 
Amorican Bible Socie ty. in bring ing out a new version of thG sacred 
Scriptures in Spenish is evident, end · Gvr:.. ry true and 11ise Spaniard 
ought to be thebkful to them for doing so. ThE: writer of the se; lines 
thinks it his duty to thank the ~m~ric ar. Bible Society end the Rev. 
Mr. Pre.tt for heving helped thG Sp8nish race to mount a step higher to-
werd the r Ea lization of e perfect yersion in the Sp enish tongue." 
~ Revista ~ Filolog{a ~spanole, vol.XI (1920), p.96. 
35. Cf. Gonzalez Molina,~ cit., p.31. 
36. Reviste. de Fil. Esp. , vol .X\' ( 1928), p .428. It edds: "Tiredo a par-
te de la REB-,-1928, ?5-110 mts viii de Pr6logo." 
3?. The followinf informe.tion hr·s been gratiously supplied us by Miss 
Margeret T. Hills, Libr c:rian of the .ABS in New York. 
38. Quot~a from a l r- tter by Miss Hills, December 9, 1946. Gonzalez Mo-
IIna devotes sev5rel pcr egr&phs to the version in his Le J3iblia Q.ue 
Leemos pp.?-8. He st·rtes that Necer-Colunga follows Rcino-Velcrv very 
closely in syntGx; but the t the latter is still super~or. T~ough ~o-
car-Colunga is f a ithful to the orig inal, Gonzelez Molina believes it 
lacks the emphesi s and solomni ty of the Reino ValE";re-.-in the Sermon on 
' the Mount, for exemple. 
39.& 40. L£tter of Miss Hills, Dec. 9, 1946. 
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I Peter 1, l: The RV esparcidos is the same term used by KJ ("scatter-
ed"), but modern versions (AR, SR, HA) prefer the M rendering· de la 
dispersion. M .is more literal, but its la dispersion is less familiar 
to the average Latin-American and thus conveys less meaning to him.l 
Esparcidos translates the Greek noun with an adjective and actually in-
terprets it (as do _ KJ and L here). Pref erence in this and other 
similar ins tances depends uponwhether we choose 1) clearer, more popu-
lar, but freer rendering , or 2) more literal reduplication of the 
original. -- M·has en only before Ponto, RV· before all districts m_en-
tioned. Greek has the genitive. Using en with each d i strict is not 
necessary but more emphatic . Land HA a gree with M. The -most approved 
Fr·ench Version (henceforth FV) uses en before all districts. -- M has 
t he modern Spanish spelling Bi tinia .. T RV inconsistently spells it 
Bi ~hinia here, Bithynia in Acts 16,7. 
~-~~~er 1, 2: RV elegidos and M escogidos a~e almost synonymous. The 
f u:,•·,';',vr ·implies "freedom of will in choosing~' .5a the latter suggests 
" j oy in choosing"3b RV is semantically closer to the Greek and may 
be t ter express the idea of the original: an election from eternity . 
Barcia states: 
"Para escoger, se necestta ingenio, para eligir, conocimiento 
de las cosas, de los hombres, de la sociedad."3c 
Both renderings are acceptable. HA has elegidos, but i n Romans 8,33, 
RV, M, and HA use escogidos. We reject presciencia in all three 
Spanish Versions. Cf . o.isounalon under 1, 20 .. FV also has prescience» 
Vulg. (Vulgate) has praesc i entiurn . -- M conforme a--according to 
Velasques--means, "Consis t ent with, agreeable to ."T1" RV s egun (following 
the Vulgate secundurn) wants to say, "according to." Both are accep-
table in practical use there perhaps is no difference; HA prefers 
segun . __ .:, j Although RV reproduces the singular form 1t~u1euv8e(n, it uses 
poorer Spanish in joini ng two nouns and us ing a singular verb. In a 
sense, RV is closer to tae origi~al, for no Greek manuscripts put the 
verb in the plural. But if we here understand z6.p to as II God I s loving 
favor" and !t·p11vl'J as the "peace resulting from assur(td forgiveness , " 
then we have two different ideas; and there is no j ustif i cation for 
treating them as one thought needing only a singular verb.5 
I Peter 1,3: M & HA add the subjunctive copula sea, wh l ch may be 
interpolated but should be italic i zed; ho-wever , A.L. says: "Since the 
Greek so often gets along without the copula, it i s a question whether 
one should insist on italics when it is used in a modern language . " 
Either Mel cual or RV gue may be used here, bgt neither s~ows whether 
it refers to Jesucriste or to el pios ~ Padre. -- HA a gain follows 
RV with segun. er. discussion in v.2 above. -- RV r~generado follows 
Vulg. regeneravit and is synonymous with the En~lish word "regenerated." 
It means "reproduce, regenerate, give new life. 7 In modern parlance, 
it may also have the wider meaning of "a change for the better . " M 
reengenC"~rado is synonymous with the phrase, "begot ten again . " M leaves 
no doubt as to the meaning. RV is mere common in Spanish. Perhaps 
clearest is HA engendro de nuevo; it has the same meaning as M. L: 
"wiedergeboren hat." -- RV~ esperanza viva is an exact reproduction 
of the original--word for word. But en denotes a condition, whereas 
M para indicates a purpose. Al though kt er in Koine permits both inter-
pretations, M ~a~a gives better sense. -- Almost without exception, 
RV translates t with por, M with por medio de. (See the tabulation 
on prepositions near the end of this thesis.) Commentaries disagree on 
the translation here (Le: by means of; Kr: through; L: durch). HA 
mediante is an excellent rendering. Por is briefer, por medio de 
stronger and more specific.~ -- In order to obviate the double 
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meaning:.-.possible from RV, M says de entre los muertos; but very few 
would here understand RV as "the Jesus Christ of the dead." They 
would normally take de in the sense of "from. "-Lenski believes that 
"out from among the dead" is "linguistically and doctrinally untem·· .: 
able."10a He asserts: 
"When this applied to the unique resurrection of Jesus, it 
is at once apparent, the idea being, not that he left the ~: 
other dead behind~ but that he passed 'from death' to a 
glorious life."10o 
Robertson sides with Lenski by writing that ix vexpwv denotes separation 
(from death) and no more.lOc Shall we accept the translation of M (and 
HA)?ll The matter demands detailed study. 
I Peter 1, 4: M unnecissarily inserts la posesi6n de. -- RV makes verb 
Ppr~ses out of Greek adjectives by saying: que !!2. ~- con. ni mar. For 
~µtov~ovit would probably be best to say: sin mancha. A Latin American 
told us: "The philological development of Spanish ordinarily calls for 
mancha inst~a.9 of M mancilla (from macula)." HA incontaminada is also 
good. For ~µc.:po.nov sin marchit~iento would quite well render the 
original and correspond to sin mancha. The more erudite M inmarcesible 
is permissible .12 - - Both RV reservada. and M guardada are -acceptable 
here.13 The former is perhaps stronger, is preferred by HA and used by 
KJ (reserved). An English parallel would be: 
"A hotel room is reserved for iou;" 
"A hotel room is k¥pt for you. ' 
Vulg . has conservatam here . -- Since el~ uµ~~ is found in the most and 
the best texts, we prefer M vosotros to RV nosotros. (Thus we follow M 
in~ guardados, verse 5.)--Vulg. also has~1~altho FV has nous. 
I PETER 1,5: Three centuries ago, RV virtud was a good translation for 
Today we prefer M poder . -- Again we encounter Rv por and M 
por medio de for oto.. Preference is more often a matter of taste rather 
~han correctness of rendering. HA again has mediante. -- In this and 
similar cases~ the article should be used with fe, as M & HA do. We 
say:_ "Ten fe.' but "por la fe." RV compares to Vulg. per fidem and KJ 
through faith, while M i~like L durch den Glauben and FV par la foi . 
. . Because of its sentence structure, RV""inserts alcanzar; better 
handling of the rest of the verse would have made this unnecessary. RV 
salud (from Vulg. · salutem) has lost its classical and theological use 
in modern parlance. Today we use it to denote a condition of the body. 
Mis better. -- RV aparejada is still understandable, but may now more 
commonly be used .for material things: aparejar la comida, la mesa, un 
buque; aparejar todo para las bodas." The word became prominent in the 
age of chivalry: "Tu caballo esta aparejado, Senor." In old Spanish 
it was also used in the sense of prone (cp. Don Juan Manuel "El Conde 
Lucanor," Ejemplo n Par.5 -- RV manifestada and M revelada are both 
acceptable ·. The shade of meaning expressed by reva1ada may be closer 
to the original. Vulg. revelari and FV revile also a gree . -- Either RV 
or M would here be correct in translating · , but Mel 
tiempo postrero is more used today. 
I Peter 1, 6: This is a difficult verse to translate clearly . RV 
vosotros can be omitted. M regocijais may be a more exact ·translation 
of the original, but RV alegrais is more popular.14 -- M entristecidos 
.£2!! is without doubt more exact than RV afligidos en, ~hou FV also has 
affliges .. Au1tri6€v·rns; means "made sorrowful, grieved. -- RV estando 
a.Fllglfios may not be as strong as M habeis sido, __ entr. ~star cowmonl~ 
refers to the condition in which the subjec'ris--here: feeling aflic-
ted. Ser refers to the ~act that the subject is saddened BY OUTSIDE 
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ELEMENTS. Commentaries disagree on the tense; present may be prefer-
able to perfect. -- M clarifies by correctly placing the en.tire clause 
into the concessive; the Greek participle is best taken in th~ conces-
sive sense. -- Either Rv al presente or M ahora will do for &p·u. --
RV g es nec_esario es P.robably better for ~l ~fov than M 12;. que es 
necesario. . AL: However, M probably had some authority foi;--find-
ing realityJ not contingency in the pharse. Shirlitz has ad locum: 
'wo es nBtig ist,' Stoeckhardt: 'Die vissen daas es nBtig 1st.'" As a 
whole, RV's translation of the verse is more literal, M's more 
interpretive. 
I Peter l, 7: M·1 s .' italicized interpolation la cual es does clarify and 
may be permissible here, but it is not essentiaY:-::--~V avoids tauto-
logy by using el cual instead of M que. M que may permit the idea that 
some gold does not perish and that the believers' faith is more pre-
cious than that which does. But AL says: "M needs no more than a 
comma to show that the relative phrase is not restrictive but explana-
tory." -- RV bien que and M aunque are synonymous. On por and por 
medio de see v. 2 above. M acrisolado is not as well known as the 
less-technical RV probado :· (from Vulg. probatio). HA prefers the 
simpler RV word. -- There is no textual authority for M's insertion of 
redundante; italics should have been used to indicate this interjectio~ 
-- Mal tiempo de is somewhat intrepretive, although the construction 
of the remainder of the phrase is more literal than that of RV. HA 
chooses the word order of RV. Exact reduplication of the Greek is: 
"in the manifestation of Jesus Christ." -- Muses manifestacion 
here, revelada in v. 5. See above. 
I Peter 1, 8: There is no difference here between RV al cual and M 
a quien; the former is used for persons and things, the latter f0r 
persons alone. -- Rv's construction of v. 8a clings more closely to 
that of the original, but the sense of M's reddition is the same. For 
the Average Spanish reader, M may be clearer and simpler. HA here ac-
cepts M completely. -- Most other translations use M's construction in 
v. 8b; it is a difficult clause; HA has one of the best possible 
renderings. -- On RV al presente and M ahora, cf. above v. 6. 
RV glorificado (from Vulg glorificata) is literally more exact than M 
lleno de gloria (KJ. & AR also have "full of $lory."). HA gozo 
glorioso is .like L "heril.icher Freude" (dative).15 
I Peter 1, 9: The shade of meaning expressed by RV obteniendo may 
more closely approximate the idea of Y.oµ.Lt,oµ.evol · 16 -- RV inserts 
que es for clarity, indicating with italics that it is not in the 
original text. M sometimes neglects to italicize interpolations. --
On RV salud and M salvacion, cp. v. 5 above. 
I Peter 1, 10: M respecto de is better than the more ancient RV de. 
M is probably more erudite than HA ac.erca de, however. Both are 
acceptable. -- RV habia de venir shoultl be italicized. M estaba 
reservada is an insertion~hich the context may not justify. But AB · 
points out: "Some addition certainly is justified. Stoeckhardt adds 
'bestimmt,' IVC and others add distinada. I ~ould guess that M took 
the idea of a re.servation from v. 4, gua.rdaba. -- l!t is -~ifficult to 
determine the best translation of el~ .17 -- Ha omits crw~71p(c:{ , appar-
ently found in ali Greek texts. M again improves upon RV salud.--
There is considerable disagreement among translators on the best words 
for tl;e~~l')cr((V and lt;71psuvr1crc:v • In v .10 M's word order itself is 
preferable to that of RV--giving a clearer construction and actually 
following the Greek: order more closely. 
Inv. 10 M's word order itself is preferable to that of RV--
giving a clearer construction and actually following the Greek 
order more closely. 
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~ Pe~e~ l, l!l. HA prefers RV escudrinaruio (V scrutantes) to M 
1ncu1r1~!!_do. The ar~ nynonyms, 18 - RV cua.ndo is prefer,~ble to 
MOUQ cosa? but M cue manera de tiem~o is better than HV en au.e' 
~uiito(ae't1e1f PQ.• re-would pro6'a61yest tfanslate: "at :'U 
fiiiie- ffiecra er and in what kind of time" the circumstance 
HA has an excellent translation of this phrase. - RV sin i-
caba (V. si~ific~ret) and M indicaba are about syno~ymous. 
HA chooses sel"taland~ however. - M'stemporal clause cuando, etc. 
is probably better "tnan RV' s relc1tive clause el £Ual, etc. - RV 
Nrenunicaba (V. pra.enuntians) is no doubt less popular t):lan M 
~ antemanq @12..a, test~, al though HA pas al prenunciar. -
M las p adecimientos is sem~ntically closer to--oie original than 
RV aflicciones. RV is broader in meaning. HA prefers M. V 
has Eassiones, PV h a.s souffre_nces. - It is difficult to trans-
late ~l< here. M is obvioui2oY wrong: durarlan has ta. Kr 
has 11 the.t were to come upon.; · RV oue h a b1a.nae veriTF is the 
same. HA follows the numerous versions tha t freeI"y transla te 
"of Christ. u - IN deRime~ de ellas is und~r~tandable and follows 
tne origina l exactly; A and"°11 Q~ las segu1r1an are sm~ot~er~ 
although,.,..,.substi tute a verb for UE.'t'C( • KJ· does the some. ana 
the glory tha t should follow. 11 'L is excel:13 nt: 11und die 
Herrlighkei t d.::,.na ch. a V: posteriores glorias. 
I Peter 1t_ 12: It is imma terial whether we say HV and HA a los 
cuales or M ~ ouienes. - According to the best Greek tex~s-;--
both RV and JI.[ should say vosotros (V. vobis) instead of nosotros. 
RV administraban is today used more witn°government, altnough we 
do sa~i "Administra:r las s a.cra111entos. 11 M ministre..ban is better 
here. - It doesn't mc::.tter whether we use RV l .:'.S cos a s or the 
more specific M estas £.£~· HA follows M, but "{fie mearnng of 
RV is also clear. - HV a nd K.T use the present tense for &VYJY-
yt"rr , M, H.A, and the modern English versions use the perfect , 
which is prefereble. L has: "verkundiget ist. 11 - M likes 
por media de. It uses it here a gci.in, and correctly so. RV de 
may be permissible, but M, or . HA p~r a re probably better. Tne 
idea is:"through, ~2 means of, by. - 1'ranslators disagree widely on ev here. - RV las cu e.les and M las aue are synony-
mous, but the RV phrc1.se is perhaps more com.n1only preferred. -
RV do es not bring out the rich m-J en ing of · rco.po.xw:rw , but 
11.[ overdoes it with£.£!!. mira da fiJa (desean) penetrar. KA h <'...s a 
very accept8.ble rendering, omi't'tffig the super f luous fije .• 
I Peter I, · 13: M seems to ca tch best the sense of the Greek 
participle, and thus uses the impera tive cenid r ~ther than a 
direct translation into R p e.rticipia l phra se°[RV). At lea.st1 
Mis justifiable, - Perhaps RV and HA entendimiento more closely 
translate ot«vo(~han :i..i animo. But Exp. t ukes it· 'ln tfie sense of 
heert. The pa rticiple vrrpovn~ is again put into the impera-
tive-by M sed sobrios which mc.y be more popular than RV con 
templanza.---io:--ancI"-s!t 1ikewise have be sober. - M tened vuestra 
~§.12~Q!l~ puesta cor:rp!etrun~ te is mo~e empfo:tic but c lso more 
wordy then RV esperad perfectrunente.N3 HA pref ers the simp-
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ler RV. ~fuether we follow RV, M, or HA · ah -re>.d~~ . i~ o1 ~fc,1i.m-port; they r,11 mean essentially the scUile4 · - Usually q, P •. ·. 
is not used i.n the sense of RV presentada, e,lthough the or~ginal 
here uses an adapta tion of the common Greek idiom. cplp~.¥ X<XfllV. 
(to confer a f evor). M seems to have the better word. - · 
There is no appreci~ble difference between RV ~nd HA cunndo, etc. 
and M al 1iempQ. de, etc., M iR more literal, ~.~though some ma.~5 call its tr~nsl~tion of EV (al tiempo de) a little too free. 
Cf. v. 7 rbove. 
I Peter 1, 14: Though L and KJ: .are on the side of RV and M 
h~j O§. obedien te.2,, it appee.rs the.t HA and other modern transla-
tions a re more correct in preserving the force of the Greek 
genitive end s ayin~: £9 obedienc~a . _Cp. Eph. 5, 8: ~ijQ_§. de 
l.1l_z ; Eph. 2, 2: h1Jh~ aecfesobed1enc1a ; Eph. 2, 3: h1jos de 
ire; 2 Pet, 2, 14: !ll.J_os aemaictrcioii; - M vuestra s concapis-
~£ins de~~ is more liter['..l than the corresponding RV; like-
w1se-iir_£oncup1scencia s better connot2.tes the strength of btt8uµ(o.t~ 
--cr~vings, longings (though this M word is not ~s faniliar; 
however\ RV deseos by itself er~ mean either good or evil de-
~ire~. ! 11 Concup1_sc_enci~ raust be me.de f omili o.r. 11 ,(AL), - . _ It 
is difficult to malre a literal trcmslation of ev tr, c:yvotC< v,,wy fit 
into, the verse cleerly, RV adds estando {without 
0
ital:icizing). 
1:!Ad an~6M o.dd el lli!!!E£ de, Both bring out approximately the same 1 ea . 
T!5eter l.1-.15: It seems tha t RV, v1hich reproduces the Greek word 
order exectly in v. 15n, is not as smooth as M. HA prefers the 
~a tter order.27 - Mis better understood in 15b, although it 
1nterpole.tes ~tr~. (SR likewise interpolutes 11your11 ). The 
average person toda y no longer h e s the 17th Century understanding 
of RV conversa ci6n {V converse.ti one). Yet HA conducta. ( like J!V 
££!!.dui tel seems still better than M ~~~~ de vivir:--However, 
AL says: "HA conducta, I feel, does not go so f ar benea th the 
surface as does11Iiianern de vivir. RV convers~cion will not be 
understood by the regularpeople of our--:rriiie in the RV sense." 
!~er 11 16: HA prefers the more classical, emphatic RV escrito 
· esta to M. Likewise HA correctly cccepts RV sed santos for ~crEcr9E 
\future in sense of impera tive).28 
Y-Pet'er 1, 1?: According to the Grammer of the Spanish Royal 
Academy l pp. 369 and 21?) both RV p9r P.ndre e.nd M como Padre o.re 
correct ; HA elso uses como. It is 1nnne.terie.l whetnerr,e say RV 
ccda uno or Mend HA cada-cucl. RV would be better were it ~ol-
lowed by de vosotros.--:-- In good Spanish, longer phrases should 
come l nst:- RV has the better sentence structure in l?b. Ho-..1ever, 
M portnos is preferabla RV todo is not in the original. Mand 
HA du.!:£:nte ~re permissible. 
I Peter 1, 18: 'le would usually rend.er the Aor. Pass. !>-.u~~~'lj'rE 
with the Preterite M fuisteis instead of the Perfect RV ho.be~ 
~ido. But RV is not Iiicorrect. If we follow the distinction 
• 
d
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which Barcia makes between resca tar and re im.:::!, vte wou 
prefer Mand HA (V redempi!_)~: Instead of using conduc~a, 
HA now folloue M mp.nera. de !~· Cf._ 15b r.nd 17b. - Since 
Peter here most likely refers to thp life or exronple or teach-
ing of the f ~thers v,,hich ,;,as 1tcxpcxbo'to<;, "handed down," we 
mey feel thnt RV and M nnd HA Eire · r:.11 somewhat inF.dequate. M 
h~.s the correct order plr.ta. y_ ~, but it should have tr"-ns-
l o.ted ~, with !!• 
!Peter 1, 19: _ M seems to h r.ve the pref e rc.ble r ondering in 19a. 
In Greek Xp t cr'tou· is placed r .t the end of the phrase for cmph~.-
sis; M give s it .. this proper emphcsis. In English we might sey: 
"nc:mely, tha.t of Christ. 11 How0v er, r-.lthough M follows the CX['.Ct 
Greek orde r with pre c iosr. s c.ngrc , the Spnnir r d mr-y--for the sr-.ke 
of style- .. w~nt the two rcv~rsed, like RV ~nd HA. "Ln s ~ngre 
es ~recios~. poraue e s le. de Cristo," seems to be Peter's idea ... 
Iii ~ph0sions 5, 27&Jji/,-V.. ~d HA tr~:.ns l ~te crn(Ao( with mrnchn. 
In II Peter 3, 14 , cr~ t AO~ is r endered s in mc cula. by RV and M, 
inmnculi:-.do by HA. Aµwµrj'to( i s th:Jr e cnlled sin r -3prmdon by 
RV, irreprensible by M ~.nd HA. But note ho~ they ·~re trr.nslnted 
in 19-b by the three v arsions . This is only one of mr,ny exomples 
where a. la.tor vernion in on0 plo..ce chooses o. · different VTord from 
other v e rsions p ;:::rhc.ps "just to be different, 11 yet elsevrhere 
employs the s rime Spcmish word for the Greek term in question. Cf. 
v. 4 nbove. 
Y-Pet er 1 2""1!5: We c nnnot ~ccept the uord presciencin in ch 1 
v. 2, . use~ by RV, :M, f'nd HA. Like\7i se we r \":)j ect l·iI canoe ido ~n io. 
presc1enc1c.. rind ~.re sure thr. t RV hns the b a tter tronslr.tion. -- -
RV c~u~d o.lso hnv~ used destina.do. In secul£1.r li terc.ture ( e. g. 
Thucidides 2:64) it a lso hc.s th nt meaning. "Forek"Il0\"7n 11 would not 
give good sense ; it ~ould a dd no thing to the st~tement, for God 
r-..lre :--.dy knows everrthirig in r-..dvc:.nce. Ilpoyl Y'!wcrxw is here a 
synonym of the ~poop.( ~c,) of Romm s 8, 29. We insist tha t this is 
the n~s~ £!. ?·ffegi!! ~ eff~ctu, Meyer, Philippi, end Vnn Hengel 
not vr1 thst,,.nd1ng. - For µ¢v ,re pref e r RV a.nd JU. :l!::• It 
makes little difference ·:rhc ther we s~.y RV de c.n tes de or M end 
HA a.nt~~ ~ for 1tpo • - HA p r efer ; theziiore colloauinl M o1 
fi.!! de~ tiempos. Mis nlso closer t 0 the origincl. ; - R-V-
and HA:1!!!£!. could. ba impli ed in o.( l>"!.10:-( , but TuI is closer to 
the ox:iginr.-.1 ( for you, on r- ccount of you, f o r y our s nkes). 
I Peter 1, 21: Agn in we meet the more expre!=3sive M por medio 
de nnd the more concis e nv end H.A por f or o l ci. • See v. 3 ebove. • 
M o.nd HA s o is creyente s follow the more nccepted Greek texts, al.-
though RV~eis is not ~ ithout justificntio~. However, M ahora 
is an unnecess~ry interpolntion. - On RV de las muerto~ • . cf. v. 
3 above. - Thie verse gives another of the numerous exami;iles 
where RV translates the Greek Aorist with the perfect tense. Cf. 
v. 18 above. - RV and M make a purpose instead of a result clause 
out of the .~a"Ce.. • Rather than pThra oue, it might have been 
petter to use de ~al manera gue. e verb following would then 
be !!fil!• 
I Peter 1, 22: M need not int erpolate fill virtud de. However, 
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-rfr<: t1.riee(C'I, is no doubt objective genitive, and thus Mand HA 
~ ' , 
·--
~ la verdad !"~re preferable. - RV tro.nslates o.iu r.veuµu:to<:, 
as does also KJi. M ~nd HA do well in omitting it. - HA prefers 
to follow ·Rv in omitting the c.rticle--unos a otros, but chooses 
the M fervientemente.. Omitting the less-e-stablished · xa0ap&..c 
from translation, and placing de corazdn after amaos, HA improves 
upon RV and Mand gives a smooth rendering of 22b. 
I Peter 1, .23: We prefer the perfect tense of M habiendo sido. 
RV here chooses a different word--renacidos--from that of ch. l, 
v. 3--regenerado. Cf. above.- It would be s~ill clearer had M 
inserted de ~efore incorrup~ible, as do RV and HA•- On E~, 
cf. v. 3 above.- M la cual shows that the rest of the phrase 
refers to la pe,labre..:-RV Que might also refer to Dios. Thus M 
is clearer-.- HA tunis the participles into adjectives, which is 
permissible. Cf. Lenski, £l2..!.. cit., PP• ?2 and 75. 
I Peter 1, 24: RV translates .~v6 pc,:7:ov (we omit it). M se ~ and ~ 
~ seem preferc.ble to the RV Preter1 te, J.u ... 110 doubt we here 
have a gnomic e.orist. This timeless tense is described thus by 
Dana and Mantey, p. 197; 
11 The Gnom~c Aorist. A generally 
accepted fact or truth may be re-
garded as so fixed in its certainty 
or axiomatic in its character that 
it is described by the aorist, just 
as though it were an actual occur-
rence. For this idiom we camnonly 
employ the P-resent tense." 
I Peter 1, 25: Mand HA ~refer para siempre to RV per~etua-
men~e. If we conceive of the RV word as being relative 2, then 
we would accept the more absolute H and HA. Either RV anunciada 
or M pradico.do. conveys the correct idea of eua.yyEA C ~w --"to an-
nounce good tidings, to bring good news." HA sides with RV :por 
~ ev~ngelio mid RV anuncio.da. 
.-' 
Jootnotes on I Peter Chapter One: P.25 
h .t\tle la dis persH>n seems · to be a tt!-::hnical term amone; Spanist 
Protestants and Catholics, like 'Di3sporA' in German, and that · 
may be the reason why the more popular esparcidos of RV has 
not been followed. NC e.lso has de la disnersH>n. 11 So says AL. 
2, "The older spelling was not at fault 350 years ago, but cer-
tainly· the more modern spelling is an advantage in favor of I\: 
and HA, 11 observes AL. 
3~ 1 . 3b 1 3c. Roque Rodriguez, Sinonimos Cas_~ella..!19.§., pp.198-9. 
4. The Greek Y.c.<'t'a here uoints to the source of the election--
the predecision or foreknowledge of God. One might substitute 
"en cumpli.miento a" for both phrases. 
5. Cp. Rom. 6, 23: "The wa ges of sin ~s death.'n 
6. Cf. B. Fentancs, Tesar~ del Idi_g_m_§ Cas t ellana, pp.118-9. 
7. Vo, p.545. 
S: AL says: 11I still doubt whether the SDanish en suffices to 
transla te 'into' unless the verb or some other word suggests 
'direction or novernent into'. So I E1gree that para, even if 
not always o. literal translation, give s a cl0arer sense.a 
9 . AL says: "Por is one of th0 most used, r. nd most a bused, 
prepositions in Spanish. Y/hcn I s ay: 'Cr isto fu~ crucifica-
do · 12or re.is pecados,' ·\,,hat do I me6.n? P0r...9..~q. is often osed by 
RV, a nd some times oven byl-~, i n t ho s ense of par_£.9J!.~, and 
sounds very odd to o. Ji1odorn child of Buenos Aires. For this 
reason our schools touch that one s hould t ry to dec Gntralizc 
the work of par, and thor0f ore you will ::iostly find par f!l.Odio 
de, and quite often g_cd ~ .n~c, i ~ aodern Si:;an i sh--v,hon that s ense 
is oxpro3scd·. F.or the c·ommon r ender, t ho ,por of RV is of ten 
a blemish (however good it v,a s in tho 17th c -:.ntury~ 11 
10E'l 1 10b. ComrJ.on't_g£y on J:fo.tthow 1_ o.661. lOc. A Gromnw.r of ' 
the' Greek New Tcst:::mont in t he L1g}:l.t pf E~. s tortccJ.,. R_c_s_s_~rch, 
p.598. 
11. AL ,;ays: ane entre las 111uc; rtos from tho Gre•..,. t~ V&Kpwv hos 
the stamp of approval · of tho Co.t .r.olic and :Protostont •cr·eeds,' 
I believe ummimously, and therefore J'OU will hcrdly find any-
thing else in 2ny mode£,£ Bible. It's like tho.t unlogical us-
El.gc in English: 'All is no~ lost.' instead of 'Not all is lost.' 
Or like thc t proverb: 'The exception proves tho rulc7'" which 
( unknown to most po ople ~:,ho quote it} can onlyJae c.n: 'The ex-
ception puts the rule under pro·of, doflc.nds n proof.' n 
12. AL believes: 11Sin 1:.e.rchi tomionto hc.rdly expresses tho i-
dea of the FUTURE, whichvT'c~an""c"ertninly find (or undorst~nd 
from} tho Greek verbal adjective. • •• l\:. inranrc.9siblo becomes 
quite fnmilicr to Chris tians, ~inco it occurs in one or .more 
songs.n 
13. AI, docl&rcs: nM r,unrdada is usod very much end can hardly 
be objected to except on the bcsis of personnl tRste. In John 
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2: 10 not only RV, but M, No.cc.r-Colungn , Stro.ubingcr, and Co.ti-
vieln hcve guardado for the same Greek word, and HA has con-
servndo. This doesn't moan RV ~E}rvndo wouldn't be just as 
good. 0 
14. Vt:>:: 11AJ.egr::.r:,--to r.1okc merry, to glcddon, · to comfort, · to 
cxhilnra te. Re~ocijar--to el~ddon, to cheer, to delight, to 
exult, to rejoice , to exhilarnte.n Bf.1.rcic., oo. cit., pp.288-
9 &. S?A,: 11Rcgocijo--unfgozo en quo entrr.n muchos c gozcr, lo 
cual nos da lo. idcR de un nlborozo ode un f cstcjo p~blico. 
En cfecto, cl goio cs de unc. persona; cl rogocijo ~s cl gozo 
de una ciudnd. l r ogocijo cs un gozo un~nimo, multiple, p~b-
lico, general. · 
"Lo o.legr{:a ,.:;xnl t e1d~ sc dcnominb gozo. · I>:'.tC gozo ._:; s una 
o.lcgrfa d0 sogundo grado. Cu~lquicr succso, cU9.lquior chiste, 
nos pone a16e~2.Q• La venida de nucstro padre nasponc gozosos. L,· · <?.xc.l t a ci n d. ,: l o alogr!o. so llrnna gozo." 
15, AL s e.ys: '1 I hc-.vc c lwnys fcl t thn t 'glorify' hns n wider 
sense then Sp. glorifico.r. r ~. isn't e:~~Y to find n human 
word for wha t the Gr;; ck should moan. The G:('€·~k dictioncrios · 
place I·Pe t. 1,8 under tho meaning: 'caus e to be recognized, 
honored, glorif icd ~' Stocckhnrd t snys: · ' 1,or1"'liche, v~rklc.ertc 
:E'reudo , go.nz roine, ungotrucbtc Frcudc, die dcm Stand der Ver-
klocrung entspricht.' EJ.berfield uses 'verherrlichte Froudc.' 
Monge ho..s ngnin 'vcrklacrte Fl'u udc; ' Daechscl sc.ys, cs sen ti-
r:lly, tha t tho saints will ha ve n keen fe e ling of extreme hap-
pine ss nnd honor. Nm·-i to find n singl e word in plain Spanish 
the.t would express e t l oo.st half of nll this. I believe thnt 
after ell the choico of llonq de glori0. i sn't so bad, taking 
&oria in the double sense of bi0na.venturanzn and honor. Joy 
unspeakable~. but ful1'of bliss and honor.Ii 
.I 
16. Thayer, .2E.!_ cit., e.ives this meaning for the C)~cek word: 
11 J.. to care for; to take up or. carry away in order to care 
for. •1 According to Ve l t.squez, 9btener rc.eans " to attain, ob-
tain, procure/' recibir 11 to 0ccept, receive • . ; Th ough KJ l:'.:.::i.s 
receiving, SR ond Kr :~re~er obto~nin_g. Le has 11 t ring c.wo.y. ·1 
AL s.::ys : nrn 2 Cor.5, 10, Eph.6, 8, and Col.3, 25, 
the same Greek word is transla ted by different translators 
in practically the s ame sense . llnd necrly &l wn:rs recibir. 
I egree that·obtener seems n little stronger end very well 
chosen, but whether the Greek komidz.9 says that, too, I 
am in doubt. Luther' ~·i 1davontragen; is deo.r to me, but 
o.ftor nll, it is o ~ ?ift received." t 
W. Le: nrogo.rding you, 11 Kr: "intcnded·for you, 11 Ex: 11 dcs- , 
fined · for you, n KJ: 11 :3hould come unto you, a SR: 11 wns to be 
yours. 11 
18. Cf. Veloso uoz. Inq uirir is from quo.era, g uneris ( buscnr--
... iieoroh) plo.s in. Sut<:r,ests searching into thnt which is with-
in, hidden, secret • 
. .;19·. , Signif icar is li toro.lly. to· 111c- ~o a. sign or t? express 
through signs. B~rcin , ..2.12.!. cit., gives the so.mo .idea. to 
indicor: ' 11ha.cor un seno.l on~o. virtud podo.mOs vonir, por 
doducc16n, on conocimicnto do le. cosc., ;, p. 270. 
21. Ve: ad.ministrar: "l.to administer, to govern; 2.to serve 
an office;" ministrar: 11 1.to r1inister, to serve an office; 
2 .• to minister, sul"ply, furnish. 11 Kr: 11".L1.ister; 11 E;~p: "su;.ply;" 
K J: 1 ' ~tn!.:star." 
22: Lo &. Ex.r, : "bJ;" Kr: "in;" KJ: 11rd th;" SR: ,; t}1r ough. a 
23. Le: aset your hope completely;;; Kr: '1 s,.:;t your hope definite-
ly;" KJ: 11t..ope to the end;" SR: 11 ::-Jet your hope fully," AL :J :~j,-s: 
iE·J:erad perfectamente (1,;esn' t arouse a real concept in me. The 
verb esperar seema too incorporeal to join up ·with the ad verb per-
f ect_filrlente ~ Es nerar no~ co.mpleto, or esperar comig_etamente feels 
bett0r. Diec. Peq. Larousse se. -..s: 'Perf ectamente, G.P.L'!CISI,~O nor 
enter amen te, absolutamcnte.' NC has the '.,.;o~~dy' f orri, of Tu~ \•1i th 
the position of the last t,•10 v1ords chanBGd. a 
24._ La&. Kr: "beinc brought; 11 KJ: ;:to be brought; :: SR: "is com-
ing to you. il 
25. Kr: "in the r0v.; 11 KJ &. SR : nat the r0v.; " Le: ;: in conn. with." 
26. Le: "in the ~ld} i f n.;a Kr: t1i.n your ign.;ll SR: ,;in ~rour 
former ign.; a KJ: 11 in your ign. n 
27. Kr, KJ, & SR follow the sa1:1e order as RV, ho1:·10vcr. 
za. 11M h~~is de §..91:. santos is felt quite strongly, and may be 
called an E;~sa tz-imperati vc. Tl·:.e Grook f utu.re is probably only 
an imperative when seen in the lie;ht of the I!ebrew. So that, af-
ter all, since in the Ten Commandments in Spani sh we s lso have 
mostly only the form of the futur.c, one translation r.,ay be as 
good as the other. ;; This is the opinion of AL. 
29. Bnrcia points out, op~ cit., pp.413-414, that !.Q§_c~ar is from 
catare--prove, try, taste; thus: to l ~ke one enjoy a gain what was 
enjoyed before; redimir is from emer~--buy. Cf. the discussion 
in Barcia. However, AL s e.ys: "Cnr: is as good as the other. No 
matter what the etymology, modern usage is: £_f£9brar pagando 
(Larousse}. In religious usage I doubt whether anybody can find 
· reason for choosinB one or th0 other, except for euphony, or for 
the desire of changing about. Here I would say RV 5.s alright, and 
so are the other tvrn. The old Amat and the modern NC both have 
chosen 'rescatar.m --
30. Ve: legar: "to depute, send on embasliy, bequeath, leave by 
last will and testament. ·1 
31. AL s c.ys: ar agree in the 'nosse cum af. et cf.' But I also 
agree that we must make a factual difforcnce , a distinction between 
tho procgno in Rom.8,29 and tho next step or link in the·golden 
chain: fil'OOriscn~ If ~:10 make that distinction in Romans, we must 
not simply use 11 predcstined11 for the proegno when it occurs alone. 
I am convinced that the German Bible is the only one that has a 
real vocable for th~ Greek firoeWi-o, and so we must be moderate in 
our criticism of ANY Spanis Bi le that did not yet discover a 
vocable, and did not have the courage to fabricate one·. I haven't 
heard much mµrmuring about the KJ beco use 'foreknown' doesn't real-
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ly express this sense, neither in Ro.~ans, nor in I Peter 1,2, nor ' 
here in regard to Christ. Whereas 'foreordained', though not wrong, 
is saying more than the Greek word says. So unless we can point 
.to a Spanish word that says exactly 'nosse cum af. et ef.', or 
have the nerve to make one, we should be very easy on the poor 
translators. Let1 s appreciate that none of the translators says 
'knowing before the faith', or anything of the kind. And so we 
do not have a false doctrine; because God DID foreknow the believ-
ers, and Christ. Prcconocil!>, a word seldom used nowadays, might 
not bc · tho worst choice, if it came to suggesting anything. Nat-· 
urally, in speaking of Christ, a stronger word cannot do any harm, 
like RV ordenado, Amat predesti.tiado." 
32. So says Bnrcia, .2lL~ cit., p,.363-364. 
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I Peter 2, !!. M and RA l2~ !£ ~ and RV pues are synony-_ 
~u§. Their English equivalent would be, respe?tively, 11v1here-
fo:re" and "th.en, II or "so." ;But .either _vcrs;on l.S correct; the 
.~UV · is h ere no doubt use~ in the c~nt1nuat1~e sense. RV Eues 
is not quite as strong as M. - Neither RV nor M soem to a ow 
the true force of the middle b.;co8eµevo.L "putting off from. 
yourselwes." But M :poniendo ~a:;te is closer to the icie'aof the 
original than RV dejando -- ~no --aparte· ~(8~µL --p~ngo. -
If we take x~x(« in the sense of baseness,~ then Mand RV should 
have used·, ins teo.d of malicia; a term such e,s baj eza or vileze.. 
But if, as may be more likely, Peter with .this word stresses his 
concern n.bout persont>,l hri.treds tho.t hurt peaceful relat'ionships 
with their neighbors ( rn.ther then denoting a vicious character 
-~ossessed by his readers), malicia is an excellent tenn for RV 
and M to use. - Instead of RV fingimientos, Mand HA prefer 
hivocresias, We may likewise choose this cognate of the origina1.-
Ne1 ther RV d·etraccionee, ~ nor M maledicencias are used much by 
the people of our day; but the l~.tter 1s more populnr than the 
former, and is preferred by HA. The words are synonymous. 
I Peter 2, 21 ~oth HV and M trc.nslate AoyLx.ovquite correctly if' 
the us~ of_Aoycc:ch. 1, v. 23~ ~ndicatei ;o us that Peter uses the 
adj ect1 ve 1n the sense of sp1r1 tuP..l. ... y hpeteced is u·sed 
ordinarily in connectio·n with craving foo·d, In t is coruiection 
it would be permissible. RV uses a general term. The more em-
~hatic H:A anhelad is likewise not as limited as M; ~owever, it 
is not necessary to use an emphatic word here, the !~l of ·l~tno~ 
e~a~Tebeing directive rather ·than intensive. - ~V para gue 
and M ~ :fin de g~ are synonymous, We would tr~.nslate them: "in 
order that II and "to the end that. 11 - How to translate the ! v 
:-'tht:} maid .o.f all prepositions "--in constructions such as these, 
is a perpetual prob·i em. Its root m,3e.ning, of course, is 11wi thin; 11 
yet we know that it performs almost all functions. When 48 per · 
cent of all prepositions in Colossians are kv, and when the 
proportion reaches 45 per cent in I John and 44t per cent in 
Ephesians, we see how perplexing the two-lettered word can be 
for translators. Grammarie.ns to~ay hold that there are instances 
in the ~ and in the Pauline Epistl~s where it means "becc.use 
of, ~.ccount of. 11 This is thg meaning which Dnna end Mantey cs-
cri be to it in I Peter 2, 3. In thet c~se RV end M could trans-
late @. q_ausa ®• 7 - The kt~ presents a similar difficulty, The 
context must largely decide. HA here prefers the M para salTa-
cion. 
Y-P'eter 2, 3: The RV empero is not necessary; it should be itali-
cized.a - It seems that y.;tr{YtO( is here deeper, more meaningfu1 
than the M bueno. We might rather say RV and HA benign2_, or 
afable, generoso, benevol~. 
I Peter 2, 4: M como might be omitted here, although AL point~ 
out that L HC Bas-re-English NT, Stoeckhardt, and Eberfeld "baTe 
felt the n~ces~ity of adding "as, 11 "o.ls," 11™, 11 or the like. RV 
does not sound like smooth Spanish. - Whether we choose RV ~1 
cua.lL or Ma e1 depends ·upon the position it takes in the Spanish - -.- . 
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sentence, HA pre~~:r-s the M position. - We ~ould more commonly 
use RV cierto as el.l1. adjective, and thus we •.1ould expect the ad-
verb ciertam~nte, O::c- de cierto, It is synonymous with Men ver-
dad. :-nv em~~2. q,r:i.d-M &HA mas are about the same. - Mpara 
£2!!. is better ··t-ha.:1· -R:V--de_j.J we a.ccept the original here in the 
locative sense-- 11 1.n the presence of; wi tb...., before." It changes 
the meaning . consider-ably. Though KJ follo\'1S RV, SR chooses "in 
God's sight." 
I Peter ~21. For 6!:.. discussion of RV elegida and Ii escogida._ .c:r..... 
ch,l. •.... :Il.,2. - .. _ An2:'!:h.~:r traoslation problem is ··presented ])y . . 6i'xo- · 
Ol·/J.€L0'0£. It is imp~rative according to HA & RV, indicative ac- '1 
~~.?.rding to M. Lenski he.a a lo·ng discussion in which he offers 
mu~h-· ev-1.denc.e in..f~Y-~!._of M,9 __ An exe.c"t reproduction of the 
Greek ~-L Y.O'l is casa (RV & HA). :M interprets and translates tem-
_plo· •. Though Peter did not write VQ.o, o,r t£pov, the contaxt may 
1>erm1 t M. tem110 as EL possible trans12tion; but RV is preferable. - RtV om1 t
1
s _L,J in translation; .the bett.er texts have it, RV in-
ser ~ ~- I mcr.Aes a. :purpose clause out or the 'Dhrase. by an in-
s~rt1on. HA para 1. :::5 best, - RV pura ~~ and 1l ! fin de are 
d1scuss8d in ch.2, ~.2. - RV ~grv..d~bles would correspond to 
"pler,sing11 , M ace'Pt c:,·s to "acceptable~" -The Greek co.n imply ei th-
er "well-received" or "well- "'ccepted." :!l:i iher RV or M is poss-
ible. HA prefers the lntter, - On RV por, etc., cf, ch.1, v.5. 
I Peter 2 1 6: KJ f CJllowed RV in using tr'Illbien; but it cm be 
omitted here, ... Th ere is more justificr. tion for U estd. conten-
ido thim for RV, IT Ep. l lxu is impersonci.l, Mnny other modern 
tr[',nsl c:tions v..lso t ~lee this phrnsing. - It would be more popu-
lar to say M ~r5or:izado (put to shame) than RV & HA confundido 
(confounded)• M is probably better. Modern trc1n slat ions like-
wise prefer "ashamed.. 11 
IPeter 2, ? : Thay er takes f;~ 't L µ~ in the s ense of "honor. 11 RV 
uses this transla ti c:>n, KJr, M, & HA take it to mean "precious, 11 
making an adjective out of the Greek noun. L also says "koest-
lich. 11 - RV ~ r~:fers to la ~iedra; KJ & M make Christ the 
subject of the phrase, Since the entire subject speaks of the 
rock, it may be preferable to follow RV and make that the sub-
j ect. - RV a vosot :ros is th e older use; today ,ve would -in this 
connection more com.x:nonly follow M para vosotros. - The RV !2!. 
desobe.dientes is a ~ossible transla tion; but in keeping with the 
context. M & HA seem preferab1e . - M ~chazaron and RV repro-
barop are synonym.a, but the former is the more J)opular and may 
be 0v en better tl'la~ HA desecharon. - For iu-roi; HA here prefers 
RV ~sta, but choose e M ~ ~enido ! ser. Kr & Le & L have the 
same as M in the latter instance, ,vnITe K.T and· AR have the same 
as RV. Thayer belte3ves that yCvoµ,u here means "zu et,vas ver-
den. 11 This would ?n.a.ke lvI more exact; however, the Greek is in 
the Aorist Passi~e, 
I Peter 2
1 
a: F,~ ~ :ecando·lo is semantically cl~se~ to the ori-
ginal but-ulis :J.l\ -riot necessarily an argument 1n its favor. 
Though M o,fensa ~a -B- common ·.-,ord1 _it does not i1:clude the idea of a trap which ;i.. l:3 :set; the cnrnvo<Xr.ov ,,9.s baited; the word 




a aguellos aue; more modern versions use th~ caus~ construction 
emplo,yed 'by M. - RA follows RV paral2 but }11. de~tinados. The 
meaning in both instcmces can be synonymous~ 1~. 7n th~ ~att~r, 
U seems preferable. The fact that they are destinados 1.s, 0£ 
course tha result of the 11 voluntas consequens." 
f . • - · - -- · - -·--- - -
!_Peter 2 2 9: It makes little difference whether we use RV~ 
or Mal contrario. HA prefers the sihlple RV. - Personal 
opinion must determine whether RV linaje or M ~~ is to be pre-
ferred. The yevo, refers to Christians who as ~ ~roup form one., 
body--a genert-tion which has one Father bacause l t vrn.s cho~en 
through Christ.14 HA prefers RV. - M adds the fndefinite 
article before t\1'o of the nouns: this is p ermissible, of. course. 
HA, howev r: r, finds it unnecessary and follows RV. - Evi~~ntly-
M nacion is prefer?.ble to RV g ente. Almost all v -::rsions "say_ : · 
"nation. 11 Cf. the long discussion in the footnotes~ 1 5 - M 
nueblo de .posesi6n exclusiva is a better rendering than RV • 
. ,ne~1~15f,cn<; includes the idea of e~:clusiv~--"possession as one's 
own. 11 • HA follo.ws RV but adds EP-..!:!!: Dios.- 0~ RV para que and 
M a fin de cue, cf. ch. 2, v. 2, - nv a.nuncieis and M manifes-
te'is. arE(eq~a.lent in meaning to their English cognates. HA 
publ19ue1s 1s a.l!~ good. It is lctrgely a matter of individual 
preference here. - We prefer Mand HA excelencias--referring 
~o Godts attributes before the outside world.re - RV admirable 
is ~ynonymous with M m.aravillosa. HA prefers the former. Thayer 
defines the Greek here as "vrorthy of pious admiration, admirable, 
excellent, wonderful, marvelous. 1119 
I Pete r 2 1 fil>: HA chooses the more direct RV ••vosotros que. 11 
There is no appreciable difference. The verb in M shows who is 
meant. The verb is not sta.ted but implied in the original. ... 
RV en el tiem~ ~asado is like K~. RV is clearer but Mis closer 
to ·me origin ~O - .Either RV oue or M los oue is permissib].e 
here~ - RV unnec~ssarily repeat~g ~1 tiempo J2asado,. 
I Peter 2, 11: H'A follows RV in v. lla. Vlhether or not we use 
the RV ~ is a matter of taste; it is no.t n ecessary. M .mios is 
not in the Greek. ;I;i ther the ':lord employed by M· for nc:4pE1tt~:niu.ou~ 
or RV peregrinos may be used. But M describes a person who is less 
stable than a ~regri~. The Greek means: 11 soj ourner. 11 HA pre-
fers RV, although other experts might cho£se M. - On RV deseos 
and M concupiscencias, cf. ch. 1, v. 14. 2 · '.I'here is no- consis-
tency rn the translation of this word. - There ·is little differ-
ence here b e tween the RV oue and the M las cuales. .AL says; 11 If 
you mean the last clause of v. 11 as an-:-explanator-J relative, l!J! 
cua1.es makes it just that; oue would fit better in a r13strictive. 11 
, =---i:r-guerrcar is not used much;· !IA hacer la ~erra is filore common, 
At any rate, the Greek is not no;>..eµi"tv (to war)but cr-rpo:tevecr0"t 
( to campaign). "RV b a.tallar is good · in the literal sense, but 
hardly in the figurative," AL believes. Luchar is much used in con-
nections such as this • . AL co11D1ents: "I would stick to luchar or 
combatir. 11 
!. Peter 2, 12: On RV conversaci6nL cf. ch. 1, v. 15 and 18. HA 
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again has conducta instead of following Mas in ch, 1, v. 18. - 22 The correct sense of "~>..6, here is probably 11mora1:J.Y excellent." 
RV follows the Latin ~us, 11 but it seems that M honros~ ~e 
preferable to RV honesta or HA bu~. - We would pro?ably JOlD 
HA in 'Preferring n.v ~ntre to Men medio de. On M !!: fin de gue, 
Vide above. - Whether one prefers the stronger M £!2 aauello 
mismo !ill£!!~, or the simpler RV fill lo gue is a. matter of :person~ 
opinion. hLA chooses the former. - HA and M hab!§:!! mal 1s easily 
understood and correctly renders the original;-rt 9eems preferable 
to RV ~IE!~• 
I Peter 2, 13: On M sujetaos and RV sed. s·ujetos, cf. ch. 2, v. 
18. RV ordenaci6n can have the correct meaning, but today we 
would prefer M institucion.23 The Greek here refers to insti-
tutions that have authority over us but are not in opposition 
to God!s laiN. - RV should have Senor, not Dios. - How to 
render the OL~ of this verse presents a problem for translators; 
there is wide disagreement as to how it should be handled. It de-. 
mands further study before gny definite opinions can be formed, 
HA E£r §EOr de should not be used; its meaning is con~u~ing. We 
can make our choice bet·: een RV, RA, and M in 13b by g1v1ng the 
exact English e·quivalents: "superior, 11 11 sov.]reign," "supreme." 
I Pete~:-141 We might expect M to continue with~ (since it 
used it in v. 13). - RV venganza can be correct; HA prufers M 
castigo. The RV word !Q.2!. is go·od, but M alabmzo. is more popu-
Jiar. RA chooses the latter. It is as if we would soy, "laud" or 
"praise" in English. AL observes: "RV loor is hardly used out-
side of hymns nowndo.ys." -
I Pe1~& 15:. . M r1.nd HA as{ is the correct transl~tion o'f ou-rw(.., 
--not RV esta, · - The I.atin-.American with whom we discussed this 
verse felt that M obrando lo oue · es bueno was the best presenta-
tion · of the ideR of th~riginal',-rhat RV haciendo bien was next 
best, and that HA aracticando el bien is third chc~ce:- He would 
like to have obran o el bien, out"'""'s'tates that translation cannot 
be argued here--it"""Ts~ matter o~ personal opinion. Some might 
consider the g~ ~ of Mas being suparfluous. - HA prefers the 
M rendering _of 15b. "RV hagais colla r isn't bad by rmy memis, 11 
·says AL, "though HA nnd M are also good." 
I Peter 2 , J:6: To in~ro~uce the contrast, Muses~ (more lit-
erar;wtfianRA pero); this 1s smoother than the more literal RV ;-f• 
- RV repeats como immediately to balance the following phrase 
with the previous phrase; the Mand HA use of the negative makes 
t~is unn~ceseary. HA prefers the simpler M capa. - M may omit 
either~ or antes. llI.A follows RV here. 
I Peter 2117: RV and M agree throughout. 
I Peter 21 18: HA likes sujetaos, but it does use estad sujetos 
at times. RV ~ sujetQ.!!_ is the older usage. Today we .more com-
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xn.only expect estad fil!jetos (Y). The exact meani~g of the Greek 
'{JJB.Y influence our choice. HA prefers the more literal sentence 
order of RV in 18-a. - RV solamente is synonymous with M s6lo 
here. KA takes the latter. - It is difficult to selc which ver-
sion best reproduces the sense of e1tL£tX.~Chere ( bx. ' - .. "what 
is reasonable"); M apacibles seems best of the three. But there 
is much room for argument. - Neither RV riguroeos nor the Mand 
HA equivalents really hit the correct idea. our Greek Professor 
suggests that the English vulgar "screwy" might best convey the 
original senBe. 
I Petei:-2. 19: Exp • . suggests that x&plc is here an abbrevia-
tion of the o. T. idiom "to find favor with God. 11• Lenski would 
simply say: "This is grace (favor)." It is difficult to deter-
- mine the best rendering, RV and M are permissible, HA :prefers M. -
RV a £ausa de is synonymous with M por here; FIA seems to improve 
botn wI"t!tpor motivo de. - M soporta is a less common but per-
haps a more exact\Vercf""for ono~tp€L • Likewise M agravios seems 
more correct. 
!Peter 2, 20: HA prefers M 12ues, which is synonynous with RV 
here. M preserves the x."t in translating v. 20a, thus making it 
more literal and probably more correct thro1 RV and HA. - We may 
choose to exclude the ide~ of con paciencia (Mand IIA) fro?J1 Uffo-
µev(t-re, and translate. it "endure, bear, stand," or RV sufr!s. 
- RA has the freest but smoothest translation of v. 20b. It is 
a ·matter of taste whether we prefer RV or M here. on their trans-
lation of 1t&Gxov-re, cf. ch. 1, v. 11, and ch. 2, . v. 21. M correctly 
omit~ the y~p found in only a few texts. On RV agradable cf. the 
previous verse. HA prefers RV delante de1 
I Peter 21 ~ On RV and HA ttra see the similar construction in 
ch. 2, v. 7-a. RV parr may be er bring out the ideR of purpose. 
M mr¥ omit mismo. - ! fuisteis is better; the Greek has the 
Aorist; they were (rc.ther the.n P.re--RV sois) cnlled--"before the 
foundations of the world," - RV' tclIIlbien Cristo f .ollows the Greek 
word order; M reverses this order~ ··the ideo. is understood either 
way. HA prefers Ry. - RV pruiecio is the older, less familiar 
fo mi.; however, it is aen1c1.nticel.ly closar to the origincl.. RV is 
um erstood, however; · 'pcsio'n,·· from the S['llle root, is well-known 
to the average La.tin-American. HA has padecid. - Nestle accepts 
"you11 as preferable here; we likewise choose the M and HA vosotros 
and 2§• - M adds en--parallel to the English "follow in his 
footsteps." - -
· I Peter 21 22: RV and M agree throughout. 
\ 
I Peter 2t 23: No matter what the original has, Muses Preter~te 
tense ver e throughout the verse--no doubt an attempt to be con~ 
sistent, Such consistency would not be necessary here. - RV ·. 
~ec·ia and M :ru~ ul trajado are synonymous, although l! ~~ · 
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is stronger (cf. ch. 3, v. 9). We prefer the RV imperfec~ tense 
here, as also throughout the rest of the verse. - The verbs used .... · · 
are again synonymous in RV retornaba m.. or M volvid au. "RV sounds 
oldish today in place of HA devolv!a," states .AL. - - M uso de a, 
is not necessary; it would be parallel to the English "made use-of 
threats." - According to the Gramma.r of the Spanish Royal Academy, 
p. 306, M !!_ino QB£. vrould commonly be us ed in this connection rather 
than RV sino. - The insertion of la causa (RV and M) is justified; 
in English we would best say "his case." - Ma aauel i s more defi-
nite and vivid, but RV al g~ is well-understood, HA chooses the 
latter. 
I Pete~~24: There is no difference between~! cuel (RV) mid 
M ouien. Both do justice to the Greek demonstrative relative, -
The llJI embellishment propio should be omitted; mismo alrendy de-
scribes it as Christ's body. - RV para~ and the corresponding 
M phrase have been treated before. - "KA habiendo muerto is f i rst 
choice, M estando m. second, and RV siendo m. third,Ji2*~he RV 
choice makes m. an-adjectiv e--which Is probably not very common 
nowadays. - Although RV vivamos (present sub.j ,--"should11 ) is 
stronger than :M vi viesemos (imperf. subj. ·--" · might"), yat this 
word fallows a seconda.ry tense verb ( llev.6}; thus !lI seems better. 
HA also has a form of the imperf. subj. "The Greek has the Aorist 
subjunctive. - In Is. ~3, 5, RV and M have lle,gas, E:.s does M here, 
RV may also be correct. HA has the singular llaga, although the 
Greek singulc'..r is used in the collective sense. - M and HA !fil-
teis is the better tense for the Aorist. In Is, 53:5 RV SlJYS 
fuimos curados; M uses ~nrunos. 
IPet'er 2, 2·5: If we take k1eev't'pC.q,r;-re as a second pasGive (Pass. · in 
the Mid. sense), then Mos habeis tornado would be better. If we 
translate it "returned, "then we choo's'e°RV habeis !lli:!..!£• 
Footnotes on I Peter Chap t er rrvw: 
1. Ex p. 54 so.ys: "({;\. r es orublon · o t '-1 ( ch. l; 13)." · Cf. th0 ~x:ccllon t 
discussion on i ·uv in Dana end r-..  :;~ntcy , OJh £.~., pp . 252-258, and 
Th pp.463-464; varying trr.ins .la.tions of t he word und8r d ifferent 
usages is there pre s ented. 
2. Lenski, .2.12..~ .9it., p.?8: 11r10 mus t distinguish between Kl-.xC ~ , 
TE'as cnes s', and novr,p( .;. , ' n ickedn0ss', end h c.;ncc not tran3 lntc 
Q S the i.1;:v. V. docs. Nor docs t h i n word r,1c::\n · ' ma l ice 1· (KJ, Rev. V. 
margin) ; · the vrnrd r:1c~ns 7 b8.SCHfiSs' , r.10?.nncss' , 1a.ll good-f or-noth-
ingnce s', and connotos 'clis gr a c of ulnc ss 1 • T!D r est of t he vices 
arc s pecifica tion of ' r.11. bc1 s cnoss.' H 
3. The f e et that RV her e and 8lsewhere uses tho S31anis h oqui ve.lon t 
for tho Vulge. to term indicnteo thc. t Rf.inn mny ha ve used this LP.tin 
Bible to some extent; but cf. t ho footnote on this version in the 
·Ta ~J:Q_o.tio!! of_ _r;rrc.n :n r:. tions, p,14, no.20. 
4. KJ has ;;tho sincere rai lk of the ·Hord. a Len s ki, op. cit., p.80, 
says: ftt 1{ord-milk' is the meani ng.•1---s'Ince Spanish lack:san adjec-
tive such as the Greek has , perhaps i t conld ha ve been translated 
0 1a leche pura de la palabra. " 
/ 
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5. The Greek .~oo>.ov literally .means sin ~gano, and it is only b~ 
transfer of meaning that pura is attained. Per~~ps RV thus has 
the better term. Lenski, .2.E.!. cit., p.81, says: "~Te do not think 
that it (this Greek word) means' unad ul tera ted; '" 
'6: Dana and l\'!antey, .Q.E..!. cit., p.105. 
? • In this case, as in most others, Le prefers ·' in connection with." 
a. The condi tiona.l clause here introduced seems to ·be "simple partic-
ular with causal meaning gained from the context.a T6 express Pe-
ter's idea we might best say J2.!!.esto que instead of si. . . 
2.!. ~ cit., p!) .84ff & 99. 
. . . 
10~ Thayer , op. cit., p.331. 
11. AL says: abut ••• roca does not go very · well with the idea of a 
trap as expressed in the Greek eskandalon, which shm·1s that· the 
koine had already lost the feeling for the original meaning, as 
in Spanish we can use brindar without thinking of drinking cups. 
A clear.~xample of the greater importance of the usu~ loquendi, 
Ofensa is as good o. ':I/Ord as we have. Tra!l!P.£ vrnuldn't go with 
the~·" --
12':° RV para 12 .9ual e q uals '' for which, a M a lo cual is "unto which." 
KJ & Kr are the ssme a s M, Le the sane as Rv:- --
13. Ch.l v.20 hos a comment on ordenados. This word was formerly 
used in the sense of M destinad-os., but today we co.m.monly under-
stand · it differently. Ve: nordenar--to arrange, · put in order, 
class, dispose, command, eruf/<1't, ordain, regulate, direct, order. 
Destinar--to destine, appoint for any use or :rnrpose, destinate, 
de~ign for any , articular end, allot, sign. '; 
14. Al though KJ &; Kr have a chosen generation, ·' SR & Le subs ti ta~·.3 
the word II re.ce. 11 Ve: "Linaj e--lineage, race, progeny, offs,ring, 
family, house, kin, · extraction, · gcneration, closs, condition, no-
bility, Raza--race, generation, lineage, clan, branch of family; 
usually taken in bad sense if applied to mankind; cr ch of the races 
of mankind, etc." 
15. Lenski, .212.!. cit. , p .103, scys: " ( The Greek word used her~). is 
the regulr--,r word for ·tna tion r o.nd it is o.lso used when speaking 
·, of the Jov·1s as a national b~dy, It aptly describes Peter's read-
ers, _Although they have come from many nat;ons, spiritua lly they 
now formed a distinct, 'holy, .r · superior nation." Cf. the lengthy 
discussion in Barcia, op.~' pp.332-333; also cf. Velasquez, et nl. 
16. The Co.tholic translator Knox has "a _poor.le God moans to ~ave 
for Himself. a SR, "God, s own people;" Kr: the People for His . . " 
possession;" Lo: "u people for possession. 
I 
-1? Th · · · ·t 11y· "to tell out. 11 It may have either 
---!. e original is 11 era · b RV M & HA KJ· "show forth·" 
of th sh d f e · g e(!nressed Y , , • · , e a es o m anin ~"' d. 11 Knox: "proclaim." 
SR: "declare;" Le: "announce abroa , . 
_.:_ · 4 . dislikes "virtues, excellencies, 
1!k. But Lenski, ~.£_it., p.lO r' --plural of the German 'Ruh.m.'" 
or praises;" prefers 11all the ame 
19. ~ cit. P.36 
2Q. SR: 11 once;" Kr: "formerly;" Le: "once." 
21. KJ translates the Greek word with "lust" 31 times, "concupi-
scence" 3 times, "desire" 3 times. RV dominates v1ith the word · · 
"concupiscencia" l? times, "a.esoo" 6 times, "codicia" 3 times. 
22." Thayer gives the meaning hero of "beautiful by reason of purity 
of heart and life, and hence praiseworthy; morally good; noble." . . 
23. Ve: "·ordenaci6n--mothodical arrangement, disposition, edict, 
ordinance, ordination; insti tucH>~--insti tt:.tion, establishment, 
settlement." , 
'24': This is the opinion of a Latin-American scholar. Wo commonly 
say: "El est! muerto, El M un .muerto." Latter case .cr.e.kos it a noun. 
25. Ve: 11 herida--wound, affliction, injury, outrage; llaga--ulcer, 
:· vi'ound, sore, prick, thorn, tor.cum ting thought." 
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~· · It is immaterial whether we say.RV !Eimismo or 
~~~ HA uses the former. - On RV~ suJetas cf. ch. 2, 
?. i~~ _. RV should have propios, as does M.: Mg~ cuan~o §:!-
u crean is better than RV. The Greek idea probably is: 
~ ~ aom:e-are disobedient. II - RV and HA are by fe.r pref er-
nb1 en 1 y sin la palnbra. M chnnges the entire sense of the 
Phr!s!0 0y Inserting~ • . Peter means: "without r.rguruent~" -
On M or medic~, Vide above. - M h~re us~s £~rtam.iento 
inst ~d of manera de vivir, Cf. the discussion under ch. 1, v, 15 ea - ..;...,;...--
and 18, and ch. 2, v. 12. 
I:Pet"er'3."~ Since the meaning of fo<.'nnJcrc.v-rE, is "looking upon," 
we choose M observando to RV.~ We may pref~r RV casta here to M. 
- Translation -of kv-is debatable here. Either RV or M can be 
correct. 
!Peter 3 2 3: RV de 1~ cuales is about the same as 1I cuyo. \J.I~ 
personally prefer M tre~a~o RV, but the matter depends upon our 
interpretation of the Greek. ··- Although RV atavio de ore is less 
familiar, it more closely gives the meaning of theGreek.2 ··-
Tode.y we would not ordinarily use the RV compostura in this sense. 
The first idea suggested by it is "mending clothes. 11 - ll inter-
polates luj.osas; Perhaps Peter hnd this in mind.3 Other trans-
lators have added a similar vrord; e • . g., "Menge felt the ·necessity 
of adding 'praechtiger,' 1 reports PL. Those who strive for 
literalness would omit M lujosas here. 
I'°peter 3:-47 M sea adornado should be italicized. Although 
RV is more litera.lin v. 4, 11 is clearer. li can likewise convey 
the correct idea of this passage. U interior balances with the 
exterio.r of the previous verse. - For clarity, RV adds ornato, 
M adds ropa. Both are embellishments but help to bring out the 
thought of the entire verse. - I-!i: imperececlera and RV incorrupti-
lli are synonymous, al though RV better gives the primary idea of 
"not-decaying" which the Greek suggests. IfA also has the RV word. 
II manso is preferable to RV ~radabl~; it is, however, a 
.matter of personal opinion whether RV pacifico or ll sosegado is 
better here. They are prRctic0lly alike in menning.4 HA has 
gQaci ble. - Either RV lo cunl or HA c:>.nd ll gue mey be used here. 
Since the Greek indicntes"more closely the idea of volue, cost, 
we prefer M ~rccio to RV ~.E..!E£· 
I Peter 31 5: RV as{ and M de esta manera are the same. -
.. ~guellas is not necessary butpermissible;II! 1~ is good. • 





6: RV come is· preferred by HA. H ~{ ~- is also per-
missible. - Although M cutas hijas sois vos?t~as is si~pler! the 
~orresponding RV phrase bet er conveysthe origi~al. an~ is sti.11 
Just as clear. - Some moy prefer the.RV trr.ll'ls~it~re.~ion.of :~e 
Greek p&rticiple--baciendo ~ -to avoid synergistic U11plicntions 
of U and HA.5 _ RV no sois es£antadas is stronger than M !!2 --- _ ___. -
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temeis. HA chooeee the same construction as RV but the same vero-
stem as ll. - Either RV de, Ma causa de, or HA por could be used 
he,..e •. The original has the "analogous accusative. 116 - The Greek 
:1:T~t c is "scare, fear, terror. 11 The distinction between RV, 
M, & .liA is quite insignificant.? The better choice seems to be 
between M & HA. 
I Peter 3,-11. Rv ·semejantemcnte is more erudite th3Il the sim§ler 
M de la misma manera. "Del miemo modo ,;1ould be · still better. 11 
-iivliegun ciencia may be preferable to M eegun inteligencia, 
AL, however, chooses M; but he seeks for a still better word and 
suggests £2~ juici~· Another translation which would convey the 
idea· of Pet~r is: £_Qn prudencia. - It seems that l.:I honra is pre-
ferable to RV honor,9 - · Neither RV nor M seems to follow the 
Greek sentence-thought exactly. RV as a whole seems more perinie-
sible in this regard, al~hough RV takes both ~c; with the second· 
participle, whereas ":the first particip~e governs the first ~c; , 
the second participle the second aic; • 111 · Peter means to exhort the 
husbands: "Live to gather wisely with the vvifc as with a weaker 
vessel, giving ( ~hem.) honor as joint heirs of li~· :·." RV .trans-
literated is: "Live with them according to knowledge, giving honor 
to the women as to the more brittle (fragile) vessel, and as to 
heirs jointly of the grace of life, 11 M has this construction; 
"Live with them according to intelligence, since the 1,voman is the 
we~er vessel; giving them honor, since you are also co-heirs 
of' the grace of eternal life."• Either RV impedidas or M estor-
badas mc.y be correct here, althou~h Bnrcic's distinction between 
the two wo·u1d make RV preferable. II The cl.!lllse mo.y beat be taken 
as a result clause, the idea being: "Your prayers will be hindered 
if you fall back into your old heathen vmys. 11 
~ter 3, 8: RV finalmente and M en .fin are about the same; HA 
follows RV. - The· Epic word lµo;ppov'i~is simpl3f "of one mind, 
united." Thus either RV or M are nccepte.ble. HA sentir seems 
still better. The versions could also have said m1iGi'Iines, -
Either RV e.mandoos fratemalmente or the M eq~ivcient ~re good 
translc.tions. 11, however, cont.J..ins th·~ e:mbellishment mutuame11~~- . 
HA ho.s simply fraternnles. - RV & 1'I here trMslnte the q,iJ:i°~pjlY~I..'; 
found i~ some Greek texts; but there is more support for ~~n£L~ 
vdq>pov e'(; thus RV and li could substitute: for t>.mig~.bles c.nd rn~· 
t~ses tha word humildes. 
!_Peter 31 ~ On RV ·maldicidn and M ultreje, cf. the discussion 
under ch.2°v723. Aleo cp. JBarcia.12 He likewise discusses the 
word used by HA (injuria). ~ Either sino or antes could be left 
out o~ nv. although the construction r:i"riot incorrect. M should 
the interpolation a vuestros enemigoe from the text proper. -
There is only weak-textual eviaenee to justify RV eabiendo. M 
correctly omits it. - In general, tht; constructiop of Min 9b 
is simpler and closer to the original; however, its adding mis-
~ is not necessary. - K)..i,povcµ~O'JJ~E is here proba.bly uee.d as 
an effective aorist subjunctive ( 11 they c.ctue.lly inherit"), and 
thus the RV tense ·would be closer (RV "me.y, 11 M "might~ 11 ). Of \ 





I Peter 3 1 10: Pe.ter introduces the quotation by the simple y~p. 
Ps,34, 12-16 is not offered to establish his previous clai.rn.s but 
merely to clarify them. Thus we do notthink of y~p in the sense 
of RV porque but in the.t of tlle first r.:.eanin5 of M pues ("thus, 
then.}. However, RV is Acce_p table. - ALr~horities are divi ded or. 
the exact sense of f:10.wv here, Either RV c uiere or M g_uis iere 
is possible 1 depending \1pon the individual's inter pretation, HA 
follows RV with the present indicotive (desea}. - Either RV refrene 
or M detenga is perrhi~sible, The Greek is literally 11 stop. 11 P..A 
prefers the RV word, - ',"/hether we choose RV de mal or M del mal 
depends upon. the definiteness we ascribe to the-evil. Experts are 
divided on the question; perhaps the majority prefers del rilal. 
From the RV words one may be tter understand 11 de ha blar mal7 
HA _pr efers RV. However, in the following verse it seems be tter 
to use the article--!!P_~rt~e. dtl Hal, - RV nakes ye0.7J t he subject 
of the phrase., whereas J..: make s i t obj ect of ·1t o.ua6:tw • M is more 
correct. P..A is b est--..I?™ .!1£ ha)Jar .2.,n~ano. 
I. Peter .~ 11: RV c ould say he,r~a c:I:. bien to balance el mal.- RV 
sigala is synonyf!ious with t ho equivalent phr a s n in t~ ; t h e la"tter, 
however, is more v-1ordy. EA follows RV. 
I P-:!tor 3, 12: It seems t hat RV oracio~2 is the best ~Arord here.14 
M plegarias is les s c ommon, though not incorrect. - That the sec-
ond b; ( is to be t aken in t he sense of 11 aga i nst'; is evident from 
the context and from the .context and from Ps.34,16. M has correct-
ly chosen contra. - HA _prefers RV ha.cen, and mal without the article. 
Cf. the discussion Lmder ch. 3 v.10·. HA , ho\i16ver, follows :t.1 in los 
.9...~. On t he la·t~er point, cooice of term is immaterial. --
I Peter- 3. 13: It r.1akes little diff er ence rihetl:er we have RV 
_podra dafi.ar or maltra tara. I~.A da!iara is e~cellent.1° - Accordin.~ 
to the best Greek texts, -M s ois .9_£loso~ i s 9r ef'erable to RV. ... It 
is immaterial whether v-re s ay 11 th e ood" as in RV & HA or 11 that which 
is good" as in M. RV &. HA take the -ro-u &:y~Gctu in t he classic use 
of the adjective as a noun; but·tl:.c n~Rjority of co.ffif.'l.0nt a tors and 
translators render it a s docs M,16 
I Peter 3, 14: RV & M [~ are les s used by the people t han HA 
pero; but both are correct;. - ~.1 ha~ . a.g::>?d renderinc of t~,e.Gre~k 
future less vivid cla use, al though i "G 1.s oetter talcen cond1 tion-
ally than temporally. RV por hacer _!:>ien has been corre?ted ,,by M • . 
- As stated before, it is a question wl ether copulas l1~e ~ ser~is 
should be italicized. Host tran:Jlators and commentators prefer 
the present tense here ( as in RV soi~) • Eowever, RV .. so_is ~o u;t.d 
not follow After the futLU'e subjunctive as used by l,1 . - :F er~aps 
RV strarr.;. .-. 0 £ by rendering it ~-.,i th por tan~. Some vers ions jo~n 
M & HA in umi tting it a1toc;ethe1· in tran~~<;1 tion; - M does . well. in 
using amedrent6is; thus it ovoid s r cn. .. cti 1;1on OJ. the sam~ i 10-:d in 
tho text TThe Gre:cl{ , however, do(,s so.). - M SL!:!£. c llos 1nsp1.ran 
is an interpretative insertion t ha t ~cs no p lace in the text~ 
. ' 
V ]f re correct in Senor Dios and I Poter 3 15: Nei thcr R nor · .. a It s hould read cfr1sto como 
Senor . Cri~to • . Kdp t ov has no ar~icle • nH.A _dis. >Juestos or M prontos 
Senor, as HA correctly renders 1.t. - -
.... , 
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be a good ,~1ord to use here.111? ~aE~J~£9.~; but listos woulQ also · 
g_ ~ respuesta are perr1issible - ither RV _parf!_ responder or M 
lation--g_ hacer vuestra defen ' but HA ha :~ the most exact trans-
dinarily signifies a defense ms~. bThe Greek term used here or-
- RV a cada uno Rnd M a todo a e eforo tto judge by a defendant. · 
diQ.t.!3 better transla.te·s-tho f ~~ are::· ~bout t he sra.ae. - 'M .Q.A.-
orra of o L't'Ec.J • b ·-Nearly all Greek texts place th . · appearing .ere. -
dum.bre v temor in the nosi·t· · : equivalent of M empero con manse-
.Mo. "' ion I ollowed by r &·HA Alth h u 
temor 1s closer to the original ide . 1• • - oug .LY! 
the RV idea of reverell£1&. a of .:p6~o ( , II.fl. leans tov-,ard 
I Peter 3, 16: M may do be t ter to omit un'"' ~ d .. · 
ondo buen~ concicncia - F · " . . ~ c.n r..2ve I .. orely teni-
~-- . 'J . ~ •• mor'-' cmpna ticnlly r enders the prcpo-
01 t1.on \.1th th0 r e lative EV~ 'ilc would sa.1r· ;; · th ·"'t · h · h II I d f n ' • " · · .J • 1n C POl.u 1n 
w 1.c • - nstoa o "V ~'~  de vosotros como de malh we m 
pr0fer habla.n mal de vosotros, or FI.A --sn~os~c~lurnni·~- -=----M' r ay 
• -- - - J , u .... - ave -
f?Onz~dos lS 1;0 doubt preferable to RVconf undid-oS:-- "HA difaman 
~s first choice, RV blo.sf_~ s c:cond, M vitupcro.n third."ltt But 
.~n .L~e 6, 28 bt!)pe ~ l:0v-rwv is _ rendered os calumnian b~r RV and os 
l.nJurian. by M & HA. All versions are frequentlyinconsistent in 
translat1nl;s the s.mae Greek word in different places, even though 
the ~se may be the same. - RV .9_~nveraaci6n has been discussed 
previously. 
I Pete r 3, 1?: In t h is verse NI uses 12,ad~, whereas it ordinar-
T'iy has sufrir. - M follows the Greek word order more closely in 
this vers0. - M hare like'.\Jisc omits the article with bicn · in the 
previous instances under discussion it used it. - In gonc~al 
there is · no r eal differ cnc :-.; bc t ,'1c0n RV and t: in v .1?. For -th~ sake 
of style, wo may prefer RV's order in mcjo~ -2§.• Both versions 
could better render. the Greek conditional which is no doubt f uturc 
l ess vivid ("if it should bo . 11 ). 
I Pctor .. -3-,-fB: It is a personal fila tter ~·-1hether one prefers RV 
.™ ~ or M rn ~ oara siempre. One can justify M ~Hth Thay-
er's definition of the Greek word here--"once for all." - Ma 
fin de has been discussed previously. - RV uses the article with 
carnebut not with espfri tu. T.:,is is not good. It can give .bad 
meaning to the phrase. M !ill o uan to ~ 1~ carne and ~ .£..!. al ~ 
is superior to RV & HA. Tr.e natural way to take these da tives is 
as locatives--of reference. - The best tense. to bo used in the 
translation of 80. vc:rwfJi L c is a matter of personal opinion; 
RV, I,:, & HA cliff er. 
I Peter 3, 19: Thero is no difference here except in the position 
of espiri tus encarccladQ.§.. RV order se0.:us smoothor. It, is pro-
f erred by HA • 
I Peter 3, 20: RV dcsobodicn~ seems mo~0 justifiable than M 
incorregibles in this verse. - M ~ F...A omit th~ expected RV~ 
vez--perhaps because their cuando is meant to imply that. -
Krmientras sce.cr.s Jref,erablc here. - RV · aparejaEQ_ is ~ good 
wor.d here·out M :e.reparaba is more common. - M may om1 t ™' 
though not necessarily so. - M more literally says al.mas for ,~~11 
but RV personas is obviously meant. In this section RV closely 
clings to the Greek word order. - M salvadas is preferred by 
HA. '"le would concur. - M pasando por medio del agua does not 
present the true rt,eaning. Peter simply desires to say: "Noah 
and his family were saved by means of the water which held up 
their ark while it destroyed others.:t RV por agua is closer 
to tho original and better prcs9nts tho meaning; th6 Greek 
leaves it indefinite: ~( ~b ~Tq( ,no article). 
I Peter 3, 21: M la cual .2!J! etc. s eems much clearer end sim-
pler and loss wordy and just as corr~ct as RV. Howcv0r, the best 
textual authority suggests that HA os is better than RV & H nos. 
- Tho word order of RV el 91101 etc:-is simpler and just like tho.t 
of the original. - M ido i s preferred by HA. RV subido is o.lso 
good but more interpretive. The Greek ··1ord · em!)loyod hero is the 
sc:ime used to demote th,; descent lnto hell ( v .19), which RV there 
trnnslo.tos fub. - In v.2lb RV inconsistently uses the verb estar 
with su.jetos. In previous sect;i.ons where the intended meo.ning is 
~he sam~ it has nlvmys used ~· The order of M su.jeto~. l! ~l 
is seemingly smoother than RV as well as more literal. - RV 
may omit the articles with the lo.st three nouns. There is 
disagreement on the translation of the lo.st two nouns. We might 
prefer those of M. 
Footnotes for I Peter Chapter Three 
l.! Acr .. ;)rding to Thayer, the Greek .neans 11 interwcave, braid, knot; 
an elaborate gath0ring of lla.ir into a kno-i:i. 11 Ve: acncres!)ar--
to curl, frizzl0, crimp; ·tr~mzur--to braid the hair." -
2. Ve: 11 ntavlo--dress and ornar1ent of a person, fin8ry, gear. 11 The 
Greek mouns ;1 tho adornment conGisting of tl:.0 golden ornamenti:.; wont 
to be placed a.round the head or bod~r," e:cc. to Th;:,.yor . A te.vio 
appears in noun form 13 ttmes in RV; the rcna.ining 12 a.re in tho O.T. 
'3:- Tho following free tr~:::.n3l:-.tion ia suegcstoc1 for tl:i s difficult 
section: "Their orn2n,.ent !"i:ust not bc:: t !, o ou'G·.inrd (oJ~n .. r::cnt) of 
brnding of hair and putting on of c;dd doc or ntions or donning of 
garments, but the hidden r:12.n of th.:: he2.rt . 11 If ,:10 follow t h is tr:·rns-
l at ion suggested by our Greek }-"rofcrnsor I we would 11r c fcr }.~ here. 
4. Ve: · 11 sosegado--quiet, peaceful, calm? .P.ac{fico--.?.eaceful , undis-
turbed, tranquil, desireous of pea.ce, mild, gentle." 
57 Thou.sh t hey are to continue doinr,. good to their h usbands, this 
in itself is not to indica.te tl1at they are accomplishing a saving 
good· this idea could be suggested by .the conditional clause in M & 
HA. 'But in RV hacienda bien we note rather the chz.racterisitic Ol' 
fruit of the true dau~J1ters°of Sara, "whoso dau5I1ters they S~lO'W 
themselves to be when they do well." 
67 So writers Robertson, .9p. cit., p.479. 
?. Barcia oo. cit., p.321, cllc:racteristicall;,r drai.'JS very fine dis-
tinctions' b~een these nouns v1hich the ordinary ,crson is not in-
clined to do. 
P.42 
Thus ·believes a Le.tin-A.;.,;.. ·with whom the matter was discussed. 
g; Barcia again makes a careful distinction between the two words. 
Cf. his exhaustive discussion. 
10. Lenski, op. ·cit., p,139. 
11. ~ cit., p.205. 
. . . 
12. Op. cit., pp.48'Y-48B,. he says: "Ultra.je :1r esenta la idea de 
un . a grevio violento, de un verdadero insulto." 
13, KJ: ":refrain;" SR: "keep;" Le: "stop:" Kr: "keep," 
14, Cf. Ba.rcia, .22.!. cit,, p.230, Kr has: 11.prayer;" L~: "ueg-
ging; " KJ: ".0·:rayers;" SR: 1\ :-eyer;" Knox: 11 pleading. " 
15. Le: "treat you basely;" KJ & SR: "harm you;" Kr & Knox: "do 
you wrong." 
16, Le: "for the good; ;, KJ: 11.that which is e;ood;" SRL "for what is 
right," Kr: "that which is right;" Knox: "only what is good." 
l?. So believes a Latiri-Ar.lerican scholar. AL adds: :iListos is used 
mu?h more than prontos." 
18~ do believes a native Puerto-Rican v1ho studied the problem with us. 
19. Although it is difficult to bring out in translation, the phrase 
following this term must not be taken to mean that he might "take 
us to heaven11 but tha t he might ''regenerate us," 
20. Ve: "aparej~r--to prepare, get ready, equip, rig up a. ship. 11 
KJ : "while the ark was a preparing;" Le: "while the c1rk was being 
constructed;" AR: "during the building of the e.rk. 11 
' . 
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_ _ accu1h._J_ ___ ____ .., __ _________ ~----------L---1 
( Tho o.bove chart shows which prcposi tions c.rc goncro.lly pro- · 
fcrrcd by the respective versions. Out of these 39 instances, 
all three versions· differ in 11 cases; M & HA agree in 8, RV ·. 
& HA agree in 19, RV & M agree · in 1. HA is closer to RV ~ere.) · 
CLASSIFICATION. OF DIVERGENCIES IN CHOICE OF TENSE IN .I PETER I-Iff4 . . 
(Key: The Greek has the ~resent tense in No.l, Imperf. in No.2 
. 6,or. in No.3, Fut. in No.4, Perf. in No.5) . ' 
.-. ·---• •a ...-- - ,w ··--=-- ,....,. -==-er 
!~9-~rl_Gr. Form _ _j_ RV Ten~c+_li:. Tense -+-~ . Tense --~oc.1 
I I I I I . 
!la Pass. Part. !Pres.--es !Fut,--ha de jFut,--os ha 1,13 · I i ser I de traer · I 
lb Act. _Inf • . ,Pre~.--sea 11,mp.--fuesen!Pre~.--repo- 1,21
1 
I sen · 
110 Pass. Part. Imp.--le.. I Pret.--fu~ 1 Imp.--le j2,23 
I maldec!an ultrajado j injuriaban t • 1 
lld Act. Ind. Imp.--re- IPret.--vol:- Imo.--de- !2 23 
'Gornaba vib , volv{a I ! 
le Act. Part. Imp!_;-pa- '1act.--pa- l imp.-;-pa- 2,23 
decia dccib I decia · 
Imp._--ame- IPret.--usb jimp.--amc- j2,23 
i nazaba j de am0nazas 1· nazaba I · 
Act. Ind. i Imp~--remi- : Prct.--ro- Imo.--cnco- ,
1
• 2 23 
! tiv. i r.1itio mcndabu 
1 
! 
Act. Part. Perf.--ha !Prct.--rc- tPr et.--cngcn-
1
1,3 I 
rcgcncradol cngondrb i dr6 I · 1 
Pass. Part. Prcs.--cs- !Porf.--ha- ·,Pcrf.--ha- 1,6 
tando afl. b6is sido yAis sido ! · : 
Pass. Ind. Pr0s.--son Pcrf.--hun Pcrf.--han 1· 1,12 
sido I sido · 
3d Pass. Ind. Perf.--ha- Fret.-- !Fret,-- 11,18 




Act. Part •. , P~~~~--ha j ? ret.--dib 1l·P~et.--dib !1!21 
1
3f Pass. Ind. Pret.--secb!Pres.--seca .I'res.--seca 11,.24 
i . - I I • 
j3g I Act. Ind. Pret.--cayolPres.--cae ·Pres.--cae jl,24 
l3h 
I 
Pass. Ind. l·Pret.--fu6 IPerf.--ha ve- lPerf.--ha ve- \2:? 
I hecha ; nido a ser I nido a ser 
1
31 Pass. Ind. Pres.--soisjPret.-- Preto-- 2,21 
! fuisteis I fuisteis 
3j Act. Subj, Pres.-- ~b.l.w . --vi vi- IImp.--vivi- 2,24 
vive.mos f coe.moo ~semos 
3k Pass, Ind, Perf.--ha~ ! ~•Pj*-- IPretft--
131 
b~is sido i e:'fus.stcis f uisteis 
Pass. Ind. Pres.--sois1Pr:et.-- Pret.--
1
3,9 , I fuisteis f uisteis i · 
1
3.m. j Pass, Part. Pres. -- · Pre t .-.;. Perf~ --ha-bi-· • 13, 18 
·1 siendo m. I f u~ .m.. a.a.do eido· .Eli•- : · 
14 Act. Impv. Pres.--sed 
1
Fut~--ha- '!Preso--sed 1,15 
I ·· santos · beis de ser , santos · ,5 . Pass. Part. Pres.--sien- Perf.--habi- . ,·Perf.--ha- 1,2'3, 
j do renac. endo sido beis sido _j , 
' 




(The chart above shows which tenses are often ·preferred by the 
respective versions; e.g., in these instonces, the Greek~resent 
tense is translated by RV with the Present 2 times and with the 
~m"9erfect 3 · times. by M with the If u.ture l time, \Ali th the 1-Q..~1a~-
fect l ti.me, and with the :h"cterite 3 times, by HA ,·11th the !fut-
ure l'time; with the ~e.seut 1 time, and with the lm.._i?erfect 3 
ti,m.ea. etc. Out of 22 instances of disagreement, •. ; & HA agrco 
· .tn 7 cQ-QOs • . M &HA asrOQ in 14; there is no agrooment in 1 case.) 
over-all view of tense-choice p 45 
--·-=-- rec~~ded on previous page: • 
iVers .jl'res1·- - · ··- -- - . . . 
1- ----·-f ·-·· - --~ --~:P. !._ r~et.!Fat.~erf ; 
i RV i 10 5 1 0 --r ·6· 1 -- - ----·, 
II M I 
2 I 2 i 12 j 2 i ! j 
~--.!__~--1- 6 : 6 ! l I 5 I 
~ --·--~---~ _1_ _ __ ·- - · 
(This chart is self-explanatory It shows~ e.g., that M likes 
to use the Preterite tense that HA does not use the· p_~eter1.·te 
as much but that it also chooses the Imperfect, etc.) 
CLASSIFICATION OF DIVERGENCIES IN TRANSLATION OF PRONOUNS 
. IN I PETER I-III 
Greek No.1 
1a Ii 
lb i . 
1Reina-Valera ! Moderna ---- , · 
2a I ~-v 
2b b c,; 5v 
2c 7tpoc,; iv 
2d I !v ~-
2c I 'tc:')· x.. 
., . 
2f ?C· 
2g 't'OU a. 
I 3a ! t <,; Cl 
., 
3b l) <: 
4a it<: 
4b O.L 
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I 
de la cual . I cuyas 
I 
a los c uales i. a q uienes 
que 
vosotros quo 











I ella .misma 
las cuales 
8 - Lid'x~·-rou lcada uno i cada cual 
I; 1::,o~mac la;;_uellos que h~ que 
j Hispano-Amer. ~ Loe •I 
I . . 
i q_ue 1!3 
I 
! que 3,4 




l cn quien ;1,a 
I a el i 2 · 4 
I I ! 
i en.aqucllo 12,12 
1 m1.smo on quo i • 
~-~.l.' ~ue 12 ~ 23 
: el ounl !2,24 
I • 
! que l 1!? 
; I 
en las cualesjl!l2 
de la cual · 13!6 
!~ los cuales 11!12 
· 2,10 I quo 











13~4 I . 
12:? I 




l 18 ~mc.~ou ,la cual, etc. lque 1 etc. 
(This chart is self-explanatory. RV & HA agreed 10 times, M&HA 9.J 
CLASSIFICATION OF DIVERGENCIES IN USE OR CT1ISSI0N OF ARTiciLE46 
IN I PETER I-III 
Loe. Greek Phrase 
·1,5 Ott: TitO"'t'EW( 
3,1 .~Y£U )... o y ,:, y 
3 1 10 · &:1t c i(Ootctu 
3,11 nacr!'t'w &ya86v 
3 1 1? fxyc~0 0 7t0 l C,VV 1'~ ( 
3, 22 &yyi)...wv Y.c:. t !F;cucr(wv 
Spanish Phrase 
RV:por fe 
IvI : por la f e 
HA:mediante 1~ fe 
RV: con f uego 
¥ :_por medic d~ f uego 
HA:por medic del fuego 
· RV:amaos unos a otros 
M; amaos los unos a loa otros 
HA :amaos unos fl otro~ 
RV:por el evangelio 
l;i: comoevan3elio 
HA:por el evangelic 
RV:la cabeza 
?Ii :cabezu 
HA:(lc piedrcl angular 
RV:sin palabra 






M:obi;-a el bien 
H.A:haga eI bien 
- RV:que hacen mal 
U:que obran el mal 
IL'i. :que mal hacen 
RV:por el temor 
U:a causa del temor 
HJ.: por temor -
RV:haciendo bien 
I'.1 :haciendo bi cn 
:m~ :por hacer ~1 bien 
RV:~ angeles, las potestades 
ll :&ngeles; potestadcs · 
HA:angelcs, potostadcs 
(This chart sl~ows the comparative frequency with which the vari-
ous versions employ the article. J',lthough it is influenced by 
the verb or prop9sition which it uses, M hero usos tho article 
about twice as often os RV. Out of · thcse 12 instr..nccs · of dis-
agrcomcnt, ·RV & P'..A ae;rec in 5 cases, M e~ HJ.~ in 4 cases, RV ~ !:1 
in 2 cases, and none agree in 1 cuse.) 
Key to 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS MADE BY MEN OUTSIDE OUR SYNOD 
IN FAVOR OF RV ORM 
P.47 
1 - A Puerto-Rican member of the Board of American Missions of the 
United Lutheran Church. 
11 - The Manager of Casa Evangelica de Publicaciones, San Antonio, 
Texas. 
iii - · rhe Editor of Puerto Rico Evan~elico, organ of the Presbyterian, 
Baptist, Methodist, Disci9les of Christ, and United Evangelical 
Churches of Puerto Rico. 
iv - The Manager of, Casa Unida de Publicaci0nes, S.R.L., Mexico, D.F. 
v - The Owner of Librer1a Evangelica, Quetzaltenango, Guatemala, C.A. 
vi - The Publisher of Ei Sembrador, Orizaba, Ver., Mexico. 
vii - The Manager of Li'~·rer!a Eyangelica, Fontana, California. 
viii - The Editor of El Cristiano, publication of the Nazarene Chu~ch, 
Central America Missionary District. 
ix - The Manager of Casa Bautista de P~blicaciones. 
x . - Thomas B. Wood, Supt. of S.E. South American Mission of the M.E. 
Church, and Charles William Drees, Supt. of the Mexico Mission, 
M. E. Church; quoted from II A Memoria 1 to the American Bible Society", 
1882. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUM~TS MAl)'f!: 13Y MTEN OUTSIDE OUR SYNOD 
IN FAVOR OF RV 
BY is !!!2.!~ i>ooula r. 
"Almost all Bibles sold here (in Guatemala) are RV. (v) 
"RV is more popular." (ix) 
"A great majority of readers are acquainted with RV." (vii) 
"The 1 Believers 1 seemingly prefer RV. 11 (viii) 
"RV is the most widely known .and used. 11 ( iv J 
"Our fellow-clergy men use RV. II (viii) 
"My guess is that well over 99% of the Bibles sold in Puerto Rico 
(both among Lutherans and among other Protestants) are of the RV 
vars ion." ( 1) , 
uwe use RV consistently ( in our order of service)." ( i) 
"The overwhelming argument of sales percentage ( is) an evidence of 
taste." ( i) 
"The peopl,e like the RV vers~on muc·h 
mo re • " ( 11 )' P.48 
· "We make a practice of using RV 
in our Sunday-School literature. (11) 
used more in Bible Studie 
11 RV is 
there are more Bibles of the RVs and in ~ener~l quotations since 
version. {1U 
FN has~ better style. 
"We use both versions, but FN is 
b f b d seemingly preferred--no doubt ecause o eauty an purity of language." (ii) 
"The re is a consensus of opinion that (1) Mis weak in literary style." 
"We use FN b ecause it is written in a 
somewhat antiqua.ted." ( iv) very pure Castilian, although 
"The Castilian of M, without necessarily incurring serious mistakes, 
does note possess the beauty, elegance, and · rp.ythm of RV. 11 (iv) 
"RV is better for reading aloud. M lacks the oroper cadence and 
harmony for reading aloud. 11 (iv) · 
11 It (RV) i d t d t t 11 s more a ap e o he ·Latin-American mind. ( iv) 
"For the century in which it was made, and for Soain, RV was doubt-
less as nearly perfect as Spanish scholarship could make it." (x) 
Use of RV will~~ unity and avoid confusions. 
"We prefer RV because a change ·would bring about confusion among the 
laity. 11 (vii) 
"The worshiper is familiar with the Scriptures in the old version. 
The liturgy might sound strange i n aqother. 11 ( i) 
"We use FN in the religious publications, magazines, pamphlets, etc., 
because all 'believers' have said Bible; and if quotations were made 
from M, this would cause certain differences. 11 (v') 
" ( I useFN) in order not to confuse those who do not know that there 
are two versions." (vi) 
"RV ·should be used in literature for laity until they are well-
acquainted with M. 11 (vii) · 
11 Any book to b e sold largely among laymen should follow Rv except in 
passages where for accuracy of translation some · o~her version· is 
needed, and such instances would not be too many. 
"No radical change could be made from Rv to M for many years." 
"The only concordance uses FN. It is an excellent work, prepared at 
a tremendous cost and subsidized by charity. To change would in-
volve great cost." 
"sentiment among Latin-Americans is very great. Once they love a 
book, they don't want to change. 11 
BY. .accom.plisllil..!i.M_ Purpose. 
"The use and study of the Bible is com9aratively new among the-Drti'ft-
American nations. ~e believe RV accomplishes the general purpose." 
(Vii) 
RV has better workmanship. 
"We use RV because we can obtain better and more durable bindings and 
in different sizes. 11 (viii) 
General--
"It (RV) is the best. 11 (vi) 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS MADE SY MEN OUTSIDE OUR SYNOD 
IN FAVOR OF M 
M 1~ more exact. 
"M is closer to the original Hebrew and Greek. 11 (iv) 
"We consider M better iri literature for the clergy, because it is 
clearer and more exact." (vii) 
"M is seemingly closer.-. to the original Hebrew a'nd Greek." (ii} 
M is clearer. 
11 M is usefu 1 to cla rif:y the meaning of many verses which in RV do not 
aµ9ear so clear-." (iv) 
"RV is used for publications, but when a clearer meaning is desired, 
M is used with annotation showing tt is M." (ix) 
"M 1s sometimes clearer." 
"(Here in Guatemala) M is used only by the preachers and pastors to 
illustrate their sermons." (v) 
M has !. betttl style. 
"(The language of RV is) somewhat antiquated. 11 (iv) 
11 In time another version could take the place of RV." (vii) 
"The fact that Valera wrote for Spain, and in the style of the six-
teenth C., makes his work unfit for the Spain of today and still 
more so for Spanish-America. In fact, mucho of his text, as he left 
it, is unintelligible to the average reader today. 
11 
(x): (These a.nd 
following remarks resulted in the publication of M). 
"I know of at least seven attemots to revise RV-three by ABS and 
four by BFBS and its publishers. Changes were made in too hasty and 
111-concerted a manner, and in places, by hands ·not sufficiently 
skillful for so delicate a task. As a result, RV is a mosaic of 
P.50 
. ·.antiquated and modern . Span~sh, that .would be intolerable in any cook 
. .. but tha ·Bible. 11 (x) . 
"The Roman Catholic Church says that our present Spanish Bible is a 
mess of adulterations of the true text without a uniform standard. 11 
(x) ·; 
11 Rationalists see the archaic style (of RV) and it seems impossible 
that this could be from God. We need a text that will invite rather 
than re pe 1. 11 ( x;. ·. 
"Old versions must be discarded and a new version must take its 
l 11('1; ' p ace. X.··:· , 
General--
" I personally prefer M. 11 (viii) 
"M is used in all of our Bible echools and many of our ministers use 
it." (ii) 
11 I think M is much superior. 11 ( ix) 
General-- · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
~-~uments in favor of M, culled fr-om The Bible Society Record of 
October 17, 1895. 
"It is generally conceded that neither the original Reina nor any 
one of these revisions fully meets the requirements of Christian 
scholars hip of the present day. 11 
"An exact reproduction of Reina or Valera, with all its harsh and 
obsolate expressions, would suit nobody at the present day. Two 
courses of procedure are possible: one conservative, regarding the 
version of the Spanish reformers as a classic, hardly capable of 
improvement, to be revised if at all sparingly; while the other 
maintains that Valera's work, being a forgotten book for more than 
two centuries, never became incorporated in Spanish literature, 
and may better be replaced by an entirely new version from the 
original tongues, made with all the advantages which come from the 
investigations of modern scfl.ola~ship, and in a style and vocabulary 
adapted to the usage of modern times. This is what the translator 
h9s aimed to accomplish. 11 
"Much of the criticism which has been directed against his (Mr. 
Pratt's) work is simply the product of that conservatism which · 
says, 'Let well enough alone; we ask for nothing but Valera.' 
A man is blind who cannot recognize the merit of a work because he 
denies its necessity. " 
"This ·trans lat.ion was made in compliance with positive and earnest 
solicitations from both sides of the Atlantic." 
"The translator of this new version is no novice, but with wonderful 
energy and life-long enthusiasm has devoted himself to the study 
of Hebrew, Greek, and Spanish, to the end that he might fit him-
self to be a faithful translator of God's word for sixty million 
Spanish-speaking people." 
II p .51 
He was encouraged to go on with this work by the incorpor-
ation of his version of the Psalms in an edition of the Valera 
Sible published in Barcelona in 1882, and by the unsolicited com-
mendation pronounced upon that varsion by se;or, now Sishop 0abre-
ra in 1885, to the effect that it was 'an immense advance uoon Lu-
cena's revision of Valera.' (Un adelanto inmenso sobre la version 
.de Lucena.)" 
"This version has · certain peculiarities which distinguish it from 
Valera, and are worthy of . note: 
l)The poetical passages, in conformity with the laws of Hebrew 
poetry, which were unknown in the days of Valera, are orint-
ed in parallel lines, in both the Old Testament and the 
New." 
2)The translation of the New Testament is made, as a rule, 
from the Greek text approved by the English and American 
companies of revisers, and in this respect in an undoubted 
improvement upon all editions in current use; 
3) Where the translator would suggest an alternate rendering, 
or indicate more exactly some 9eculiarity of the original, 
a marginal footnote in smaller tyoe is apoended." 
"or this (M version), Dr. Thomson (' recogniz13d as one of the most 
distinguished scholars in connection with Soanish missions') says: 
I • I sincerely believe there does not today exist so faithful a pre-
sentation of God's word in any language as the Version Moderna." 
II . 
The late Rev . Dr. A. P. Mendex, one of the most distinguished rab-
bis of the .United States, ... spoke thus: 'I think your rendering 
admirable, The 1enunciRtion of the old proohets, as reproduced by 
you in the sonorous Castilian tongue, have the grand eloauence of 
Hebrew •• , . " · 
General Arguments in f ayer of M, written by the translator himself, and 
printed in ~he Bible Society Record of March 20, 1890. 
11 All these revisions of the Reina Version have proceeded on the assump-
tion that it w3 s mad e from the origina l tongues ; that it is a monu-
ment of classica l purity, executed in the go l den age of Spa nish 
literature; anJ that but little change W<JS ne0asuary to make it in 
all r es pect s t, 2e equal of our English vers~.c!1 ; a r:d yet the -.,ery 
number of r evis ions implies that each preG ~d lng one has failed to 
realize the high expectations formed of tha t ancient version, 11 
II . Strange it is that Reina's own words should have so long been disre-
, garded, since in his introduction he states ex-c;>licitly that he had 
endeavored to ke ep 'as close a s pos s ible to the fountain of the Hebrew 
text', 'which' he says ' 11 e have done BY FOLL-01VING COMMONLY THE (Lat1n) 
. TRANSLATION OF SAt!CT E:S PAGNINlJS~ 1VHICH BY COMMON 'JONSENT OF ALL THE 
LEARNED IN THE HEBREW TONGUE IS REG\RDED ~S TH~ PUREST TILL NO~ 
EXT.\NT.' His (Pagninus' translati0n) ,..,e s rather e correction of the 
Vulgate on the Hebre~ and Greek than an or iginal version. Reina says 
further, that he had mad e l a r ge use of tt1 ':l i!'errara version,,, .A ver-
sion made under thes 7 circumstances, and based on the earli~st, and 
therefore not the most pe r f ect of modern translations, must necessari-
ly have been radically defective." 
"After long and close comparison of it (RV) with the original Hebrew, 
I am satisfied that it c3rmot be converted into a really good . -.ver-
B1".>n, for use in our day, without completely destroying its identity. 11 
. . . ~ 
"This translation (M) made from the orie;i:nal text, and ocH'lformed as 
closely ther=to as a~ooth and idiomat~Spanish will allow, is careful-
ly compared in all difficult passages with from ~hree to a dozen 
other versions (to say nothing of commentaries). 
" ••• believing that the first and last duty of .the translator is that 
of putting the mind of the reader in easy and satisfactory communi-
cation with that of the writer.'' 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT3 MA DE BY MEN 1VITHIN OUR SYNOD 
IN FAVOR OF RV 
RV is ~ exact. 
"M substitutes translations which--though not altogether wrong~-are 
certainly weak and suit erroriats; e.g., Matt. 16:18 (seoulcro in-
stead of infierno." 
"In Romans 8:29, conocio is weakened by the addition of e_n !ill pres 
c 1enc ia. This limits the foreknowledge of the elect to mere omni-
ac ience." 
11 In Matt. 9: 18, M has orosternose inst ea.d of the correct adoraba of 
RV. II 
II I h ave never heard of false doctrine being0harged to 'fN. 11 
"In Luke 16: 23, M has entre los muertos instead of los infiernos. 11 
"Some of the changes in Mare, if not downright ·wrong, at·1east·1n~ 
adequate: e.g., a)Eph. · 1:23, · instead of olenitud ·M has · comple·mento; 
b)in Job 19:26, M has desde mi · carne·instead · of en mi carne (RV); c) 
in · JoPi 19:27, M has y_ YE. no como §. un extrano instead of RV y_ no ~. 
"In the first two chapters of Ephesians, M uses 108 more words than 
RV. It seems that the better a man knows his language, the fewer 
words he will use. 11 
11 0bjeotionable words of RV are often not com9letely removed from M; 
e.g., parir is retained in Gen. 16:11, 15, 16; Gen. 17:17,19.
11 
11 In Ephesians, RV uses only 17 added words (in italics), whereas M 
uses 57. These are often unne~essary or interpretive. Mis often 
a translation with commentary. 
BY~~ better style. 
11 RV is similar to Luther's Bible and the English King James. 
11 
11 I feel that 
translation 
. viously." 
able to detect at once that Mis a Latin-Americans are d th f without being informs ereo pre-
made by an American 
"Though RV is over -;po years old, it was 
his mother tongue.' 
translated by a man who knew 
.r e.Jv 
11 M was pre pa red by a non-Spaniard; RV was prepared by Spanish-speak-
ing men. 11 
rnr II 
"Mexican children readily understend Bible oassages fr'.:>m nv • 
RV 1§. more popular. 
"we expect to work in all Latin-American countries, and RV is more 
acceptable to all." · 
"RV was used throughout Spain until Franco put an end to ·Protestant 
work. 11 
"~Ve will greatly reduce the circula.tion of our Spanish literature if 
we do not remain with Valera. At greater expense to ourselves we 
could limit our editions of our tracts and books to our own use by 
using M; but that would not be wise, for thereby we would not be 
availing ourselves of thG opportunity to announce the Gospel beyond 
our circles through our literature. And the cost through loss of 
sales to others would increase to ue·,;. 11 
The faults of RV could stiil be corrected. 
"RV · could · be corrected (e.g., Matt. · 28:19, doctrinaa · would better be 
h~~e~ . a~~~~P~~?~i - ~?~~ ~?:~-~.¥-~a . ?~~~ -~~?uld be gno)." 
Oee of RV will keep uniti and avoid confusion. 
"Unity in form and text (of the Bible versions) are of prime impor-
tance in the work of our church." 
"N . o matter where we go to teach, the sacred text which we use to 
teach our 'faithful ones' should always be the same i,n its oo ntent 
and in its form. Thus we will avoid confusion and mistake among our 
people." 
General--
"The burden of proof lies with the men who would substitute M." 
110nly if RV has points ,that condemn h\3r should she be discarded, and 
only if M corrects these flaws and has no points· which condemn _her 
should she take the place of "RV. 11 
"Whether M is clearer and better understood must be decided by those 
who really know Spanish. 11 
11 RV is the classic best-known most widely-quoted version; it has 
outlived all othe~ translatio~s {Amat, Scio, etc. ); it is far more 
modern than the English King ..,J'°eme~; it is backed by theologians born 
and bred in the Spanish langu8ge. 
' , , s ish Literature Editor and 
Rev. Andres Melendez, our Churchs , ~an 
Spanish Lutheran Hour Sneaker, says: 
11 , t far enougt; .• · I feel that RV Mis an improvement, but it didn go tent of i'(lttirig it into up-to-
needs a. good, sound revision, to the ex ve the name Reina-Valera. 
date Spanish; but I would like to preser 
P.54 
One thing I do like about M, however, is that when it ends a verse · 
with a comma, it begins the next verse with a small letter. 11 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS MADE BY MEN ~!THIN OUR SYNOD 
IN FAVOR OF M 
Mis ~ exact. 
"RV often goes far afield of Luther, whereas M and HA hit the nail 
right on the head. 11 
"M's translations are closer to the original; e.g., John 3:36, Hebr. 
11:1, Matt. 28:19, 7:4, Psalm 51:5. 11 
M ~~better style. 
"RV qonta~ns antiquated words, such as ~lud, caridad, conversacion, 
·!!scandalo, which have a different meaning now. M replaces these 
with words of clearer meaning. It also replaces objectionable 
phrases. 11 
"Objectionable words ( parir, .·.Q.Q.Ber) are not always changed in M, but 
they are changed in most passages which a re quoted most frequently. 11 
"Young people much more willingly read M. Likewise those with little 
education can't understand RV sometimes, and give up trying." 
"M stimulates thinking, like Nestle's Greek Bible and the writings of 
Missouri exegetes." 
"RV is not suitable for the liturgy--it is . not singable." 
"Even those who use RV don't use it as is in the liturgy; the liturgy 
is a composite." 
General--
"HA is closer to M than to RV. 11 
"No modernistic tendencies are seen in M." 
"There is no 'official' Lutheran Bible, either in English or in 
Spanish. " 
"Many imoortant texts are exactly alike in both versions (Luke 11 :28, 
Matt. 22:39, I John 1:7)." 
"Opposition to M is due to over-conservatism and fear of something 
new." 
PERSONAL C ONCtUSI 0NS ,, "D 
''·""' E ON THE 
Regarding ~.'lord-Choice and Cl . BASIS OF irm:s STUDY 
.. . ...;;- -- _ ar1 t,z: 
· It seems that Mand HA 
luting the same Greek word are more consist 
alent throughout the New T or phrase with th ent than RV in trans-
lator version, Mis usuallestamont. - As sh~u~~me Spanish equiv-
or present-day words in th!·clearor than RV. RV be expected of a 
ser where we today would 1r Older meaning ( uses older words 
frequently used in tho 16~~0 _£star because th~~r· ttRV may • . use. . . 
too mn.ny embellish.n·ents ~nd 17th conturi a er was' less 
word choice, HA see~s supu~: . intorpolations (~~te-c~owetvbcr, M)usos 
1or to both RV & M. . ar elow • In 
R!~~=~a~~r~ords .used by: 
I tali cs Tot. ""fd l . M(?.d~f}l_f.! 
I Eet.l 4 5 s,1Ital1cs Tot :·
1d 
I 
76 I 29 • .. s. 
Pet~ 2 3 522 630 
I Pet.3 6. 508 I 123 577 I Pet~ 4 5 ,131 6 550 I Pet.5 7 294 I 17 441 
Totals: · 25 2331 ! 14 ~ 
(In I Peter 1-5, M uses 296% more . · .9? 2520 
M. has 8 .. 18% more w.ords • Both RV l ~al1c1z~d words, and in all 
c1ze words that do not al)pear in t/·• oc?a~ionally fail to i tali-
n guilty" of this than M.) e original; RV is more often 
Regarding Grammatical ~fotters ~ Style: 




. s u Y • . n general, 1 t seems that HA is as ideal a trans-60 t1on--gr~mma t1 co~ly--as. can be expected; it surpasses RV & M. -
v nly. a trained Lat1n-Amer1can · scholnr c~n judgo the style or .the 
ers1ons adequately. However, the · stylc which most a pproaches that 
of Luthcr--of the common man today, seems to be that of HA. RV 
a~poars somov1hat stiff and classical; M trios to correct the dif-
f i c~lty ond goos teofar in tho opposite direction; HA seems to 
strike the correct medium~ 
Regarding Popularity: 
Though RV did not come into goncrnl use until the middle of 
the 19th century, it eventually replaced Am3t nnd 29lQ becausc ~it 
wns translated from the original languages. RV 1.'!as chosen by the 
Bible societies--not because of its classic diction alone--but be~ 
(ta_q_se ther~ was no other Protes..t§fl~ version .Qt the complete Bible. 
The choice ·was natural.- There was no alternative. Thus it is a 
mistake to assume that · RV is the most popular version today because 
it is 11 the best" tod.GlY, It is popular beca use evangelical Bible 
Societies could find n~ other complete Bible "trC\nslated fro.en tho 
Hebrew and Grcek'1 (Cf. the Tabulation; o.lso Bible Socio~ Record, 
vol,XXXIX, pp.145-147 and vol.XL, pp.145-147), and · it \'k.s no.turo.l 
tor · succooding generations to follow tho precedent. RV surely de-
scr.vod -tu ·be chosen as 'tl'le b0st complete Bible existinB UP through 
most of the 19th ccntury.11 However, thoro have been translations of ' 
portions--perhaps even of the New Testament or of t~e Old Testament--
which probably excel RV in desirability of t:anslati?n, though not 
in popularity. Though RV is not as popular 1n the literature and 
• 
P.5& 
life of the people as is the English King James, the reason is 
obviously that the Sppnish Protestant wordd is proportionately 
smaller than the Eng.fish Protestant world. 
Regarding Maintenance of Unity and Avoidance E£_ Conf~sion: 
No church body is as united on doctrine as ours. And yet we · 
divide on n vital }.point--the Book from which we draw that doctrine. 
As our work expands throush Central and 3outh America, we sorely 
nead that unity. "The future of 011r church lies in the Spanish 
language," said one of our leaders. The colleges nnd seminaries 
which we will establish will need to use the same text-books (e.g., 
in Dogmatics). Our congregations should use the same catechism and 
hymn books, Thus we should also use the same version of the Span~ 
ish Bible. (Cf. Personal Conclusions below for suggested solution.) 
Regarding 'Whether · HA in Closer to RV or to M. -- -----
Although it is difficult to determine whether the best Spanish 
New Testament in existence is closer to RV or to M merely by study-
ing three chapters, yet HA is closer to Min I Peter I-III. In 
these chapters there are 193 important differences in translation 
(this includes all kinds). There is no agreement between the three 
versions in 45 instances. RV and HA agree completely in 63 in-
stances. Mand HA agree completely in 85 instances. 
PERSONAL CONCLUSIONS 
In addition to the opinions already mentioned previously, the 
following conclusions present themselves: · 
l. We should begin now to a)revise and moderniz~ RV, or b)correct 
M, or c)substitute a third version for RV and M. (In this one re-
spect the questi'on is parallel to the English and German Bible 
problems • . Shall the church continae to use the King James version 
as is? As it discusses the matter, it strives to BUard against 
projecting ~dditional values into KJ merely because it is a tradi• 
tional possession. And many contend that our church shoijld lend 
its people into an improved KJ or into a completely new translation.) 
- In some respects it is desirable to completely revise and modern-
ize Rv·so that the nnme and general structure of the version mny 
remain. However, s~contend that such a revision would not go 
far enough and be proportionately no better than the previous 
half-dozen ~evisions. Others maintain that to revise RV suf-
ficiently would mean that it could no longer be . recognized as 
RV and therefore no longer rightly be called RV. (The same might 
be contended of a revision of M.) • If there is a third version 
capable of replacing both RV & M, it ~ight have a long ~truggle 
·t? gain · aooeptance. It took KJ 50 years to do so. 
2. Whether we choose a orb or c could also be intluenoed by the 
oomm.unity in whioh the church works. ·.If the·Cb.ristians have tor 
geAe!'atio.aa already atuiocl an4 Jldoriae4 RV, it would be aore · 
41ttioult to 1A,ro4uce a oorreoted •ersioa ot Mor a th1rt Yer1ioa. 
Hawe••~, It RY l• •u•.teete4 to a U...ough•g&iag PeYlelon,. ~• 
people would haTe almost at much d11't1oult~ adjusting themselves 
to the new .revised ve~sion, It RV is revised ao little that it 
does not artect the people quite as much as a revised II or a th1r4 
P.5f 
version, then the revision of RV may not have been sufficiently 
thorough. On the other hand, if our church works in a com-
~uni ty where the people do not 1'J1ow the Bible very ~·,ell {-;;hich 
is also true of many communities where we arc now working--os-
pecially in South America), then the latter two possibilities 
arc more easily attainod. However, the Bible version to be in-
troduced should be that which is generally approved by the church 
body. 
3. ~Vhcthcr we choose a or b. or c should not bv detorr.1incd without 
carcf ul, U!').biascd personal-study and close consul tat ion with ex-
~erts. Many statements made about either version arc opinions 
instead of facts. Prejudice against a version in question can 
often be removed by objective individual perusal and by seeking 
tho well-deliberated convictions of others. 
4. One suggested solution in particular presents itself: c. If 
we all begin (or continue) a close study of HA, we will no doubt 
agree that it quite ably combines the advantages of RV & Mand 
omits their disadvantages. Detailed examination of this version 
will surely convince us of the truth of the words of J. Gon-
zalez Molina, Secretary of the Anerican Bible Society in Havana: 
"La versibn Hispano-Americana del Nuevo 
Testamento puede dar la pauta de·un 
lenguaje · ficl, c~stizo, elegante, claro, 
enfatico y solemne, que no hiere los 
o!dos del erudite, ni aturde la mente 
del menos culto. ES ESTA LA MEJOR 
VERSION DE LA ESCRITURA AL ESPANOL." · 
(As quoted from La Biblia gue Leemos, p.9) 
Let us study this version closely and send sugge£tod changes to 
the American Bible Sqcicty; there will be fG\v. Let us further-
more study the Old Testament translations now in use and suggest 
changes. These can be embodied in a Hispano-Amcricuna version 
of the Old rresto.ment. Let us ask tho next convention of our 
church body to encourage and s up_port the prcparu tion of c.n F.A 
Old Testament. Let men of our church work with other scholars 
of the ABS e.nd BFBS committee in the preparation of this o. T. 
5. We need not oxpoc t those ,,,to have ulr0ady changed to M to 
. inun0diutely turn beck to Rv. · Noither can we expect tho staunch 
supporters of RV to o.ccept M. 1Humo.n no.ture dacan' t work that 
way, 11 o.nd lenders on both sides have o.lrca.dy decla.red · thoir re-
fusal to accept a revised RV or n revised M. But we CAN expect • 
BOTH parties to agree on a "best version of tho Bible in Spanish,." 
an HA Bible • . 
6. No matter whicli course we choose to follow, we must revise some 
of our literature. It is inconsistent to say: l'In many large 
sections, only one·word need be replaced by another; here and 
there a verse rnay have to be recast; 11 and to say: "although Rv· 
needs a thqrs>j!fil!-going revision, ~hi~ will solve · our ~rob~ems." 
If only a few words are replaced in each chapter·, the revision 
would not be 11 thorough-going" enough. , If verses are recast, then 
literature which uses those verses must also be revised •. If the 
revision is really II thorough-going", we must revise o..11 our liter-
ature which qu0tes the numerous revised sections •. 
Our church has very little lit p 58 
have can be rcvi~ed :foz,· an HA ~f~f ur': in Spanish. '.'!hat we do • 
a thoroughly revised RV Bible O Just o.s it would be for 
much additional li tora ture, w~ ;i :ut be~or~ we publish too 
support and urge the preparation gft begin immediately to 
that the ABS. and the BFBS Will ho O an F..A ?· T. We can be sure 
tho publication of.n very occopta~~
0
°~ voice and coopern~o in 
then unite upon this third vcrsio o. ~- Our churcJ.1 ce.n 
end carry on its other work JOIN~y~nd publish its literature 
?. We cannot expect immediate acceptance of th HA B.bl But 
we can look forward t? a gr~dual turn from RV- e&. ·M-s~pp~;t to 
tho support of a version which combines the good g;uo.lities of 
both (end there arc ma.ny) and <;>mits their bad qualities (which 
arc also.numor?us) •. Both parties could continue to · use either 
RV or ·M in their private worfc as they see fit (e.g., Bible 
Class, personal study, etc.). But let the entire church oublic-
ly accept as standard a ne,•1 F..A Bible. - The new HA Bible· will be 
a failure if it is an individual project--if it is prepared out-
side of the leading Bible 3ocieties and circulators. It will 
fail if our church takes an indifferent attitude toward united 
Gospel endeavor. But if our church fights for a truly acceptable 
translation made by the leading Bible Societies and distributed 
by them, if it individually socs to it that such a - translation 
is a correct rendition of the original in thG language of tho 
people, if it cooperates fully with the Spanish scholars of 
Europe and tho 17ostern Hemisphere in this undertaking, then wo 
can expect both unity and satisfaction with c succcssf ul and 
widely-used I-IA Bible, 
The above repre~ents the opinion of an inexperienced student 
of· the problem who dersires to remain open for a possible better 
solution. 
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A. TeJ<tual study SP ).N !SH BIBLE V3RSI0NS 
I.V.l 1'1 ~ses many words not found in RV. \'.Jhile IN does get the mean-
ing Of ocrro ( by authority and comission), it is not as full in ,preseri-
t?tion as M de ~rte de. The latter leaves no doubt that Paul's comie-
sion as apostle aicrnol receive its source in fallible man. :Men -had uo 
Part.in.oYiginating his authority. M medio de again brings a more em- : 
phatic
1
1 dea of instrumentality. Men 1,,ver en I t even the ir:s trumental · 
cauae. The singular ~"e~wnouis 1.1ell sipnalized by the adjective Mal-
~ following the otherwise rather indefinite hombre. M algm10 should 
e itali.cized, since it is .not in the Gr.eek text. Tne concept of alguno 
is not found in the original Greek. No man at all even helped in Paul'§s 
being commissioned an apostle. RV mas seems to be just a bit less 
popularized than 1~I sino, al tho bothcarry the same idea. RV and M are 
aga. n parallel in· respective use of "Jor and por medio de •••• If one con-
siders the ch~ I.X. j n front of 8e:otrl1: RV conce iva'iJ ly has the bet-
ter rendering. M's entre is really interJ olation as it is used between 
de e .. ---- los muertos7unless the original lr. v.!1r~¥ivis pressed. RV is 
cioser in i"t's'rendering to the Greek here. in the literal meaning, altho 
this <b es not militate against H; 
2 
M has usE.ge behind its rend'i tion in 
the for.m of the Creao lpost6I1co. Cf. iu Latin, and eSlt)ecially in 
t~e _Greek originaiS:- ~ 
I.v.2 Wo difference ex ists here. 
I.v.3 RV adds the ( sea)after 3racia, bringing out the meaning of the 
Greek, as also do . .KJand Luther. M is more .literal here and not quite 
as vivid to the Latin mind as RV. liV includes the definite article el 
before Padre. This is 1 ot in the Greek b ut does no violence to the -
meaning of the original. M achieves probably better balance by the o-
mission of the article." . 
I.v.4 RV follovus Greek order e:cactly b;y- fol10 1.11ing Padre Nuestro. One 
would almost find a division of re rsons in the use of the phrase; "God 
and our i 'ather. 11 3 M places nuestro in front of Dios making for smooth 
er oompreh~nsion. XJ, Luther, and RV agree • .ARV andM agree. 
I.v.5 ~he choice of <ll.al by 'iaV is in more i ndirect and a shade more 
delicate, possib 1y everimore reverent, if Jossible than the choice of 
9,uien given by Jt.'.i , imich is ro~erselY more direct and in more usa~e 
in sp eakine; with one's equals. I f one prefers to th·.e la ng:lage i1h 1c~ 
puts God 011 a higher plme, then RV's choice is .mor~appropr1ate. This, 
of m urse, is a matter of one's 0 1Jfl prefer ence 111 the sty.le of l_m guage 
to be used either of God ,0 ·r to Him. RV continues v.5 wttn the ti me-ho-
nored phrase por · s1~1os de siglos. ~his is frequently render ed E2,! ~ 
siglos de sigTc5s. ~his Ts obviously literall ·Y closer ~g the Gre~k . 
£<.S -rov~ . T©Y 'odwVW'Y . 'to the ages of t~e,tages, as Engll~h6 
would put it. English versions i:r efer the .lB e 0.1. forever an~ ever • 
I{ mes the i.~ell ,111orn phrase para siempre Jam~s for ~he s~me ld?a• ~ 
Tornes limits Pa;·a to aim, obJect, destin~tio~1, ,,,h_1le he ascribes to 
Por duration of time among other concepts. H;i.mnan...2, Ev. Luterfflo 
agrees with RV and t~es issue wi t ~1 1vI by the w ~ of por al 1i,ays '11th 
siempre jamas.8 Ritual Luterano uses several diff§rent formul?sht? de-
note theidea of time withou.tend or ageless ages, ,among vtiio 16 the 
u~e of p~ra with siempre alone, never 22r siampre ~amas, nor even para 
s ~ empre Jam6s, as-U. ll' 
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· llY the passite voice of the Span-
I.v'e6 Estoy rnaravillado of RV is rea . . . 
ish. The verb 8-'u,>-4,cljw is stric~lY speaklng, an ac~i~: Ii1~~e ~~' of 
sltho it is generally translated ;,nth a midd~ 0 ~ pa~ . :f th . ~1 the passive, as in :av, gives the idea almost entire to o . 8 lllJ. uence 
of soue outside action, namely, "de qua ••.• ~ pront~':Jl.tti. th thel3e;le~ 
ive z.2 ~ maravillo brings out the re~ct1on produced. in ore.sel.f~. s 
w i. th a pre-existent stands rd of dof4rine c.nd .life, 1n. t~e oegum1ng_ ~~osta~y of. many of the Galatians. M's choic~ of m1dc.le voice co1n-
a1ees va. th iluther, 16 M seems to be closer to tne Greek here, wh1 le 
RV is more ernph stic. P.V in w ing ~ _Eronto is closer to the iii a of 
voluntary, tho unpremedi toted &ct ion, than the t&n presto of U:, 
The former is quite near the finer she.de of me 6llliig cer:ci e47bY 
as that of Ect ion ta.ken vii thout due and full de liberation. RV is 
unfortunate in using the preterit p;lrfect subjunctive hEi!liis trospasado 
sL nee the Greek.M.H~-f<.'euef is middle voi ra and present tm Se, instead 
of the completed act ion e:<P ressed in RV, E is cµ i te close 'blD the 
original in both form and meaning, by the use of the 9rese:1t, as an 
action that is still going on, and by the choice of the verb apartdis, 
"1hich brings out the me~ning possibly more cle arly, 111hile traspas6do 
corries a strong meaning ~f crossing SOIIB thing .. , in ~ddi tionto re-
moving oneself from it. 1 King James Vei·sion, Goodspeed, Challoner-
Rheims itev.1941, Moffat, ~nd 1uther Side vv ith l\i in the sense and the 
tense to be used->in translatingµ.,f;.1'o<1Cecd'8t: • KJ,CR,side with RV in 
translEiting the c.V ·of lv X..«~<.11. as an objecSbVe 1)6Xticiple, whereas 
Mf, G,L,Le, and lxp. prefer the adverbial use. The basis for this 
is in th a t doe~ not cfl.rry the signification of into or to, as a 
would be translE. ed. l M again e::cce ls over Rf in the Wr·ose psrs seflir 
diferente e., instead of the rGther blurred o otro e. of RV':'""Lens 1 
writes, "The whole emphasis is thrown on this :fske Gos pel, on· the ad-
jectives ~hich declEre it E fake: ~different, no~
2
another' •••• 'this 
Gospel is d ifforent bec£.use it is not another.' ·; So also Exp. anl G. 
It is t r ue thot M parsphr£:ses from the liter s l Gre ek, ilh ich RV does not 
do, but M is rnuctr clearer p&rtly by 'tthat reason. M is bet-ger here. 
I.v.7 RV partly redeems itself by the phrase~ gue hay otro, altho 
M is closer to the text in the choice of i.1ords, ana the \"V"o'rrorder, and 
more specific in the use of el anal for oo. M, as is freqientl.y its 
custom interpolates a ,;rnrd not ~the t ext, fo r the purpose of great-
er cla;ity, but it possibl.y i.vas not needed here. Mis n?t. oons.istent 
in 1h e use of otro, since it usually gives a bett~r r cnd1 ti oy. vn. th the 
v,10rd cfifarente:-KJ ,CR agree .i.1ith M; L, G, agre o \U th H~ • 'f'Gf~~t!!fov1f..S . 
se ems to be b:rought out best by the J:Equi e t81: of RV, includmg more 
the id of internal unrest, internal per pl exi ~y , thgn the _Eerturb an 
of M. ~a, RV and M offe r us 6 choice, respect 1 v~l y, ~etvi~en the pre-
sent ind i.c6tive, and the preter i t imperfect subJunc~l V: ;n. theJ~~t~f 
gui·eren and ~isieran. The Greek itself.uses the 1nd1co~vo, _ 
M "'ives-~ore t1ie idea of on action \l hich \1 lll probabl~ notfiJethac:o~t-
? · ~ t' going on at tho t1me o e ,~r i -
.pl1shed, liill ile RV that OI an a~ ~o~ ,.. . . . .; the ide s of an 6 ction not to 
1ng. The te:zt does not necess£.rll? c.,r~.
1 
tre -- ted H.A'l.v i th RV. 
be C(ll)m:,Jleted, at least in the section n " ci • 
· here am a lso l ass wordy in the 
I.v.8 RV is more literally cor rect ~ nosotros mismos, really 
\lho La verse. Mi!!!}OS, in the phi:ase 8~~:f-M. Ven.iao T M tells us mor e 
should be italicized in the typogf~~hls not reall.1 ne eded. Prediccse 
of the origin ot · tbe sngel, ~ut t; .. of the work of ovangeli.zat1on:. 
reminds one more o:f the actuc:.l !.g11y ,,hat vrns done.HA backs up t~1s ,1bile annnciara tells us more ex ~o . se is seconded by correspond mg 
choice i n the ssmo language. Predtj0 - M'S distinto is clearer i n the 
1.1ords in .KJ,L, CR, Tuff, G, a1d L8 • • 
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Greek sense of_ "contrar·y to 11 , the English idiom fo;. l'fa<i • Nosotros 
os predicamos is mo ~e direct, and active than RV, being backed by Le, 
while KJ, L, CR, Mf, and Gare with RV. In spite of wordiness, J! 
seems pre fer a~) le here. 
I.v.9 RV~~ antes .h·~· goes correctlJ vvith the Greek, as also 1,;;ith 
.KJ snd L. M seg, hemos ~icho ~ is differ&nt only in the placement 
of the adverbs--R pl aces both in front of the ver·:J~ como m tes he. 
While Mi )uts the compound ver~) in "'uet~1een. So G,Le, ~Mf, andKJ. 
iither \Voul~ be good usage todey. - M possib l,y mo:r·e· popular--and hence 
preferable in g&neral situatmons. RV tambian ahora decimos otra vez 
is based cl osel;;,- qn the Greek, end hacked 1)y L,Nif ,XJ, and CR7'The RV 
decimos should reolly be the first person singular al tho Luther sl so 
~ses l p lural, Probably ::ceduplicating the verb of the fi:r·st clause 
in the sentence. There is no variant reading the original to just if::,· 
the use of the first plural. · RV use of the varb decir is more common 
than the quite erudite torno ••• a deci:r of I-.:. . Thisisbacked by G. 
i . seems less - livel~·· and less direct than RV and less ir· efera"'ule also 
in this clause. As in previous :) arallel s:ttuations, :Muses distinto 
while RV has otro. The former is more clearly the idea of tne or1g1-
na1--.:.--a pessa~ :re all:;· opposing tti e !.tospel. RV uses ti1 e compound 
perfect h ab. rec. ~his is smooth er than the · M rendition reci bis tei s. 
M more Iycrarr·Ies' the idea 'tha t you received. 1 G, Mf agree \1ith M. 
I.v.10 RV Persuado is backed b:,~ KJ and is quite f~it l1ful to the 
Greek treC:8~ L. has the interesting r endition, Predige ich denn 
jetzt Menschen oder Gott zu Dienst? M generally sidestepsusing the 
Torin'"asto71 concITianaoa. tEo it is qilite appropriate here. Both 
choicesoT 'verbs arepermissible. M uoos los h, while the article 
is not justified full :,,· by the Greek. It isriot-re cessary , but it 
could be used. RV is consistent when hombres is put in ap :Josition 
vvith Dios , but afterward he uses 1osh.i.1hich may not 'ue consistent. 
~. andKJ agree with RV. Both the :to .E• the personal pronoun and the 
Grticle, respectively, could well 15e omitted retaining the good sense 
of the Greek, in tha case of M. 
I.v.11 RV hago saver is well substantiated by the origina l and othe1· 
translationsi KJ certify and L. ~ ku..~d. a~Q RV ~enders~ equi-
valent to Eng lish but, M porgue is equiVEilent to b edause. :n the· 
first clause, the only difference is in the fiir·st ~,ords alread::,.,. tre a t-
ed. The mas of RV seems sornewh£t lint iqi. ated, but possi o l y is smoother 
as far as'"'style is concerned. The RV italicized gue is b acked bj .KJ. 
M' a t!'mslation of predicado is bolstered by .KJ. M has -slightly d if-
ferent viewpoint from RV here. 11Concerning the Gospel" \1hile IN~ 
·· :ts more adjectivlll; and seems closer to the original, as also witness 
L,r f, G, and CB. RV ond Hare consistent · here in the res~ ctive use 
of anuncilsdo and pred icado for ~ ~o( J f ••• • M is supported b;-,,· Le 
and kJ on the verb':~It""'seems smoother Spanish in avoiding the repe-
t~ t~on of two ilE:2.• 
I .v.12 RV i.s close to the Greek here, both in order and choice of 
vroras. · The alguoo of Mis added for emphosis, as does L. RV si.no 
~rev.de Jesucristo is well attested by other trmislations:-r;-JJ, 
TR";~,aTiho Le. vrnuld iraert the .Gnglish equiva.ent of lo recibio, 
ler greater clarity. RV, as sl so Kil, follow the originafliere quite 
literall;,•. M que( lo~ r.) is unneoessar;r without th e italicized ph:rae 
but smoother wrtn"T~9.¥e is possibly red uPli cation he re to "'ual~nca 
~ha clause with the ,9.B-8 ·u6 used previously. Mis more em,hstic and 
Probably moro clear, - - · 
b .~ 
r.v.13 M l1ablar i.s not in t!1u ozigL1&l. itV ~ is i.1ot in the o:ri:ginal 
either. Doth 1.v ords add: RV cmr,hesi ze a; and li sup :· li es a mo:ce s pecific 
con.ca pt to h?b • ~· KJ, using .£_9nv~ s&J2iof!, sides '.V itl1 ?.V, Uf, 
Career af GTs e::xactly tho same; 1:is ?.V, os also L, V, r~l1icb is the 
source :for- KJ conv0r s a ti onom. RV s}1ouJ.d int(;r •Jose en :Jctq e,:m cond uc-
ta and otro. RV IBY).Otco:is ist0~1t, ~) (, Cf.!USG , for· G~m:Jle, L1 ! :eci't. 
~18 . uses conv~;:saciQE. CR mtlpn_Gr 2.± _li~~ is cxac tl~/ tho samG as lf! . 
J •. , using mor-o wo1·ds, s e s ms to -:)0 quite: smootl1 . ilV 1~1ekes thG VE.:rse a 
matt e;r of i ndi r oct speecli, ;,11hile 11 t c=, lls t h0 1111 0 ,.111 , como, wi 'G :1 advu~ 
bi.al l eaning. It S C<., IDS M possf'ul ~~ is a ~)j_t .Ang licizGd IiG ::~, 1,.: 'itn0ss 
KJ,CR. So".J r em&ner a of ·IlV s e~ms clqser to Gz·ec: kDrrt..~Vo~~,.., t h c::;:i I1I1 s 
de S.!!J.9s!J. d ~,gie nt.§., "a is PT opo ::ct i onatG 1:,· 11 , I :~ c1 e ~· is cons 'G :·=·ued 11 ~JeJ011a 
moasure"'ff it ~vould coi n ciC::e '..7 ith i.0 . p .51. S60:r e. i s clos(; to V su:1r·a 
mod.um. RV de str"Ei~,"iflest:ro~'11 , c:m i( destr-o~. arc ec.:_uiva lon t :for ms:--
a nd present no di ff iculty , sltl1 0 t liet of .,v ls mo~·o ;'.)opular. Ths ~,.er , 
Ve. 
I.v.14 .89.:£.Q.• of 'llV is mor-e ":n ·of it b:/ 1 ; ad 8 l. rno :re "e:rnGl1':cf . Ve . 
P.t:>49 and 12 re s p.Jcti v e .ly . lI is ~JE: ttoi· !1e:i:C; , e lt:10 Tl1 gi ire s 1r:;,J{ fi Jl1 (,.> v 
as 11 to make p:rogr-e as 11 , ono of t he :Zi l'St Ju:; e:..1 i ngs of oPr o • .t.VG~1 tajar 
i s bG t t er y et. Uso o f smoll .i 0:,· ~: is mo :cc i n k.s G~Ji ng i it11 mod~ n 
p;.:actice of Sp.snisll. 1'.·I i s not cons istc::'nt he:ro . RV s o·;n ·e s c •3ms linke d 
'.'1th a.Pro. i n much tro same ,7a~· t:10t mts c:uo of I.'; 3oes\1 itl1 ~dc l. 
11 k -- - -- ...--:-me e i.J::rngn os s euove all"; ~md 11 E;:. cel rno:fc t hc.:11t. RV, "vackcd o~· KJ 
in choi ce of above b~/ KJ,CR,L,Yu i:1 choice of supra, out M ~ acked 
~:,~- Mf,G, V, intSe cl1 oice o:f CO EO tE.Yl6 0S, \"J hich e :xprossa s rno:::c t h e ide a 
of 'oei. ng c o:;.'ltumpor- a~ i as, t h c:n""'"'SGill~-e'c;i:ials. M. i s clo sur her G to the 
Greek ,·, ·:i-v>,1 ,,\._111 .. ~J./ rc.v.s , me aning tho sa of an e qua l a ge : Th , l,1 .605. M 1 s 
ill d e :is just ified by h is co:..1stiuction as is iiV's de mis i. IN mu:~·0 ; 
~~ ..2· ( quo tod o!) cl e:rifi es, but is not n ecessar y .-· J.;I her6 al so is 
mo:c e smooth, \1l i t ~J c0 loso in mo:ce ave:car;e usage t lrnn ?.V cEl rnio:r.C e la-
dor car:do s mo rn t 'Ii6-Icie e of a 1'! atcb ma:.:1•, just as v1ou,id thelir'e'e'r 
'Eere if o noun. 
I.v.15 RV E .i.1<1. M Dur eille l he:ce is :t::'eapectiive U S G of 1·:1:s ai.'lG pe:co, the 
latt 6r- "J eing in m;re common use. :Al s o ,:'.'J ar c:ll e l i::..'1 t1icc:1o ie:e of que 
and el cue 1. Dios js · us0d 'Jy both versio:..1s, 1> €i. :.1g also i n s av~1~ar-· 
i mi) ort&1t Gr'oek t e s t s. Ci • .Nes t le c :r· itical a :.;J a ratus p . 480~ 16th ed. 
~:1 is howeve r, is Orljit ted by n estle i n h i s pre f erred text. M, \'1 tth the 
italicized JarEJ s .i. is qllite a bit mor-e cle cr to tl1c eve r age reader. 
Sen? is prol)a"o ly~ette:r .,~aste noH for ··wom1.l'; t han vi cnt1·e of RV• 
I.v,..16 M c:ind RV a:t·e consiatGnt i n th e i r r a s ;c ctivc custom of star t-
ing verses ~ th a cspital, wber ees :M stE1ts nith a cs; ite l only if 
t he ve :.:·se is ~lso the 0ogi1ming of a parc:g:.: aph . 'Ib is action ·D}'" M is 
:;.:ro1.J al>ly on aid tr> lrntter re ading and com;:1:r·ehensi on . Tl,is is agr eed· 
~ :/ ih e ma j or it~y of tl1e mod e~~n t:;.·a1sla t'ions, to mention G, I::f ,CR,add L. 
Ve laseµ ez i.n:forms us, p . 321, ~ fin~ de means II i n ord? :" 1h a t n •• In t.he 
Gr eok, the fi r st persona l ;.)::couotm t ~ is implicit 1n the ve rJJ 
£fl°",Y.r~>-(Jtvµ,~c.. altho M is p:co1rntl::/ justifi ed in inse i·ting t ho ,;1JO r-d 
to insur e tbo reader 's having no doubt as tti who is preaching, since 
that is fr6 cp.onti;,.- contested i:..1 tllis e pistle. ?~ 9ue is also clo-
ser to tue ut, v, in ordGr that of :!:E. , J.54, that of CR, and JI:J, and 
Mf. and so tiat than-tbeM~in d o oua, vhose Zn.gl.ish Gquiva l ant 
would ·:Je...,,.t>- t ~10 era. that. 11 -RYand){"'"~gain consiste::.:.t in using res-
Pe ctivel;l cspit:::il and 10~1er c s ,3E. lGt ';ers for tile i.1ame of a ~eop•le 
or l)Et' ples: Grind$.• M is in lina rJ ith co:.:·rcct mod.e:r:·n usage. H's in-
clusion of•dosde uefore lu_q1£__ ma~r gi VG ~ more eimphatio expr·ession, 
than the lueg o un assi:sted of i.tV, \1hich c a n mean 'botb P,'8S(;lltl~- , an:1 
immediate l:z-. Cf. Va.p.416, De T. 172, the l8f;t or giving onl:/ Jresentl;,r 
6 ,-
ea the meaning of lu~. This of -;r.r would tE.nd to iveaken the em'Jfii-
sis on Ver~·· cleer-cut ectjon, ce~ried bJ c~8/.~JS '.tile M Bq[S appr~-
~riately , 11 et onee". IN .£Qnferi end M consult~ sre quite srnoit ""'"mous 
terms. 
I.v.17 RV1 s ol'JOioe of :fui for (..~ vt{~'l;ov is secoIJ.ded by V,L, m.d te~p.~ 
Where ~s the f a:c greeter number agree \Vi tb M su"u.i: · Mf, G,.K.J ,C.Rm and of 
couxse, tl1e basio meaning of the ver"J in qu.d.stion, according to Th and 
ta. RV ia not consistent in using de nu.evo for 11 again", a nee just in 
Y· 9 otra ~ is used. of· cnurse,~he olternstion of such sim~le te r ms 
nas soii"thing in its favor; if used to relieve monoton;,r . M seem the 
b&st for olar ity of express ion. M s !1ould be consistent vi th the modem 
S_panish practice otherwise follo\Ved im terminating the name ;j eruaalJm 
~\ti. th the n is it sl1ould. Instead, in this verse, tl1e aticu:. ated m 1s 
wed. - ,. -
I.v.18 _M has a helpful custom of . .Placing tbe si gn of a ner: paragr ar>h at 
the heed of a new paragraph, v1hich is also noted in r.v.6, and thruout 
. tbe M ~rarullat ion. RV despu~s and Y ~t onces ore both ju.sti f iab 1 e on 
the ·:J asi s of the or:~· ::.Ta l ts lirt c. rut ,..v~f41- r., "th en· after • • • (Th} al tho 
~he \leight of the meaning would still be i.,-:: ith itV, "'.Jacsuse af tb6 seem-
ingly centr al ides of "tl1ere after 11 • Tb is 1 att er crgumen t loses force 
to a gr-eat degree When the M ph:ra se is t r anslated 11 Then , when three 
:7·eers had passed ••• 11 • M· retains t he pic'blre of g>ing uphill to J., 
'-'!hi le RV r e t ains the fuJ. used in the previous vers. KJ is e:xsctly 
r: recise vJi th the Greek in 11 tben .tf ter- 11 as also V, L, ldf,G,OB. The tr·ans 
lations cited seem to give the decision mor e to M, v:hicb B1loids, to 
a certain e~<tent, what seems to be a repetition of thoughts of time in 
RV 1 s 1espu~s, passdos ~ sfios. itV 1 e .!! ~.!:. is ratl'B r s.ire letal in con-
notation of t he Gr·eeli t<f'T.,~noc,(c. to become Personally acquainted. with ( Th} 
\1 hi le M seems much mo1' e s de quate i.,~i tb pal'a conocer, as a so Mf, G, Le, 
i.,vhile V,L,CR, llnd KJ, all older translations except for CR, stand · ,;:;ith 
RV• .About tha choice of Pedro, RV, or Cef as , M, Lenski says, P• 61: 
11Here Paul wr·ites 'Cephas', the oTcr~~maic t e rm or name for 
Peter; in 2:7&8, w1er e Jewish opJ onents ~r e not so ,romin-
81 tly in mind, "Peter" is used. ( a lso) ••• · 11 to vi sit11 for t!'le 
pu:rpo se of learning to .k:'l0\11, to bee ome acq_uainted with, 
::B.:P. 596; not nto inquire of", to get information f r-om, 
as has 'been supl)osed •11 
Exp. conCQILrs h ere, p.155. Nestlets critiical a ; psratus i nforms us that 
the en tl 7e Latin tradition, the :revis on of Bishop ~homas of Ohlirkel, the Koine recension, Claromontanus' te~t, s nd Bezae Centabr·ig., and 
moat vn.tness agree with the choice of17"ll"eov , or ,vith RV, while 
Nestle bimse lf prefers to re ta n Cefas, probab Iy for the sane 1~easons 
given b ;y· Lenski above. :av is also uacked uy KJ ,'L, CR (this latter to 
be e:xpected), Vlhereas G,l\If, sup.i.)ort M, One mi ght say tm t the use of 
Cefaa would tend to a, nfuse, but this seme name is ra e1 ij] othe :r pl a?tlS 
as, for example, Jesust naming Cephas anev1. ( 1'it.l6:l8)t.rf't..)C,E.c.VQfoarr1es 
th~ idea of "remained" Th,"'e,Cit,G, ( a;> ent), thus going wi ti1 M permane-
c 16, whereas RV estu ve is somewl1E, t ·."leak. Witness Exp.: 
- "Both int1ie"'lcts and Pauline Epistles fu is · verb denotes 
, t~e continuance er prolongation of a stay.n ••• T:iis 8&n h ardly 
be 17'c:l!Q c,!r;fii/ , I a'"uode with him. Tr1e clause e :x pressE: s rather 
the motive ~or Paul's lingering at Jer us a lem, I ta~r ied to see him 
· f~f1.e~ ~~. Mis best in this ve r-se. - --- - - -
I.v.19 It is interesting to note that her e 1Joth RV and M use the sens 
l)~icu,~"-' mas. M proba~l!' feeling such to be advisab le to balance 
· the fillli2 in the -~econd clause of t he sentence. • 1l gen er all::;,· avoids 
this \-Vord ~. Jiext we notice the l"e is quite a differ ende in the order 
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of the first clause. M's structure seems to be more modern, ~ith the 
object follo1Ning the verb in this construction, also exin·ess1ng the 
action of seeing, while RV stresses the fact that he s~·n ~ o~her 
but James, be sides Peter, or rather, Cephas. Regular S pan1 sh, in e;x-
pressi ng the fol'Coful. ·I}.eg6 t1ve1i7hich·Jyioder na seems t:> want to e:q:>ress, 
would 1;9rite: "Mas no vi a ningJ.n otro ••• 11 • Cf. De T. Thus the double 
negative is frequan-tt;ly used • .Again 1.11e come to a difference in the · 
choic~ of names. RV's Jiacobo could ;,ossibl! be interpret~d as ~ at-
tempt to use a i.vord i.vith ~ ss highly charge Roman Catholic connote- , 
tions • .Ta~ means 11James", while M's Santiago signifies, nst. Janes. 
T~e Grea'K text gives us'IJ~wf3wv, leaving no doubt that RV is right 
\H th the original. It can be understood how tne Spaniards for m.aey 
centur ies saying Santo ~acobo before the final o of the Santo and the 
.2.E.2 of the Jacobo wouid be dropped for the t ·aj'm-for- saint, which is 
n~w ~----, come to the logical elision of the final ey- lla1le of the 
fir st \'Ord of this phrase, leaving us \-lith the standard Spanish term 
fat St. J ames, as used by ll·i . 
I.v.20 RV's sense seems to irn, 11 In this \ilich I ·.uite to y9u, •• ,n, 
1:7hich is in at least a good measure bocked up by thec:ck cSt orxfw ~)l,'l."ll 
if 1,ve \10Uli underst~nd the foregoing to mean--"I S\'lear in the preseroe 
of God 1n at I am not lying in th is tlhich I \l X i to 1:D you, "then \WUld 
be superior. RV is a ttestedto by G,C3,KJ ,L, and V., \1hi le Le ll.SElS · 
the unde~stendab le choice of "ss regErds what I am uri ting 1:D you ••• u, 
thus t~k1ng the sie of M. M's .slE-~ could be omitted. 
I.v.21 The pr..rtes of RV . seems just a bit too clcse of the v'irtes of 
the . Vul.gste ~ 11 >.~a f"'I' se?ms beat ex ,resscd by regiones, as 1nM, 
or 1 ts .!:!,ngl 1sh counterpart in KJ ,CR,Le, or by tho possioTv synonymous 
t ·erm of "districts", used by l1if and G. Luther's "Linder'' · is e lso 
closer to ~fil~ thon to 29~.! · RV is careful to ll' eserve the para-
llelism: "of syri.O ond of Cilicin'' • Eiltho the lE.ttor preposition is 
doubtful, for the lr.ck of import~nt msa. EN is possibly clearer to the 
uneduczted mind, in so distinguishing. 
I.v.22 .As far os the octual form of the verb itse lf is concerzmd, ll1I 
irestlives the negat j.ve as an integral part of the ver·D \li th desoonocido 
or e Greek &0voov,w4Yo5. otmrwise the forms -are equall:;-,.- understand-able, with RV being possibl,., quicker of coI®r~hension to th:! unlearned 
milb.d as it hears it. RV is"backed here by Le. Y is agreed to in form 
b~ M!, G,V, .KJ,L,CR. ;·: perfor1:1s s?me exege~is .\1hich \10uld "ile mo:e p~r 
m1 ss1 ble if it were Dl aced · in 1 tall cs, for 1 t 1s not 1n the g~iginal, 
in the use of the wo;d aun, strictly, RV is better ,,ith tm Greek in 
the use of the preposition ! before .!!§. igl-esias, as t~e ~x~ct rend i-
t ion of "(ol~s e.K- , than M's .EE!• rt iS tru~ £2.! as by is a. legi-_ 
timate transl.at ion but th 15 generally signifies the me ans <:i. doing 
something ;mx • ,,.;sc·· ibo ,2or mi hermano. 11 De T.9.82,V~, so also G,Uf. 
Le J{J 6R• 0 the ;ord. <D rresponding to 11 to". Jio verb 1s given· the er~n ~nd habia of the Spanish versions, i.ndi eating ~ at the ~imp le. co;; 
~ • , mr · 'i'nglish uould be n,,-~hich \1Jere in Christ ; 
PU.1. at 1. ve is to be used• .u, in a;J • Ohr i stl, if \le emolo~r the re- ll 
while JuI v1ould read, "vmio~ ~here.!,eri~ !npported by X:J, c.R,V, ~ Le. 
gularly used English meanings. m i:j u 
RV is generally better here. 
bl,- closer to the Ka i n, literally than 
I.v.23 ~ s&lo of M is prob~ :I msrked difference. M now becomes 
the ~olamente of RV, but there 18 n~ the feminine plural deftnite ar~ 
unecessari ly loquacious, using !.it a r'snani sh rendition of 1.16 bian o1ao. 
ticle, when really RV bas the beb ~n the Greek, therefare 1n both ver-
Deci r is not supl')orted by a ve~ t. 8 1Trf1t- is equally well tran:s-
eions, it should be set off bY 1ta 10 • 
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lat ab le by the fil! ot!._2 tiempo of RV, and the a:i. tes of r: . RV is con-
si S'lient here, ss is ,M, as they s lso are in respect jve ly, anunc ia and 
Pred ica for cVol'~ 6 ~Sc. 10\'1.. • \1e might accuse RV of ta · utologv by the use 
of the second phrase of en otro tiempo, altho it follows the Greek 
11 o'1E- ,, , which M escapes by the vsr iety of ai tes aril then ,!!!! un ii e1 R..Q• t7lO'(J:JeL 11was dest1~oy\ng" ,Th, is better translated by the aes ru· a· 
of RV, ~-vhereas the comb ati6 , "combatted", is really ueaker, uitness Ve. 
I.v.24 No difference bet~een RV ond M. 
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2l~v-M P~iOl-102 
22~Le p-. ~15 
23~Ve p;386,495; Th 615 
24.Le p.39 
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II.v.l M Entonces, "then",nthereuponn, is closer to thelnurq ·of· 
~h~toriginal than RV ~spu~~' oltl10 RV liiOrd order- af despues pss. c. 
e er Preserves the smoothness of the Greek; ond represents the idea 
of the Greek genitive ngsolute 1ivith the '?i.V pasadoa, also a past porti-
oiple, th~n .t~e ~M ~PUE, an odverb. So H.A,CR,V,L.KJ,G,Mf. y is be't 
ter here. }11 is .consistently better £.gain in rendering ~vtih,v ·as sub{ 
"went up". B.V Junt£imente ~eems ~nnecessory. "iJ.V tome:ndo •• ~con. is-
closer to the test•scrup,,ro( .c<>.q'f3wv than l1i llevondo ••• con., but M 
cb es not eliminc:.te the basic ides of !itus• being included in the 
group. 
II.v.2 RV emperQ better controsts 1111th the follo\1ing y ~nd also more 
highlights the e:xterno1 divine motivction of his mission, thonM's 
Y,• • .y • HA v:i th RV, as also V ,CR,KJ ,Mf, ui th first clause of M. G 
m th the fi. rst c 1ause of RV. · .KJ lili th RV in the second dlause. v CR 
Mf, G with second clause of M. 3.V fu1. is again inferior to M sub l. · ' 
Jvl t)C:pv17v 'to set up or set ou11,-rs better e:xpr~ssed by y · ei'riuse, 
expound, set fortih, than the more neutral ~omunigueles of RV. !eiante 
.<!,e ellos of M is eisegesis, anl li'Ordy; the-·Greek idea.being presente<i. 
~!feet~ vely by RV enclitic les. .Aquel of M is better in expressing 
"Ghe --ro t l>. "th at Gospel m ich I am preaching to the Gentiles" 
than the mere el ev .o:f RV, al tho R.A agrees v1 i th B.V. M 2ri vadamen te 
Possibly h s a~in.ge of Anglicism as compared v~ith RV l'articiilarmeiite, 
~ l tho H.K is as M l:ere. j ill ~ reputaci&I! of M is a smoother render·-
1ng _th an ~ los ~ parec"Ian ~ algo. RV _alB.Q_ should have · been in i-
talics .. ~or oritV por no correr should also be italicized. The re-
ma ind er c,·f--RV is re·a1 I;:,-:-too literal to the Greek. M is much smoother 
but th '.) i:?.1terpretation· de cualgu.iera manera should be italicized. 
H ~s _ b ac·ked by H.A here.-
:i:I. v.3 .TfT and ~.'i again resIS ctively use ~ and~ for J)..'>., as 
also B.V c~p:..talizes Grie~ 1i1hile M ~ppropriately le aves it lo\1er case, 
in accord 1;vi th Modern Spanish. ll>Jof'611.,,,<r8.,, , "needed", 11 vqas ob li&ed", is 
better r epresented by M obligado 1h an RV c ompe lido • m;.~c. T-'"'n $yitqlL as 
an aoris t infinitive is also best rendered b y U8s a ser circundado 
th~ p as"b particle, than the present ii.1fini ti ve of ItV:-
II. v.4 RV 12or causa de is the correct rendition of 61..~ 0£ -ro\,s , bu:!; 
the contextseeiiistooear out M as the clearest presezt c:tion of the 
,vhole idea, that !l:!imlotby -oas not obliged to be circnumci sed even in 
spite cf the false brethren ,.-1ho entered surreptitiously in the oon-
gregat ion. H.A 1;v ith RV. Tha middle voice as in RV .!:!ntraban better cap 
tures the idea o:f the original 1h an the past participle introduc!_c;i_<:>~ 
of lll!. H.A E;lso has intro. RV is more com pact in this verse than :M 
which should italicize intro; ~· RV secretam~-~ is more read~~-Y . 
comprehended by the common man than the cla~~tinamente of M. S1gn1-
fi.cance of difference in '1i'Ord order d:f RVnu.€!stra l. and l. nuest::.'~;1 
of M: Greek uses ~JJJw'J after -r. e ~cu 8c~t .,.v ., B.V and M carry the ic:.5a 
o i the final clause· equally well, r-1 tho differing not ma,tei'iallJ in 
the choice of ,;~ords. H.A v'riith 1/Ps last clause, as also Mf • 
. II.v.5 RV cedimos is in more oommon ussge thanM cejamos uhose use 
of the noun suj eci ~n is backed by the Greek, V, and-L, al tho th is is 
not necessarily better th an F{V sujet~onos--a verb. H supported by 
H.A, Mf; G,CR,Le, and KJ. M is better here.1 
II.v.6 RV and M ·are ~eversed h 
~· H.A 't~es !!!.§.§.• M :f~equent1~ ore in general . - . 67 
and empero have no g.ee~t di ffe~e uses .R.org~ wher~R~e of qmpero ond 
x:iot in the text and not absolute nee in meaning. De has !!!!!!• Kas . 
1n comprehension s~O~ it 1 ~Y.necessery b t _. J!lrte 2 °?"1! is A. , r Cal'lflesa· a· , . u ltCDnceivablyaids · 
gain M and RV are pa) ~l.lel as in v. 2 il d6es. not distort th 8 thought. ~ ~~lo (V,KJ , end tenian ,_2..v., respectively using iare-
should have i aic ize~ th is last l"l,
1
r~uva£J:,2.B, Le ,llf ,G and CR. 
' db . V "'l' ~rrase M ' Pi1rase use y , v~.i~ , e M generally •.,, ·· ~ un ti &m,o · is really a 
this ins~ance. Both ~Vandy give a pre;.ers th~a g. n t.o o~ "RV, in 
µol <~"·°"+~~t:tby respectl'1ely no t~ ccep1,abl-e translations of o~it:v 
former is perhaps e"Q"e~ mo reused ~ gue ~ and ~ ~ imparts. The 
~ apariencia de h£~~:r.e,(Le,Mf G·~)co~o!l speech. RV .PiRE. no ,!!9_e;>ta 
Spanish and comes cfo~tdr1Jl, the Gr~e.k:' ;;
0
reodi~y understandable. in 
rr eference to on,e 1 s face or appearanc;n iir do es not_ accept or give 
Dersona de nadie (KJ,QR and v) lth ~ than M. -~ .!l~ acepta 1.§ 
- . - --;----:-' . ' . • , a o J.:I does b1·1ng out the gere ral 
meaning. Nadie is perrn1ss1ble instead of the ho ~ · d • t ~ b t' 
MSS becauseoT"the construction of the cl au.se inm~~:nt~=a~c;b.~a'ia~t i
16 
o lause of both ~V and ~ are not as c le£ir us they should be. I~ seems 
~ha~ H~'s .2.2mun1c!::c?g 1s more ~o the point t11nn 3ither di~!,~, FN or 1mpcrt1er~, M. :rhe construct ions los Que p&reci ail ser algg_ of IN ond 
~ 9ue ~ de ~Q_.sre ogain psrolleT G's-vs. 2&6s. - -
II.v.7 On the difference in use of RV and M por el contr&rio and al c. 
cf. Concordancio Espafholo, (Slosn) • Both arecor::cect but the latter 
that of~Ts"more used.- M seems exeessively wordy he;e and a bit a-
bove the ready comprehension of the average man. RV is quite accep-
~ably compact (HA the good features of both here.) M can be partliT 
Justified if one considers that .?aul \"Hll ts to em:.Jhasize that he per-
sonally and spec ifi.cally had the apostolate \1ithout circumcision. M 
may be justified in inserting evangelio altho it is quited ose to its 
m teced.ent. in the same verse. Como· vieron oi RV is attested in form 
by L,V,K.J,G,Mf, and CR. Habiendo v.ofM is suppoxted by Le. IN' ei•a 
encar.is attested by KJ,V~,and 1.-Hab{a ~ encomendado is backed 
oy Le, G, and Mf. 
II.v.8 M comes closer to thecvl~lricr((S (Th,LS) "energizes", 
"stimulates to action11 with obr~ and obraba, "\ID rkedn, 11 performedn, 
than hizo and hizo of RV· altho the two por, used also by Le, carry 
more ofthe ideaof agen~Y which it shouIT°than tl1e tirn 2 of M, v~hich 
is agreed to by KJ a~d CR. M distinguisb:SB in the difference in th~e ~
translation with obr0 an inQ.Tessivepreterite and obraba a continua 
i!Dperfect. ( HA isidentica 1 °with M.) RV & M. re SIE cti ve l~I cons i$tent 
in capitalizing and not capitalizing gentiles. Mis better here, ~ >t 
. ~~ 
II. v. 9 RV again uses a simple verb form: vi eron, \lhile M ( &HA) W538S~· 7 _ 
"ttercibiendo, the present active partlciple • .RV'is attested b;w KJ,V,M . ~ ~· 
, and CR, vvhi le Le and HA go vd th M. This form j s truly tha~ o:f th ~ · .. 
Greek, but RV still has the Tight sense; Oomo of RV and ~es of M ") oo ,~ 
have substiantially the s9rne force here. ".As': "v~hen°,"sinc?. M g-e~-< S 
nerally prefers to use fu_!! with the past particip~e, as ~ere, but in J ..... '.3 
1!22 Mis quite inconsistent. WI and Mare consistent in the use o~ ~ • 
Jacobo and sonti~<D> :respectively. RV is 11.ot regulE;r ~ml even pos- c ~~ 
sib!y confusing in-switching 1P Cefas also. M has a more positive ren!- v 7 ' 
dition of o[ bo~ouy((S <T1-rr~oL ~tvotl--==ciue eran re putados como · columnas.;: !, 
RV is seconded by XJ, V,CR. 1,1 fui is agreeto by H:f, ~. RV Jacobo·~ <:3 
is considered best also by V, and L. I\6: Sant. has no equiva ent in Enl ~ 
glish. RV and M should have italics for nos cmd me preceding dieron~ 
Cf the 1nm ~ seems the more oppropriate:--The insertion in itclics :.: 
by M of !!1._~ makes the idea more picturesque [!11d is quite feasibly th·e 
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sense of the Greek. oc~l«~ is plural, if so.RV is the better trans-
lation at this point. comunion of M now h~s a very specific meaning 
£nd could be that @f the text, altho nright of fellowship", in general, 
GS in RV di estras de comp£iflia seems more v~arranted, based on the con-
te2t. M generallyTs tile orm to use the personal pronoun even if o-
mitted in the Greek. RV does it uith nosotros f. The idea- is much 
cl earer, since t:pe thought is to specify who vias goind i"Jiere. H.A has 
la mano de com, affia, quite close to M. N is better here. - --...- --- ------
II. v.10 RV solamente and M solo are consistent vi th i: 22. IN nos 
pidie ron apporprietely is itallcTzed--M deseaban also should be so":" 
Cosa of iii! also should be in italics. This last c-lause offers ·no ap-
p"r"e'oi. ab le im!)rovement over RV in eddi tion to using more \"P rds. H.A •s 
first clause of 'RV, second clause cif M, ,-v ith the ill)Provernent of esta-
ba ansioso for ·the Greek verb form. Both fui solici to oaf RV ana"'"'Jie 
sido celoso of }E are equally permissible. G,llf,V,XJ,Le, and CR areas 
"RV:- "Cr""' as :M in the second clause. 
II.v.11 · Empero, RV, is mere"iy a Hmger and more emphatic form of 
~eroi M. The former is l)etter here. They have s·.~itched the use of the 
imp e verb and present active Jartici ple from v. 9, so that no1;v, RV 
has viniendo and M vino. This is approved bl; V,KJ,Mf,te, CR, and L. 
M's form o rthe ver'Dls identical ,1i th the Greek. If car a a ca:ra 
is good Spanish it i.rnuld. pos'sibly be more clear tho IN en la cara is 
backed by the ogii.g inal. RV Pedro, cf. Textus R~ceptus and Polyglot-
ten Bibel, Band 4~ M's rae of Cefas is attested o:; Nestle 16th ed., 
Le,Mf,G,CR, and v. RV en la cara is agreed to by V,KJ,Tuif,Le,G, anl CR. 
. ---
II.v.12 RV generall~T says~ \lhere Li uses al gunos. The latter is 
preferable · in mode1·n Spanish. Forgue of RV is m at ·M: uses in l: 12 and 
vice versa. Both are warrantedby the Greek a-Ofe • · IJ.V again Jacobo, 
and Sm ti ago, respectively, for James, as in l: 19, 2: 9. Bo th consistent 
again in respective use of cspi tal and small case .Q- in gen tiles. RV 
~spu~s is correctly in the sense of the Greek but M c~r ries the idea 
and also keeps close to the o~iginal here. Vinier.2n of RV is prer 
bebly better · than hubie:ron venido of M, but that cannot easily be 
.Pu.shed aside. -u11EG 1( >.>- e v- is also pr obaflly better done in ~Spanish 
by the se retra1a as far as the tense if concerned, but reti r0se of M 
is possibly more easily understood. RV ap~rr taba and i! separ&se as 
far as i."D rd choice are equally 1,vell chosen. H is sorne\i:l at redu.1dant 
in inserting de ellos since the following clause is ID fficient lY 
cl ear. RV te'iirendo miedo de and :M temiendo a are equally justified. 
II.v.13 Mis s~vhat mo?e direct-in tra11slating the first clause . 
than RV, eltb.o the M juntamente really should be italieized,since 1here 
is no separate word to justi. :g7 it in the Greek. RV CD nsent1a11, V, 
~hould be placed in i tel i cs for the same :e ason. !2! manera gue of M 
is not quite as smooth as the regular ~panish of de ill man.era gue, 
emploJ,,-ed b~ RV. M's choice of descaminado to bring out the idea o:f 
(j" t)\)o( 11 nx 13,., · is more colorful tfu not necessarily more e :xact 1lllan the 
llevado of RV. Llevado~de ellos as in RV does not seem to reach the 
CD mpreEension gui te so rapidl;y as the ~~amina~.2 .iunt? rn los ~~ 
of M. In the 1 est phrase, En su simulacf"0n~the rendering of!N'•is 
closer to the Greek and more simple than t.he more \"\O rdy por la d. de 
8llos~ offered by :M. K;J With first clause of :M, but \litn~~ S~cond 
of RV. HA again has the betyer points of Qoth, also rendering hipo-
cres!a~instead of disimulacion~or simulacion, as also does Le. ~eeIW 
oetter here. . 
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II.v.14 M inserts the peroonal pronoun ::vo which is not necessa~J 
and should be italicized, si nee the ~rs:,nai' pronoun is implicit" in ' 
the veb. If M's idea is emphasis, it still s~ould be in italics. · 
Mis correct in using on accent on the 1 in v! ~hich as a oreterite 
properly requires an accent. !Win using Pear~ here
1
and as· often as' 
possible, isbetter in keeping with the more familiar name to the mass 
o~ the peo ~le, who might easily be left uithout the oroner connota-
tions and .con~ections vv ith the unrelentil'l.g use af themor~ obsc\l!'e 
~~' as oy h . Delante de todos, ( KJ ,G,CR.), as in RV, is the exact 
translation of the original, but M's renl ition is also acceptable. 
RV ~onti1!ues in the o~d Spanish usage of copitalizing all names o:f 
nat 10m ll t y , while M is i :!.1· the modern style, and hence better for to-
day. This is repeated in the last clause of the verse. The llestle 
· · text . ~ses only one \'Vord, an adverb,l8v, Kw5, and in t h e si:..1gular, 
to describe 1,vhat both vers i ons give as a plural. This, of a:ou:rse, 
could co me as a matter of a regular way of pre sen tat ion of such an i-
dea. If this is so, N is more in a balanced CDJI).sti'uction than Fl 
'vv hich al so r~nders as plur ai; z .!!2 ~ fil jud ios. This mig!l t be' dis-
puted by saying that one persnn, Peter, ~as ~poken to directly, and 
hence the singula1 Jua.!o ia really more in keeping with acm al conve1·-s ~ti~n. RV.££!.~ andM c6mo, as "\1hy11 , ana :11bown are equally per-
missible in their respective «> nstructions. H~ \-l ith M in the we of 
obligas instead of the possibly less common constri~es used oy RV. 
So also ere V, KJ, Le, and C]. 
II.v.15 M cl £rifies the te:{t 'by the insertion of 2 iendo aftei· 
nosotros, thus supi:>lying the copulative 
1
perticiple whicll is not needed 
in the ?;ree k . JV again c 8pita li zes judio_§, \1hile M prove~ ly desists 
from this. Por natu::c aleza of Ivl ~ is _easier to u:aderstand in t l1e i m!? li.:. 
cation of t he teit than the mere naturales in t he cont r ast 1.d th ih e 
"sinful heat!1en11 rei'lde:ced i:n Spa:::iisn iJy 'both versions as pecadores 
de los gentil~, e~cept that IN capita.li.zes the _g of gentiles. -
on l '!i'.. 
16) There · are seve:i.· al differen ces here , but t ll e~"' a:r e actuall.y,-o'f a 
fev1 k inds. We a :re confron ted with a direct choice -Jet\:Jeen RV sabienoo 
and M conociendo. £.to6'1'l5 , the per fect pm:·ticl>le; {Thayer}, can b~ 
trans latoo either as saber or as c ono cer, since b oth tl1e igCiDI'ds' mean-
ings are used in t he ~eelc interchangeal)ly wit h 3q·vcJ0Kw , ol'o~ and 
othe:r vej'.'·bs of knowing. {Youag' s). Conocer and sa"Jer ~e dist iJ1guished 
f :rom each othe:c-, like the Fr e1'1el'l ve:/'Ss connoit:r e and savoir, or t he 
German keilllen and wissen {Vel.) • .Ken~.'l en is to :i:ecogni ze a ,erson, or 
oe acquai.nted withaperson, or- the disti:ngui~hing ruarks of a "ti1 ing , . 
m ~ le w isseu is to ki.1oi.1 t .h e facts. of cert ai :i ~hings. ( Heath's Nevi . 
~e:::m!-ll-1 Diet ionary, 1936-). Since the matter a ·~ ha:1.a ~s the f~~t. of 
Just1f-.:1 ing, which is done "i.)eyo:;.1d t he \"i orks of t he la'v11 , RV ~a01e .. 1do 
is better. 7 Mas, as ased 1)~' M i n fror:t o:.: conociendo, does no harI!l to 
tl1e thought of the text, alth o it isn 't a1rnolu tely needed, even t ho 
the te:-<t has the cor respond ing particle. N may "ue using a more cur-
rent e:{pressi on in legales, but it is very ;;,ossi~) l.y someuh at :removed 
fl:'om the idea of the LatJ as given on Sin~i, and as inscr·i~)ed on th~ . 
human. heart "uindin.cr our oo nsciences. It l' athex gives the connotation~ 
of a oourtY·~om. RV
0
uses the article la in front of~ de Jes1;1cr~sta. 
This is c;,u.ite permissible a:.1d is good $ Jan ish. The use 0T~.!~ink1ng 
1; ith fe ••• Jesucristo, 'faith of Jesus Ck1-1,t1 , as would be the, NO~M~ . 
unde:rmandi':ig, would mean Jesus c:1rist's faith, not tnat~ of t;1e i ~1div1-
dual. M is i n bette:r usage with th e :readil;y· ru.1.de:i:stai."'l~a~l~ 91:ras~, . 
Por medio de fe e:11°Jesuc:~isto. RV seems to go along \V 1t.1 :f_J , in _ 12ter-
aTrsTI'cfoTiowT:rig""of the "Greek construction,rta1~ws X~to- 1 ov lryo .o\J • 
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Tambi~n as used by RY is quite appropriate. In the corresponding 
phrase by M, mismos is a permissible rendition, b•t it should be 
ita. icised, since it is not clearly indicated by the original. For the 
Greek \VOrd order, given literally b;r Cristo Jesus, M uses also the 
conventional form Jesucristo, \1hile Rf/ uses the latter both times. M 
is probably to be preferred°"here, since both are understandable, and 
there is as much as possible avoidance of ,;ihat ,1ou.ld be tiring repe-
tition. It would seem that the choice of RV in using fuesemos is both 
better with the Greek tense of aorist passive and u i t h the gen er al · 
sense of theclause, as corroborated by various English translations. 
M, however, has several exponents of the translation in the present 
t h • h l b dd lf Cf .. ~ " ' ' . ens~ vif ic a so may ea uced. ore. c"> ~~Jwv referring to the o'T"t. 
is g1v~n by RV · a~ ,or cuanto "implying opposition or contr ast to the 
~reced1ng11 (Ve.& \.7ebster 1s Collegaite). This is ,vell translated, pre-
ably a s bade stronger contrast than the pues que of M which is, it 
must be admitted, a tolerable translation. The loot t ,rn differ inO' 
Phrases have already been treated previously in this ver se. 
0 
II. V .17) H.A is "" ith M on the first phrases, and ,u th RV in the hast 
phrase. This applies VJ :iith minor variations. The 6i at the beginning 
of the verse seems to be aaversative (M.t.b:l,; S':v.}::tc.) is it is generall;I 
(Dana p.244) and is therefore best expressed by the pero of lfL ,,;i1hich is 
the closes t Spanish equivalent. This does not e1tirely :cu.le out t he 
~ere conjm1cti ve z of IN, s:t nee it is used in good Spanish to continue 
Just such thots. Both RV and M bring the c&ntinuance of seeking to be 
justif ied thru Ohr ist,--------~ ,1i th possibly more directness of 
phraseology by M, but really much moxe · personal and incisive is the 
problem at the crux a bit more closely. RV could \1 ell . includp the 
mismos vihich is actually indicated by the G:teek cnirot. Ifcv~te~n, 
is a cumulative aor ist, looking at one of the results of see.king justi-
fication in Christ, then M is the better rendition. (Da11a)---.:!to r e- · 
gard an event in its entixety, from the viewpoint of existing r ·esults." 
It seems, tho; that in looking at the normal action of Christian faith 
--as it is lived by real, live "'Jelievers, is that fuey con~inually 
find, in tileir daily repentance, ti at even as they try to trod the palh 
spiritual of Christ,· they com:ilit sins which are noticed by other people 
and sometimes even themselves.' 2 This also ,11ould justify the passive · 
voice in which we find the Greek verb. This is the rendition of RV 
which seems to be superior from tm long range vie"1:1 poj.nt. RV's follow-
ing phrase is rrore linked up to the preceding 1)y the ronnect -=ire por 
'..i -eso than tine acaso of M. Both, however, are in good usage. - . 
II.v.18) Porm;e of RV, 'because~, and Pues, 'since', al"'e about equi-
valent intEeir context here. One m.qy-~s ibly debate 1i,1h ether the -
pr ete.;:-ite destru! as used b;y- RV, o:r the present per fect hab!a destru!-
do is the halhdling of the original vei'b, but FN is clearer in -that 
clestru! is ,.,v i th out doubt the f i rst p. meant in the t~:t. TTolQ.oCl3c#-1''1V 
is given as meaning a transgressor, a lav, l)i'eaker (Th~-er). lPs use 
of Prevai• icador is backed up by Jerome ( Vul.) am CR. The \iord .2• 
mesnll "one who violates his duty ..... a aouble dealer". This rendition 
· coincides very nicely vl ith the: general content and context of the word, 
· end also the particular verse. RV is closer with the str ict rre aning 
of the "1'\'0rd, as given by Thayer, md backed by Mf and Gd. HA is with 
RV in the last ·c1ause anl KJ is with IN in 'make thyself, shou thy-
self•;as also v. me b~6o · of RV is pro"babl:,-- closer to\'JUV<.11&vw11 shmv; 
Prove, establish, exhi it•" (Thayer), than the~ convenzo o:if. M, ,vhich 
means, 'convince myself' unless o ·1ittle used meaning of conven1er, . 'to demonstrate' is ro nsi de red, c:t! also V. The \1) rd order of M s fl rst 
clause is smoother than that of JN, uhich if the lat ter v~ ere changed, 
the vilole verse vrnuld be clearly superior 1x> M. Otherwise it is only 
slightly so• . Transgressor is approved ey rfL f and Gd• 
. . '] 1 
II,v,19 · IN a21d L ar e consistent on t he 2:esvective _use of ?Of and 9or 
medio de. M a ,?ai.n sl1ould 7·eall··· itali~i~e the med10 de v,hicn a:re not 
spe_cifTcall ~l -i i{cluded in the G:i.1 ~ek. ~heTe are severaTvia;/ s of looking 
at the ve1·b ;~ 1,{, tl q Vf. Y wlrl.cll is ai .ven as 2nd .Aorist by Thaj-er; 
and as constati ve aorist by Dans. one ~ight· also take the action as 
a ?'..bole, and possibl:~ i- ecor d it drall'.l!.tically,- in the present tense. 
If this is the ch ief i:i.1d icatio;.1, then IN is t he better. If the idea is 
mer e .nention o:.e the d?act that the lar1 \'18S the means to b is~ (Pam.l1s) 
:figu:1:ative death to it, tlrnn IJI is to be ::re:fe1·red, I prefer t he RV 
~~ vivir ~ Di ~, It is a sir.1ple, clear ~nese:i.tation :;f · t 21 e :.:esult 
~ :10. :J u.rpose of dying to the law ·a1.1d its bon ds of ser·vU; u.de, R.A Dicel~.,. 
i n c pr po:r ate s JN and M b;/ t h e clause, a fin de vivh para Dios. If it 
wer e not for tau to l ::,g:y- ~ eve~1 mo r e acco:·di.n gto """RV""io u.ld ·o~ fie 1·rn issi°:J l e : 
1Pa~_vivir ..E_m.·a D.!2..§. 1 • JN litel" ally· , is; 1 to live to God 1 • l-I liter-
@Tiy Js, 1 111 order that I ma;'.t live to. God, 1 Both of th~..se are quite 
accep table. M ,1.n1ra in f~ont of l)ios 11:euld l>e i n italics. The a in 
f:r·ont ?f ~ is also · ver~T COftl[DOl'l l :,· t r ansalted as lfor 1 • Vulgate also 
11as ~l11s <D ns.t :ruction. RY is sli g..!i tl·,,. 1.)r€ferable here· mainl~r for 
br-CVl tu IS Salce• u J .; 
.. . 
II.v.2(.') The ·untamente of RV is j usti f ied by the dative X<> ,o ·f~ ; 
iv he r eas its omission 1)~; ' i is :no ser ious det:t i ment to t be se nse, Doth 
:.N and. Ivi: are pa l'·allel . i n cl1oice of te;.1ses as to a dee;ree i~1 ~,. 19 B.i."1.d 
especi:all;s.· i n v. 17 •• ,( somos l1allados----h emos sido hallados). KJ is 
with RV; RA witi.'1 M. Thayer t r an5lates:\:_~\...,.,.~ (fuvu1t1)S~wJ.l-G1l. n~ ... tl1e 
death of Clu · ist upon t }1e c:coss I have 1.J ecorne u t terly est:r·m ge d from 
(dead to) my former ha'bit "of f eeling 3:t:'ld action .1t M obviou sly uses tbe 
!.1e:ciect tense.:..:.he sia.o c. Mf also uses this c~nstruction. In t he long 
l' a~1ge vie11  of Christianity, we a:i.·t:j told to c1~icify t he flesh c1.ai ~ 
with its sinful lusts. This is e :xJ:ress ed i:1.1 var ious ;:rnj,S i'ly bot l1 t he 
New and t h e Old Testamen ts. So on tbe 0asis of t:cansaU;ion itsel:i: :M 
is so1re what clos er t o t he originol; 1rnt out-hat of t b e total vi ew, of 
faitb, JN seems to bave more insiei1t. EV tends iD foll 0\1 :rather too 
cl osel;y- the liber al use of the Kc:f t. arn its coi:lpanion 6~ , wbich have -
va:ry ing fm.~ces i n Gr eek, out tlhich ten d to ·ne as s tilted or f laccid 
in Spanish vvith they md l conjunctions , as a1·e t he same forms in 
Engl~sh, vdl3n used :freq.ientcy. · M would be 'i:letter. than RY i n t h~ use . 
of sin em bar go fox the .. ,. of RV. 'IN an:1 11 are agam m ns 1.stent 1n t he rr 
l:'esi;iec tive-:z.-endi tions 7;' f mas and aim, S L1ce t he ver'b ,'~ivir is nsed 
o:f necessit,·,· so marzy· time'sln this-ver se, t he i.talici2ed: inject i on 
of~ bJ· };,/ seems u.nrL."1.ecessa1·~- and even unfar tunate. J3 ?~to:u.d the_ f~rst 
cl&J.se, RV is more in lceepi:..1 g .; ith the G:..·ee k as far as s1m~le additions 
a:nd wo x d. changes are concerned. AC!Ua 11 a is 11ot as appr o pr 1ate ~ J:£ 
of RY, r>a:rtly because the fo1:mer ~ r i.es the ord ~ ary coru.1?t_ation of 
somethins~ at sorre, distance f r om t he s,ealcer ar "v :c 1ter , anc~. oecauS3 the 
fcn:·me:r i~ e demonstrative; \n ile the or iginal te~ t calls :i:oi· nmrel; 
a ;~mre.l demonstrat i ve, ind icati~1g distance. V •. ~d DE T ag:~e: V 
RV is generally lite··al whe·ce t .he (h~ee lc bas !v, giV1ng the ~PaI,is .n 9~,-
. ... · this same ,1D rd as no r vm en 
a,ct __ e~ivalent! .• l~ gensi-a l l;'l ~end.:rs }ie bettel' choice:--rn addi.-
t n e :c e is some md1cat1.on th·at suc.1 ma.:,· be ta · d G""'IITTi'R"'f'"'" is .. '11 5 ,., .._ . . . text me 10 e w.~.:J .a.u~ ~ ~· 
~1011, 'IJ'\tl en he uses rior in such a <D :u. '. . t .,....a1· f·?e .. ence i n mean-1nc 1,,~ d -- , , 11 if an .. ac ua.1.' ... ..t. -WIiie • There seems to oe sma ~ - ~ 1 H ,.,.,1· tl:i s::ecial em 11ha-i . ~ . . 16 -mr s es 1a .i. e u e • ~, - " • ng or co:rmo tat 10n. In v. ,.\v u ~ - 20 .,...M r ende:;:o s tbe parti-
~!!alJ.eBfh,iie ~~ ~?. l6TbJS!_)5¥ fu\~Bt8~ Hr !a ~. J'j 3~ we. would expect. 
r1{f - r - and ,.;fth tiie f1:rst clause of 
H.A is with M tr ant lat ion ~:fe ~ ~ 1!•' .. se di .6 is mo r e ample than 
M, othex1,1ise; with RV. It is t r ue . th~ Hicariunde:rstmds the h:.tter _ 
RV se entre~; but the average 'L~\in;. ir V }las mor e spe?ific . co11:..1ota-
as meaning 1·gave .himself up 1 , 'l:V.l:'.llc~1 ' 1 ~ y-1 RV is better in this verse• 
tions than the e:rt:cemel~7 general~~£.· 
II "'I 21 tt .. eidwto reject, fe f uae · 81. h · · · "/ :: 
thi.s.meaning e~act~y ~ ith ~esecho: M'~ght, Gal.ii~2l11 (Thay ~r). RV h a~ 
possible meaning o..i: t .ae verb in qaestionego ~ ... E a_l s o g:i. ve_n :as a 
ll 21 rt so ems that desecho ia as . d , but no11 con:..1ectecl -ro t n Gal• 
• • wtsnn'Y' la l un erstanda"hle as hbgo nula; pps-
sibly even .mor e. . ~ ---~ is t ·epresented in 11: ~- rmedio de 
~a~,~ qu,ite. ac~ora~n~ to custom of 1,:1 • . .Actually , both ~v11:a and medio 
de alioi:ild iJe lU l ~all?~• ~ the same 1i1a y RV' :fuese and ]11 es need i tali~S 
Tne impe:rfect ijubJUilClil"T/e 111 SDar:i,ish is useu to e:xpresa ootlJtrary t:> 
fa.ct situations, hence IN fnese 1s best. RV D6r demas i<s obeelete a..'1.d 
the1·efore out of the ,realm of cu1•:..~ent Spanis~v' has the saue :frorm. 
Men balde is pc e~~:r:a~le. ·,nth t he cflenge of t 11e last differ en ce i n 
RV,it would be deI:-111te;~- . the b~tte:r. As it is, M is sligl1tl;:,, "".)etter, 
KJ is more \'J ith 11. H.A ·v11t~1 RV e~<cept for es a.ml en balde. Gd atrees 
with RV use of imp:f. subj. fuese, and.M:f witb M: an'd HA1n the use of 
indicative there. 
Chapter II Foo~nctes 
l~ Also Mf Gd.,CR,Le,and · KJ. 
2~ ~tte~ted also by L,V,KJ;Le,Gd,add CR. 
,.-· . _Mf. i.v; · 
.!hLe. 
6 ~ KJ ,c11. 
7~ HA,L l d H~ 
8 1 . h naralle an ~ ~ ]}ng lS i..J 
9. · V ,KJ ,CR 
10 ~Uf ;r,e, Gel. 
11:cR 
12.Gd. with Ii en ·it11 w. 
13 • K.J ' Gd ' vJ i th RV ; Hf ma • 1,;, l l • 
:s;. Sunnna~ of Differences 
·.1. Trends in tvord-cho1ce type2 • 
'l :J 
.s • .Archeio woi•as. . .As might be e~pe cted, RV has far more ,1ords 
which heve ;;>$3Sed out of gene:r·al usage than has M. Some of 
these, as also is t11e cose with the X.J, have even acquired. 
special connotations of a :Jiblical connection. ~e majority 
of these archaic words, hovsever, :reallJ serve only to '.Jee loua 
the meaning instead of olear it up. . . 
.b. Erudite words. Here we find ~ite a rever·sed situation • . M 
has mm.y more words ,m ich are found rather in sch olarl';• vocab-
ularies than in 1h o se of the conmon reader. RV too, h"'as se-
ver al words ,vhich no1;ir at any rate, have taken 011 mol'e of a 
technical or theological ssp ect than they osr·ried at tbe time 
of the original transl..ations done b~,r Oasidoro de Reina and 
Cipriano de Valera themselves. One finds that \'¥ ith the more 
recent revisions of RV, man~r of t L e archaic and also the more 
ei·ud.ite or specially theological words have been deleted, to 
be replaced 1)y more cur:i:ent speech. lj on the vh ole, hliS pro.:. 
portionately more words inaccessible easily to·the average 
reader on the basis of erudi~ene~s than has IN. 
o. Vulgarisms. This pm·agraph is included especi allJ'· because of 
tho existence, thruout the IN translation, of expressions 
which were well anough in · thei:r· tirne, but \lhich no.l't have as-
sumed vulgar connotations. IW parir in San Lucas 2, 7 and 
other Places now has the idea of a female animal giving birth. 
M appropriately chooses dai: a lu.z for these instances wherever 
they· occur. - -:-~ 
I.Preferences in t:enses, ar~ voice. 
a. In tense. RV prefers the pl'esent tense when there is a pos-
sible 9hoice :for it. Ex.:2:7 IN me era encargado; 1,~hile M has 
me habia sido encomendado; the imperiect and the pluperfect, 
respectively , ft canoe seen also from this example and sever-
al other cases, that M tends to use a compound verb while RV 
keeps it as sl.mple as possible. ' This is I?,.Ot followed strictl~·, 
because IlV does in places h ave the more complicated verb form, 
1.ivhile M has the more simple form. 
b. In voice. JN frequently puts a verb in the passibe or middl!3 
voice vh i le M uses the active. ~e latter is generally pre fe~ 
able where feasable, to car1'~l more vivid the action u.hich act-
ually transpired. .An examl)le of this is found to a gegree in 
1:6 RV es!gz maravillado, passive voice,· and less colorful then 
the M Eif"maravillo, closer to the active. 
z. Preferences in e:cpressions. "fN, as might be expected has mo re ar-
chaic expressions. l iI has the disadvantage that it is word~' 
even to the extent that the sense is more d iff ioul t to app1~e-
h8.l--id than is the simpler form · gener~lly chosen by RV. 
4. !,iteralness and faithfulness to ·the Greek. RV here seems to hi! ve 
the slight edge on M aB 1lsr as :faithfulness is.concerned. It 
also carries the disadvantage of frecp.entl~· being almost slav-





.. v.r,. Conclusions 
the present. Continue the usage of IW where it is recommended; 
that is, in Latin-speaking North and Central anerica, end con-
tinue M 1ilhere it has been customer ily used in our church. It 
'li1ould probably be better to substitute the ~ctually w.lger 
woids of IW with the currently 100re acceptable v1ord. J.s might 
be expected in Spain, and also in many parts of the NEM World, 
the RV version is the· only knm:vn one yo the common peep le of 
:Protes.tant persuasion. Gutierrez-Marin attests this in hiS 
verJ comprehensive HISTORIA DE LA REFOID.1~ EN 3SPi.flk p. 131. 
"This very version of Valera is that ,,ihich has carried over 
to our days, being published in greater number of editions and 
copies than any other, and whioh at present (1942) is used in 
all the pulpits and labors of Spanish-speaking Protestants." 
(Translated from the Spanish.) For the present, it would be 
less confusing for the people to continue hearing RV and M 
~here they respectively are used, as the still official texts 
for sermons and Epistle· and Gospel reading, with the slight 
changes mentioned above. HA, in my opinion, uould be excellent 
for use in Bible Class and Sunday School teachers meetings, 
where there is amp le opp or ttmi ty to e:xplsin the matter or 
translations, so they at least have an introduction to the 
situation~ without having doubts, which sometimes can be teri-
ous, about just where the true Word of God is to be found. . . 
the future. H.A ,1ould be 'best for an all around version, once · 
the uho le Bib le is done in this e asy-f lov1ing; current Spanish. 
In the body of the thesis 1 it has been noted at various loca-
tions, that H.A incorpor£tes the good features of both IN and 
M, leaving out almost without exception, the bad features. 
Naturally, it is ne:xt to impossible to expect perfection from 
any translation. 
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